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Note from the Editor
One thing I have learned through my long association with SABR is that sometimes “it all depends on
how you count it.” If you consider that our goal is typically to get the spring issue of the BRJ to press 
before Opening Day, this issue is not yet late! But if one uses the other calendar methods, well, we are
now about two months into Quarantine Time as I write this. And Quarantine Time is measured not in
days or weeks, but by flattened curves. 

I was on my way to Florida when the announcement came that Major League Baseball was suspending
spring training. The night before my flight, the news broke that Utah Jazz basketball player Rudy Gobert
had tested positive for coronoavirus. (Who could have predicted that the guy who cavalierly made light
of the encroaching crisis by touching all the microphones of reporters after a press conference would
be the one to catch it? Funny that.) Gobert’s diagnosis was a huge wake-up call not only to him—he
would later apologize profusely for not taking things seriously enough—but to the entire USA. This
young paragon of health, a major star athlete, in the middle of the country (the Jazz were in Oklahoma
City at the time), caught it and didn’t even have any idea where he got it from. 

The virus was already inside the borders. And it seemed like overnight, people suddenly believed it. 
Individual case counts and dire stories from Seattle and epidemiological facts didn’t make people see.
But a single major sports figure getting the virus: that made the threat real. 

Though some in government didn’t want to recognize the seriousness or urgency of the situation right
away, every sport shut down operations within the 48 hours after the Gobert announcement. The NCAA
basketball tournament, which had already been scheduled to go forward without fans in the seats,
was called off entirely (as were all NCAA championships in every sport). The NBA and NHL “suspended”
their seasons. MLB called off spring training. Even the PGA Tour, which flirted with the idea of holding
a golf tournament without fans, in the end decided to cancel it. 

I believe the cancellations themselves drove home the severity of the situation to many who were 
still hoping the pandemic might “blow over.” This isn’t solely about sports, of course. The news about
Tom Hanks’s diagnosis broke at the same time as Gobert’s. Broadway went dark, and a few days after
the sports-pocalypse, Walt Disney World closed its doors. The tangible effect of the pandemic on
these cultural touchstones and the mass media that connect us is what made it all real for the first

time. Historians, take notes. The effect of this global “pause” will be studied and written about for
generations to come. 

Now, of course, we live the “new normal.” I only leave the house for groceries, where I stand in a line
six feet apart from other shoppers, wearing my facemask and disposable gloves, and I pine for baseball,
which would be the perfect distraction from the dire mortality statistics I can do nothing about. As I
write this, MLB and the players are discussing outlandish plans for how to conduct a half-season
(starting in July) safely and equitably. But there is no guarantee that any kind of a season will happen.
The future is uncertain, and the present is on pause, so looking backward at the past is all we have for
the moment. Classic games on television and in our SABR Games Project archives, the #SABRatHome
initiative, and, of course, the BRJ right here in your hands. 

May you all live to see baseball return. 

– Cecilia M. Tan, May 2020



HOW IT BEGAN
Sometime before the Sporting News Publishing Com-
pany marked its centennial on March 17, 1986,
president and chief executive officer Richard Waters
recognized that his domain included a variety of his-
torical artifacts and research materials that needed and
deserved better care than the company had provided
to that point. Waters contacted his friend, Charles P.
Korr, professor of history at the University of Missouri–
St. Louis (UMSL) and later the author of The End of
Baseball as We Knew It: The Players Union, 1960–81,
and asked for advice. Korr suggested Waters consult
with Anne Kenney, the director of special collections at
UMSL and a professional skilled in caring for historical
materials. Kenney recommended that Waters hire an
archivist, preferably one familiar with sports and sports
history. She helped craft the job description and the
advertisement published in the November/December
1985 newsletter of the Society of American Archivists.

I read that advertisement and mailed my letter of
application on New Year’s Eve, 1985. At the time I was
both a historian, with a doctorate from Ohio State, and
an archivist, having worked for three years at the Ohio
Historical Society and more than seven years at the
South Carolina Department of Archives and History. I
was neither a sports historian nor a sports archivist. 
I didn’t even know if those two fields existed. I was,
however, a very committed sports fan. To prepare for
the interview I hoped would come, I began buying The
Sporting News at a local drugstore. I had read the pub-
lication on and off as a youngster but, in truth, had
focused most of my sports reading on books and
Sports Illustrated. Fortunately, on the very date on
which TSN became a hundred years old, SI published

a long, celebratory essay by the inimitable Roy 
Blount Jr. Through it, I learned a lot about TSN’s past
and especially about a man named Paul Mac Farlane,
a former copy editor turned company historian.

Shortly thereafter, TSN’s human resources director,
Char Strahinic, invited me to St. Louis for an interview.
This full-day experience took place on April Fool’s
Day, 1986. In the morning, I met with Waters, chief 
financial officer Jim Booth, and editor Tom Barnidge.
I spent time in the afternoon with Mac Farlane and
Lowell Reidenbaugh, who had just written The Sporting
News: The First Hundred Years, 1886–1986, a hardcover,
coffee table book that would become my concordance
to the “Bible of Baseball.” Lowell and I talked mostly
about the Civil War, his other passion besides base-
ball. As for Mac Farlane, we talked mostly about his
other passion, the Boston Red Sox. 

I returned to South Carolina enthusiastic, believing
I had a good shot at the job. How many other people
could there be, I wondered, who were historians,
archivists, and sports fans? Very few, apparently, 
because within a few days, Char called with a job offer
that I accepted. I entered the company’s offices for the
first time as an employee on the Tuesday after Labor
Day, 1986. 

WHERE IT BEGAN
The building the company owned at 1212 N. Lindbergh
Boulevard in suburban St. Louis was a big place,
41,000 square feet, the company’s first home since
leaving downtown in 1969. Offices located around the
perimeter were huge and had ceiling-to-floor windows.
The editorial staff worked in two open spaces bereft
of walls or cubicles with a telephone and a computer
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Before We Forget
The Birth, Life, and Death of The Sporting News Research Center

Steve Gietschier

LEST WE FORGET

More than a decade has passed since American City Business Journals (ACBJ), a subsidiary of Advance
Media, the company that bought the Sporting News in 2006, moved the publication’s editorial office
from St. Louis to Charlotte, North Carolina, and closed The Sporting News Research Center. This essay is
an attempt to tell the story of how the research center came to be, what it accomplished over twenty-two
years, and how it met its demise. My recollections have been aided by those of Jim Meier, who worked
for TSN for nearly twelve years and without whose expertise we would have achieved much less.



terminal on every desk. The wallpaper was custom-
made, reproducing pages from TSN’s inaugural issue,
and the carpeting was a very vibrant burnt orange.
Along the walls were rows of book shelves and file
cabinets, each with drawers painted alternately the
same burnt orange and beige. Adjacent to the edito-
rial areas was the lunch room—or “corporate dining
area,” as some insisted it be called. Its wallpaper was
also custom-made, featuring baseballs on a sky-blue
background. In the past, I learned, when major league
players had visited the building, they were sometimes
persuaded to autograph a wallpaper baseball. Fastened
to these walls were wooden racks that held sets of the
commemorative bats produced by Hillerich & Bradsby
to mark each All-Star Game and World Series. We had
complete runs of these bats plus dozens of extras
stored in a back room: a warehouse from which we
mailed books, guides, and registers and retained boxes
of back issues of TSN itself dating back more than fifty
years.

Mac Farlane—or Mac, as everyone called him—had
an interior office that measured about fifteen feet by
twelve feet with no windows. That was where I was
supposed to work, but it was too cluttered. Blount
called this space a “historical storehouse.” True. Mac’s
desk was overwhelmed with books, letters, envelopes,
scraps of paper, coffee mugs, pens, pencils, and a stan-
dard typewriter. The adjacent shelves groaned under a
century of tradition. In front of his desk, partially
blocking the doorway, was a table-top model of Fenway
Park, maybe three feet by four feet, around which
everyone who wanted to enter had to maneuver.
Under his desk and known to almost no one, sat a 
hidden case of Laiphroaig scotch whisky, delivered
once a year by a mysterious stranger.

I found work space in the room adjacent to Mac’s,
the vault. It really was a vault. Its entrance was through
a bank vault door, the combination to which was 
one of the sacred baseball numbers to which Mac paid
homage, 4–0–6. In the vault, the company kept 
precious things: Beadle guides, Spalding and Reach
guides, a copy of The Base Ball Player’s Pocket Com-
panion, published in 1859, and two file cabinets—
called fireproof because they were made of steel and
concrete. This is where I went to work each day, open-
ing the combination lock and sitting at a small desk
wedged into impossibly crammed space.

WHAT TO DO?
The job description called for someone to be responsi-
ble “for preserving and maintaining a sports collection,
documents and reports, designing and implementing

retrieval and storage systems, and assisting sales and
marketing staffs with historical presentations,” but
how to do these things was up to me. Technically, the
position was situated within the editorial department,
and Barnidge was my boss, but he was content to let
me fashion the job as I saw fit. I spent my first weeks
getting to know everyone else and understanding that
the company included several departments besides
human resources and editorial: circulation, advertis-
ing, production, books, accounting, public relations,
and customer service. My goal was to make sure that
everyone knew who I was and that I was available as
a resource to assist them however appropriately. The
closest relationships were with public relations and 
advertising, particularly when the ad sales staff tried to
use the company’s history as a tool to sell advertising
pages. In one instance I recall, we helped the Chicago
sales office put together some trivia questions on
Chicago sports history.

I learned that the editorial staff was divided into two
groups: a bunch of mostly senior people responsible
for “putting out the paper,” as the saying went, and a
group of younger people who worked on the books—
guides, registers, record books, hardcover books, and
season preview magazines called “yearbooks.” Both
concentrated on the sports we called the Big Six: 
baseball, college and pro football, college and pro bas-
ketball, and hockey. Most of both groups were men,
and most had no idea who I was or what I was sup-
posed to do. Many were fixed in their ways.

OUR HOLDINGS
Mac’s office and the vault contained only some of the
company’s historical materials. He controlled complete
runs of staples like the Spalding Guide, the Reach
Guide, the Baseball Blue Book, the American League
Red Book, the National League Green Book, the Little
Red Book of Baseball, and others. Outside his office
were open shelves on which were stored several thou-
sand trade books in complete disarray. Scattered about
were periodicals, media guides, and our own guides,
registers, and record books. File cabinets adjacent to
the newsroom held our photographs, probably more
than 600,000 prints, mostly black-and-white, plus a
smattering of negatives. File cabinets near the book
editors held a resource of incalculable value: our clip-
ping files.

In 1986, TSN subscribed to over a hundred daily
newspapers. There were stacks of newspapers all over
the newsroom. Editors, in their spare time, read these
papers and clipped relevant articles. An editorial assis-
tant placed each clipping in the proper brown envelope
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within a massive filing system for untold thousands of
clippings, some dating from the first years of the twen-
tieth century or even earlier. Some clips were filed
biographically, but there was also an elaborate—and
yet unindexed—subject file. These clips covered not
just baseball, but other sports as well. The file cabi-
nets that housed the clips stood six drawers high, and
there were, memory suggests, more than fifty cabinets.

The same editorial assistant also updated our file of
player contract cards: 3 x 5 index cards on which we
recorded the contract history of every professional
baseball player. Our staff used these cards, but so did
I, learning how to document minor league careers 
for customers who wrote inquiring about family 
members. SABR founder Ray Nemec maintained his
own set of cards, and we frequently worked together
to fill in gaps. With a player’s contract history in hand,
it was a simple task to check the relevant guides and
develop a player’s statistical record. Mac Farlane had
told Blount that “the FBI uses this,” referring to the
card file. I could not say.

Buried within the clipping files was an extraordi-
nary collection of player questionnaires. From the
early days of the Baseball Register, first published in
1940, our correspondents would ask players in spring
training to fill out biographical questionnaires. They
did so, year after year, creating a trove of data in the
players’ own hands that were filed in each player’s
folder. 

Also sitting on the shelves were two boxes of 
correspondence between the Spinks, Taylor and his
son, C.C. Johnson Spink, and Ty Cobb. Nearly a hun-
dred letters passed back and forth, most dating from
the 1950s until 1961, the year of Cobb’s death.

THE FIRST ARCHIVES
Waters soon said that our goal was to construct an 
addition to the existing building that would become
the new, professionalized archives. We began meeting
with an architect, a man whose practice had included
designing Burger King restaurants and an addition to
the Waters residence. We developed a floor plan that
met some of our needs: office space, storage space
maximized by a system of compact shelving, and 
work tables for staff members and—I hoped—outside
researchers. Waters also said this addition would be
my work space, but not Mac’s. As construction pro-
ceeded, Mac would walk back to inspect it, and he
began to wonder if it was going to be big enough for
the two of us. My job was to deflect such questions.
No one else told him his days were numbered. When
construction was completed, the treasures moved from

the vault and Mac’s office into the new space. It was
awkward, to say the least. The new space opened on
April 8, 1988, complete with its own air conditioning
system. Mac’s last day came a week later.

Opening the new archives gave us a chance to
begin treating some of our research materials with the
respect they deserved. Two examples will suffice. To
prepare the coffee table books the company was 
publishing regularly, the book editors had been using
what we called “bound volumes,” all the issues of a
full year of TSN bound between hard covers. Obvi-
ously, newsprint does not age well, and repeated use
of the bound volumes from our early years was caus-
ing substantial and irreversible deterioration. Night
after night, the cleaning crew had to vacuum myriad
bits of paper from the floor. We had TSN on microfilm,
but no way to use it. Once we had archival space, we
bought a microfilm reader-printer, trained the editors
in how it worked, and retired the bound volumes from
use. We were also able to gather together the sports
books littering shelves here and there and re-shelve
them on our compact shelving. We no longer had a
random collection of books. We had a library. 

On the other hand, the budget that built the new
archives had a limit, and so, too, did the space we cre-
ated. The clipping files remained where they were, and
so did the photo files. Frankly, I could not imagine a
budget large enough to create a space that could house
everything we held. The key toward securing these
materials was to assert control. Emptying the vault
and Mac’s office helped. So, too, did the requirement
that we lock the archives upon leaving each night. 
Editors soon learned that I was the resource person for
finding what they needed. To give one more example,
I removed the player questionnaires from the clipping
files and brought them together in the new archives:
fifty questionnaires in an acid-free folder, thirteen 
folders in an acid-free archival box, forty-seven boxes
in all. Still, I was pretty much operating on my own
without making any real contribution to our editorial
products. Not until John Rawlings succeeded Barnidge
and refashioned the editorial staff did I become part
of the editorial team that planned each issue and begin
to do research that helped writers and editors prepare
stories for publication.

TSN AND SABR
I attended my first SABR convention when the organ-
ization met in St. Louis for the second time in 1992.
Frankly, I was leery about going, guessing, incorrectly
as it turned out, that once people knew I worked 
for TSN, I would be overwhelmed with requests for 
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research assistance. Such was not the case. We also
arranged for convention attendees to tour our office,
sort of a trip to a baseball mecca. We thought we had
planned for one bus with thirty people whom we
would divide into three tour groups of ten. To our great
surprise, three buses showed up, each with thirty 
people. It was time to scramble, which we did, making
a lot of SABR friends in the process.

THE CONLONS
Early on, Mac had told me about those two fireproof
file cabinets. Inside were his pride and joy, glass-plate
negatives, some 5 x 7 and some 4 x 5, all of them 
photographs taken by Charles Martin Conlon. This
was a name I did not know, but I soon began to 
appreciate Conlon’s skill as a photographer and his
place in baseball’s visual history. Moreover, I learned
that while these file cabinets contained glass-plate 
negatives, our regular photo files contained many
other Conlon photographs, some vintage prints made
by Conlon himself, some more recent prints made by
others, and thousands of negatives shot on acetate film
after Conlon switched from glass plates. We pulled all
the Conlons together in one place and counted more
than seven thousand images, truly one of baseball’s
grandest treasures. 

Some Conlon prints had already been on public
display. The National Portrait Gallery, part of the
Smithsonian Institution, had mounted a Conlon ex-
hibit called “Baseball Immortals” that opened in 1984.
Perhaps the Smithsonian had been aware that a small
St. Louis company, World Wide Sports, had used 
Conlon’s images to produce a set of one hundred over-
sized baseball cards in 1981 and a set of sixty cards to
commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the All-Star
Game in 1983. The Smithsonian made exhibit prints
directly from the glass plates and developed a new set
of sixty cards. Marketed under the logo “Baseball
Americana,” these cards plus posters and other ancil-
lary products were produced by another St. Louis
company, Marketcom, whose principal business was
oversize posters of SI covers. After the Washington
show closed, the exhibit joined the Smithsonian’s
SITES program and traveled around the country for
two years. After that, all the “Baseball Americana” ma-
terials became Marketcom’s property. 

How did TSN come to own the Conlons? No one
around in 1986 knew for sure. We did know that 
Conlon began taking pictures in 1904, stopped in 1942,
and died in 1945. All we could surmise, absent any 
paperwork, was that some time after Conlon stopped
taking pictures, he sold his collection to TSN. How

everything moved from suburban New York, where
Conlon lived, to St. Louis remained a mystery. After
spending a little time with his life’s work, I became
convinced of two things. First, the negatives needed
help from professional photo conservators. And 
second, his best images deserved to be published in a
book. Conlon was frugal. To store his negatives, he
used ordinary cardboard boxes. He placed each nega-
tive in an envelope cut in half and wrote on it the
player’s last name, an abbreviation for his team, and
two digits for the year, say, “23,” for 1923. Frequently,
he reused these envelopes, scribbling out the data on
one side and writing new information on the other, in-
dicating, so it seemed, that he must have destroyed
hundreds, if not thousands, of negatives. 

What survived needed work. We bought archival-
quality sleeves and boxes and, without a computer,
wrote a thorough database, but that was only the 
beginning. One of the nation’s foremost paper conser-
vators, Mary Lynn Ritzenthaler, suggested an art
conservator, Connie McCabe. She worked at the 
National Gallery of Art and co-owned, with Stephen
Small, a business called PPS, Photo Preservation Serv-
ices. Speaking to me on the telephone, Connie was far
from convinced that these photos were worth her 
expertise, but PPS needed the work, and she agreed 
to take on the project. The trip from St. Louis to
Alexandria, Virginia, in a Ford Taurus station wagon
was fraught with the fear of a rear-end collision, but
we made it unscratched.

PPS cleaned the negatives, re-shot them to archival
standards, produced a second generation called inter-
positives and a third generation called reproduction
duplicates. Every use to which we put the Conlons
after that used this iteration. We retired the originals,
regarding them as precious artifacts. Just as signifi-
cantly, McCabe, once she saw the negatives, fell in
love with them as works of art. She was not a baseball
fan, but her brother Neal, a postal employee in Los
Angeles with a degree in music composition, was. When
Connie told Neal that she was working on an extraor-
dinary collection of baseball images, his skepticism
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duplicated hers from a few months previous. But he
visited her and changed his mind. Thus began the
saga that led to the publication of Baseball’s Golden
Age: The Photographs of Charles M. Conlon, perhaps
the most stunning book of baseball photography ever
published.

A book proposal went to TSN’s own book depart-
ment, experienced in the production of low-cost,
hardcover books that did not sell especially well. The
best-selling title had been Take Me Out to the Ball Park,
reproducing illustrations by Gene Mack and Amadee
Wohlschlaeger. The proposal suggested that a book of
Conlon photographs should be produced to a higher
standard and printed on glossy paper. The head of the
book department, as skeptical as Connie and Neal had
been, rejected the proposal, but she agreed to forward
the idea to a New York-based publisher called Harry N.
Abrams. TSN had been a Times Mirror company since
1977, and so was Abrams, and their specialty was
high-end art books. Somehow, Abrams said yes, but
the editor they assigned to the project was less than
enthusiastic. Conlon got his book. Neal selected the
pictures and wrote the captions, Connie did the tech-
nical work, but the editor insisted that the McCabes’
suggested title, The Baseball Photographer, the title of
an essay Conlon himself wrote, should be abandoned
for the more prosaic Baseball’s Golden Age. Abrams
published the book and even hosted a launch party in
New York but did not see fit to invite the authors to
celebrate their own work. Instead, TSN assigned me
to represent the book. I got to talk about it on live 
television with sportscaster Len Berman, and I got the
party’s special guests, former players Tommie Agee
and Ed Kranepool, to autograph a copy. The book got
excellent reviews. It sold very well and even appeared
in a paperback edition, highly unusual for an art book.
And it led eventually to a sequel, The Big Show:
Charles M. Conlon’s Golden Age Baseball Photographs,
that had an ever longer tumultuous and serpentine
genesis.

THE COBB SLIDE PHOTO
Conlon’s most famous photo shows Ty Cobb sliding
into third baseman Jimmy Austin. Well before the 
McCabes’ book was published, this image had been
reproduced many times, never credited to Conlon or
TSN. What no one knew until one auspicious day was
that the photo as published was a cropped version of
the original. On that day, a woman from our account-
ing department walked into the archives and said, “We
are clearing out a safe. Do you want this?” She handed
me a brown, padded mailing envelope on which was

written in pencil “Cobb slide—original.” We knew we
had this image on a 4 x 5 glass negative, but when I
gingerly removed the contents of the envelope, I saw
another glass plate, this one 5 x 7. The glass was
cracked, but incredibly, the emulsion was still intact.
We had, I knew, uncovered one of baseball’s most 
precious artifacts, the Cobb slide, not as it had been
cropped, but as Conlon had photographed it. Connie
McCabe repaired the glass, and Neal, working from
the photo’s internal evidence, was able to date it 
precisely to July 23, 1910. Another treasure rescued.

BASEBALL CARDS
Baseball’s Golden Age put Conlon on the map, but so,
too, did “The Conlon Collection,” baseball cards pro-
duced by a company called MegaCards. Before the
book’s publication, TSN received an inquiry: would
we be interested in a multi-year set of baseball cards
using Conlon photos? Yes, subject to obtaining the
proper licenses. So began a project that was supposed
to last five years, 330 cards per year, numbered con-
secutively. MegaCards issued full sets in 1991, 1992,
1993, and 1994, but in 1995, with baseball embroiled
in a labor dispute, the company hedged its bets and
released only 110 cards, withholding the other 220,
subject to unfolding events. No more ever appeared.

OPEN FOR RESEARCH
Both the Ohio Historical Society and the South Carolina
Department of Archives and History made their hold-
ings available to the researching public. I expected to
do the same in St. Louis, to allow researchers to use
our resources, even though we were a private com-
pany. Little did I know that TSN had long held a
proprietary attitude toward the information we held
even to the point of restricting sales of a locally-
produced microfilm edition. To my knowledge, the
only researchers TSN had ever allowed inside had been
Dorothy and Harold Seymour. One can only imagine the
conversations that transpired between two titans of
their trades, J.G. Taylor Spink and Dr. Harold Seymour.

Only some private companies have archives, and
only a few of these are open to the public. Waters was
amused that I wanted to open our facility to researchers,
especially those working on books, and even more
amused that I wanted to do so without charging visi-
tors a fee. When I explained that most researchers’
books would not earn them much money, he was 
befuddled. “Why,” he asked, “would anyone write a
book that won’t make any money?” Still, he placated
me, “so long as you don’t neglect your other duties,”
and we were able to announce that The Sporting News
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Archives, as we first called it, was open to researchers.
They arrived slowly but rather steadily.

We were also able to extend the company’s intern-
ship program, which each summer took on college
journalism students, to the archives. One of our interns
later earned a doctorate in sport history. Another got
a job in collegiate sports management. A third stayed
with us for quite some time and worked quite nearly
as a full-time employee. Later, two students in archival
studies did internships with us.

KEN BURNS AND BASEBALL
When documentarian Ken Burns announced that 
Florentine Films’ next large project after The Civil War
would cover the history of baseball, TSN got involved.
We thought that our collection of photographs, Con-
lons included, would prove essential. Producer Lynn
Novick and cinematographer Buddy Squires came to
St. Louis for an extended visit. They took video of
many photos, and TSN got a nice on-screen credit at
the end of each episode. We also thought that we
might be offered a chance to comment on the script
and maybe even become one of Burns’s famous 
“talking heads,” but after critiquing a very early 
version of the script—maybe the first—no more came
of that. Burns, TSN, and General Motors worked out a
tri-partite agreement. We gave Burns access to our 
photos at no charge. General Motors paid for an 
advertising supplement to our regular issue just before
the film premiered in 1994. Burns agreed to make
some personal appearances at TSN functions although
no such occasions ever occurred. In similar fashion,
we helped filmmaker Aviva Kempner as she worked
on The Life and Times of Hank Greenberg, which
made its debut in 1998.

HIRING JIM MEIER
One revenue stream we were able to explore was 
licensing the use of our photos for a fee. We began 
to sell prints to individuals for personal use, and we
hired a person, who stayed with us for a while, to 
develop a more robust market among authors, pub-
lishers, and commercial users. Expanding the breadth
of the archives and turning it into a research center
followed the company’s decision to hire another 
professional, Jim Meier, in 1995. Jim arrived with im-
peccable credentials. He was an athlete and a sports
fan. He had a bachelor’s degree in economics and
three master’s degrees in business, sports manage-
ment, and library science, plus experience in a library.
He complemented what we already had and enabled
us to move forward.

In 1996, the company sold its headquarters and
moved into leased space less than a quarter-mile away.
Jim organized the move, working with a company
skilled in moving library resources, so that the con-
tents of each shelf at 1212 N. Lindbergh got to the 
right shelf at 10176 Corporate Square Drive. After we
worked consecutive fifteen-hour days, the new re-
search center was ready to go when the editorial staff
returned to work on the next issue without any signif-
icant downtime.

Before Jim arrived, we had in place contracts to sup-
ply our content to the Nexis database and the LATimes
syndicate. Jim assumed responsibility for fulfilling
these contracts, and he wrote procedural manuals and
trained others to do this work. He also expanded our
photo licensing business, adding to it the sale of
“Keepsake Covers” reproduced from the weekly, and
increased annual revenues in this area to six figures.

Jim’s other contributions were substantial. He 
created a networked online catalog to our book col-
lection, grown to more than ten thousand volumes,
available to all editorial staff members. He developed
a section of the TSN website called “The Vault” where
he posted all sorts of historical data. He and I both sat
on small committees, editorial content teams, that
planned coverage of our various sports. 

Jim also helped expand our effort to do public re-
search, that is, answer queries that arrived by letter,
by telephone call, and later, via email. We helped ath-
letes, broadcasters, students, scholars, genealogists,
and incarcerated people. We handled questions from
around the world, and we let people do their research
in person. I particularly remember one man who vis-
ited from Australia several Januarys in a row to do
research on the National Football League.

The results of this policy are dozens of baseball
books on shelves everywhere. Authors like to see their
names on title pages. Archivists and librarians like to
see their names on acknowledgments pages. Our
names are in lots of books. For this honor, gratitude
goes to the editors under whom we worked, Barnidge
and Rawlings, and the presidents who followed Waters
and allowed us to continue: Tom Osenton, Nick Niles,
Jim Nuckols, and Rick Allen.

PAPER OF RECORD
Jim and I were regularly able to attend the annual 
conference of the Special Library Association where
we were members of the News Division along with re-
searchers and archivists from many other newspapers,
magazines, and broadcast media. In San Antonio in
2001, we listened to a presentation from a Canadian
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firm called Cold North Wind. Their goal was to take
newspapers that had been microfilmed but not digi-
tized and convert the microfilm into digital files that
would be full-text searchable and available online. Jim
and I agreed, “This is for us.” We had TSN on micro-
film, of course, but there was no index, making
searching tedious. Besides, Cold North Wind said that
their product, Paper of Record, would bring our com-
pany revenue. We set in motion a process that
eventually added TSN to the Paper of Record database.
Researchers gained easy access to it for a reasonable
fee, and the search capability worked surprisingly
well, given the uneven quality of the microfilm 
images. One of SABR's most valuable membership
perks is access to Paper of Record, largely because of
the archives of TSN. (Google later acquired Cold North
Wind, and SABR’s access to Paper of Record was sus-
pended, but SABR worked with Google to reopen it as
a member benefit.)

AND OTHER DUTIES AS ASSIGNED
The editorial content of The Sporting News changed
significantly as the company confronted competition
from cable television and the Internet. From April 1990
until October 1997, I wrote a biweekly book review
column, showcasing the work of SABR members and
other sports authors. For an additional year, the column
continued online and as an occasional part of a print
column called “My Turn.”

TSN redesigned the Baseball Guide in 1992, and I
took over writing the “Year in Review” essay from the
beloved Cliff Kachline. I wrote this essay until the
Guide’s final edition in 2006. Bittersweet though the
demise of the Guide was, it was pleasant to know that
the idea of an annual guide and an annual year-in-
review essay had originated with Henry Chadwick, the
“Father of Baseball,” who published the first edition
of Beadle’s Dime Base Ball Player in 1860.

Similarly, late in 2003, the company asked me to
assume editorship of The Complete Baseball Record
Book. Knowing nothing about how to do this, I said
yes. Fortunately, SABR friends came to the rescue, 
especially Pete Palmer, who had been helping with the
Record Book for years, and Lyle Spatz, then the chair
of SABR’s Records Committee. A sensible decision was
recruiting a roster of SABR volunteers, each of whom
agreed to follow one team for the season in a plethora
of records categories. Thanks to this help, the book
improved every year. TSN published the final print 
edition in 2006 and produced two more after that as
PDF files, made available on our website for no charge.

HOW IT ENDED
Perhaps the beginning of the end came in the late
1990s when the company ordered the sale of all our 
artifacts. We had previously sold an array of com-
memorative and souvenir items, most of them gifts to
the Spinks, that had graced display cases in the lobby
of 1212 N. Lindbergh, including autographed baseballs
and photos, letters from presidents, and pieces of
memorabilia once belonging to the American League’s
founding president, Ban Johnson, such as his diploma
from Marietta College. In this second sale, anything
that did not bear directly upon the company’s history
or have research value had to go. There was no room
for sentiment. We contracted with a sports auction
house and devised a plan we hoped would maximize
revenue. On the auction block went all the souvenir
Louisville Sluggers and thousands of original illustra-
tions that the country’s most prominent sports artists
had submitted for publication. 

The company’s ownership history is instructive as
a guide to the further demise of the research center.
The Spink family owned the company from its found-
ing in 1886 until 1977 when the Times Mirror Company
became the new owner. In 2000, Times Mirror sold to
Vulcan Media, owned by Microsoft co-founder Paul G.
Allen, and in 2006, Vulcan sold to Advance Media and
ACBJ. Part of this last transaction was leaving leased
space at Corporate Square Drive in May 2006 and
moving to smaller leased space that had no room for
a research center. We packed everything we had in
bankers’ boxes, put a barcode label on every box, and
sent them to an off-site storage facility from which 
we could retrieve materials as needed. The research
center was closed.

The father-and-son executive duo that ran ACBJ
said they would keep The Sporting News in St. Louis.
Yet, within a year, they moved all phases of the oper-
ation except the editorial staff to Charlotte, and in July
2008, they transferred the editorial staff as well and
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adjusted the publication schedule from weekly to 
bi-weekly and later to monthly. In 2012, print publi-
cation ceased, and only digital publication remained.

In 2013, ACBJ entered into a joint venture with 
Perform Group, an international sports data company
that bought 65 percent of the company at first and 
purchased ACBJ’s remaining stake in 2015.

THE LEGACY
Once ACBJ announced the move to Charlotte and said
that I need not come along, we developed a proposal to
keep the history of The Sporting News in St. Louis. We
retrieved the bankers’ boxes from off-site and lined
them up like coffins in a spare room. We approached
three local universities, asking them if they would be
willing to acquire the archives and create what might
have been called the Sporting News Center for the Study
of Sports in America. All three were receptive. ACBJ ex-
ecutives were less enthusiastic. One hundred days after
receiving the proposal, the CEO walked into the room
where the materials were lying. He opened one box and
said, “Oh, books about Ty Cobb. Ship them all to Char-
lotte.” Except for the bound volumes—whose safe
transfer to the Missouri Historical Society, a St. Louis
institution, ACBJ did approve—none of the research
materials stayed in St. Louis. Everything went south.

The St. Louis Post-Dispatch quoted another ACBJ
executive on the future of the research center. “It is
sad to see it leaving St. Louis, but it’s a happy time as
well, to know that we’re able to keep it in the com-
pany,” he said. “From the company’s standpoint, this
is a valuable resource—one that doesn’t exist any-
where else—and is a real benefit to what we do.”

Unfortunately, that “valuable resource” remains in
Charlotte but unavailable to researchers. Tom Hufford,
one of SABR’s founding members, was able to con-
vince ACBJ to donate the player contract cards to

SABR in 2013, and in November 2019 the Sporting
News Player Contract Card Collection went live online,
making available biographic details about the lives of
over 180,000 major and minor league players and over
10,000 umpires and team executives.

Much more tragic was the fate of the photo collec-
tion, including the Conlons. In 2010, ACBJ sold the 
entire photo archives to Rogers Photo Archive for a 
reported $1 million. John Rogers faced numerous legal
difficulties, and in August 2016, the Conlon negatives
sold at auction to an anonymous buyer for $1,792,500.
After the sale, I tried to offer my services to the buyer,
but Heritage Auctions, the company that handled the
sale, said it was unable to forward my offer.

One final, sad note. When the company was prepar-
ing to leave 1212 N. Lindbergh for 10176 Corporate
Square Drive, we located roughly twenty boxes of 
correspondence and records dating from before 1977.
These were, so to speak, the corporate archives of the
Spink years, boxes that contained priceless material
documenting the relationship between both Taylor
Spink and Johnson Spink and executives throughout
Organized Baseball. Without involving me, the com-
pany sent these boxes to an off-site storage facility and
never retrieved them. Where exactly they went and
what became of them is unknown.

With sustained corporate support, The Sporting
News Research Center, developed from scratch, became
one of the outstanding sports research facilities in North
America. Our message to baseball researchers was
this: “If you live in the East, by all means try to get 
to the National Baseball Library in Cooperstown. If
you live in the West, consider the Amateur Athletic
Foundation of Los Angeles [now LA84]. But if you 
live in the Midwest and can’t travel far, come to 
St. Louis.” Many did, and baseball scholarship is the
richer for it. !
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In 1946, all eyes were on the Montreal Royals and
Jackie Robinson as he was readying to break base-
ball’s color line. But 24 years earlier, without any

publicity, an African American ballplayer had already
played six games for the Montreal team in the Class B
Eastern Canada League. Charlie Culver's presence did-
n’t ruffle many feathers—except on the semi-pro team
that had previously signed him.

BACKGROUND AND HIRING
Montreal had lost the International League Royals after
the 1917 season, leaving the city without a profes-
sional team. To fill the absence, several semi-pro
leagues had popped up, with many teams vying for
the city championship, as well as other towns and
cities across Quebec competing for the provincial title.
In 1921 Joe Page—a Canadian Pacific Railway em-
ployee, baseball promoter, and Chicago White Sox
scout—unsuccessfully tried to start a new league with
teams in Montreal, Sherbrooke, Granby, Trois-Rivières,
and Ottawa.1 The following year, a scaled-down ver-
sion of the Page project came to life with the creation
of the Eastern Canada League in late March 1922. The
league would be centered in Montreal with a local
team there and rivals to the southwest in Valleyfield,
to the west in Ottawa, and to the east in Trois-Rivières.
At an early April meeting, it was announced that the
league had received a Class B accreditation from the Na-
tional Association of Professional Baseball Leagues.2

With Opening Day set for May 11, teams scrambled
frantically to fill their rosters. Naturally, the best 
players in the local semi-pro leagues were prime can-
didates, and the first to sign up. One of these was 
a multi-talented, all-around player, named Charlie 
Culver.3 Culver had excelled both at the plate and on
the mound over his previous two seasons in Montreal,
playing mostly at shortstop when not pitching. His
success was not surprising given his background: be-
fore arriving in Montreal, Culver had played high-level
baseball between 1916 and 1920 with two top inde-
pendent Negro teams—the New York Lincoln Giants
and the Pennsylvania Red Caps. His teammates had 

included Joe Williams and Fats Jenkins, among others.4

In September 1919, he landed in Montreal along with
Pop Watkins and his Havana Red Sox.5 The following
spring the team returned, and Culver was offered a 
contract to also play with St. Henri, a Montreal team
vying for the city championship. During the weekend
of May 22–23, Culver not only pitched a complete
game for the Havana Red Sox, he then went the 
distance the next day in a marathon game for 
St. Henri, eventually losing it, 6–5, in 20 innings.6

In the United States, Culver had no choice but to
play on Negro League teams because black players had
been effectively banned from the major and minor
leagues. Throughout the twentieth century, there had
been attempts to disguise black players as Native
American (Jimmy Claxton with the 1916 Oakland Oaks)
or hispanic (many light-skinned Cubans signed by
Cincinnati and Washington).7

Somehow, the “gentleman’s agreement” excluding
black players does not seem to have reached the East-
ern Canada League. When the Montreal management,
led by president Fred Gadbois and manager Larry
Carmel, started assembling its lineup, Culver was a
natural fit. He signed with the team on April 25. The
daily newspaper La Presse ran the story the next day,
along with a photo, but made no mention of his race
or the color line. The article congratulated the team on
a solid hiring.8 Other newspapers in Montreal, as well
as those outside of the city, did not carry the story.

Nevertheless, over the next few days, two negative
reactions were published in the local newspapers. The
first had nothing to do with the color line. On April 27,
La Presse ran a letter expressing the concerns of a base-
ball team in St. Hyacinthe, some 70 kilometers (45
miles) east of Montreal. The team, seeking Quebec
baseball supremacy, had signed Culver to a contract a
month earlier, and had no intention of giving him up.
St. Hyacinthe was certainly capable of attracting top
talent, both from the province and neighboring regions,
with presumably good pay. But the Eastern Canada
League played six games a week, while St. Hyacinthe
only played on weekends. The letter carefully attacked
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the Montreal team and the new league, but not Culver
himself.9

Then on May 2, the other French-language Mon-
treal daily newspaper, La Patrie, published parts of a
long letter it had received which further complained
about Culver’s hiring. These concerns were also di-
rected at the new league, but this time made a point 
of addressing the matter of the color line by pointing
out how unusual it would be for a team in Organised
Baseball to hire any black player. As such, the letter
wonders about the legitimacy of the alleged Class B
status for the league:

How can the new organization pretend to be in
Organized Baseball, that prohibits hiring colored
players on its teams? Aren’t we trying to fool the
public in this story?10

While the letter is signed by “a group of baseball
fans,” it was evident that this “group” also managed
the rival (semi-pro) City league, which stood to lose
serious revenue because of the arrival of the profes-
sional league.

Those that were the first to ostracize Calvert a
few years ago when he arrived in the City league
are the same characters who today are offering
a king’s ransom to hire him in an organization
supposedly in Organized Baseball. Don’t we just
want to hurt the City league and baseball in 
general?11

None of this prevented Culver from getting ready
for the Eastern Canada League season. League Presi-
dent Joe Page, keen to properly launch the league, had
used his baseball contacts to arrange high profile 
visits throughout the season, and the Boston Braves

were the first in town on April 30. Arriving with most
of their regular lineup, they beat Culver’s Montreal
team by a score of 7–2. Culver played shortstop, and
was penciled in the third spot of the lineup. He
amassed two of the four hits against Braves pitcher
Jigger Lansing, including a double that was described
as the best shot of the day.12 The Boston Globe ran a
short article on the game, with no mention of Culver.13

If there was any attempt to hide or disguise Culver,
it seems to have been a poor one. While touting an 
exhibition game against Trois-Rivières before the 
official start of the season, La Presse mentioned that
“Cuban pitcher” Charlie Culver was to be on the
mound.14 It is not clear if this was a reference to his 
arrival with the Havana Red Sox—who had no link to
Cuba, and used the name as a marketing gimmick—or
to his mysterious origins (more on that later). In gen-
eral, local newspapers didn’t shy away from describing
him as black or colored. As for the exhibition game, it
was rained out.

PLAYING IN THE EASTERN CANADA LEAGUE
In the late afternoon of Thursday May 11, 1922, in
front of about 3,000 fans at Atwater Park in Montreal,
Culver took the mound against the visiting Ottawa
team. He gave up single runs in each of the first two
innings, but a two-run home run by teammate Edward
Singher evened the score at 2–2. Culver switched into
second gear in the third: slotted in the fifth spot in the
lineup, he hit a three-run homer, and blanked Ottawa
the rest of the way. Montreal won, 7–2, with Culver
giving up the two runs on seven hits and a single walk,
striking out 10. He added a double to his long ball to
finish 2 for 4.15

La Presse ran a short story on the game, not men-
tioning Culver's background or race. If there were
reactions from the crowd or the teams, they did not
make it into print. The article was accompanied by
pictures of the two teams as well as the umpires. 

The following afternoon, Culver was moved to
right field, and while he was limited to one hit in four
at-bats, it was a big one. His second home run in two
days tied the score at 2–2 in the eighth inning. Mon-
treal sealed the deal in the ninth to beat Ottawa, 3–2.16

On May 13, Montreal completed the sweep against
Ottawa with a 6-4 win, as Calvert finished with one
hit in two at-bats and a run scored. He sat out the next
day, a 3–2 loss at home against Valleyfield.17

On May 15, he was back on the mound, and his
teammates gave him an early five-run lead. It was 
9–2 in the eighth inning when Culver let his guard
down and let in three runs. In total, he surrendered
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five runs on 11 hits and a walk, striking out three 
batters. However, for the first time, he was held hitless
at the plate in two at-bats, scoring one run and com-
mitting an error.18

The next day, he returned to right field, producing
a double in three at-bats, scoring three runs in an 8–4
win.19 The final game of the series against Valleyfield
occurred on May 17, with Culver managing to go 1–4
in an 11–2 loss.20

Trois-Rivières then came in town for a series start-
ing on May 18, but Culver was not in the lineup.
Newspapers of the day ran brief stories focusing
mostly on the previous day’s game. No reason was
given for Culver’s absence, but he would not return. 
A few days later, on May 22, Le Nouvelliste de Trois-
Rivières reported that “Culver, formerly of Montreal,
will be obliged to play for St. Hyacinthe, with whom he
had signed a contract at the beginning of the season.”21

Although his name would continue to appear spo-
radically in the media for his play in semi-pro ball,
Charlie Culver's career in organized baseball was over
after six games. Culver appears, absent a first name, in
the official statistics of the league. At the plate, he
went 6 for 19 with two doubles and two home runs,
scoring seven times. On the mound, he was 2–0 with
18 hits and seven runs allowed in 18 innings. He
struck out 13 batters and gave two free passes. 

Despite their good start, the Montreal team finished
last in the league with a 55–69 record. Midseason, Val-
leyfield moved to Cap-de-la-Madeleine, just across the
Saint-Maurice River from Trois-Rivières, which won
the pennant with a 69–53 record. The Cap-de-la-
Madeleine team then moved to Quebec City for the
1923 season. In 1924, the league added two teams in
Vermont, in Rutland and Montpelier, while Trois-
Rivières was replaced by a second team based on the
island of Montreal. The league rebranded itself as the
Quebec-Ontario-Vermont league. The Vermont teams

disbanded at mid-season, and the league itself ceased
its operations after the season. 

Semi-pro leagues in Quebec continued to attract
black players in the following years. Chick Bowden, a
catcher who had come to Montreal with the Manhat-
tan Giants, eventually settled in Quebec and had a
long baseball career across the province. By the late
1920s, Chappie Johnson was sponsoring an all-black
team in Montreal leagues, an experience that contin-
ued sporadically until 1937, when a team called 
the Black Panthers was part of the Provincial League.
Culver and Bowden alternated playing with these
teams and with local teams.22

ON CHARLIE CULVER
Quebec newspapers are not especially generous about
Charlie Culver’s origins.23 By drawing information
from the Seamheads Negro League Encyclopedia and
making contact with one of his great-grand-daughters
we can produce a rough sketch of his life. He was born
on November 17, 1892, in Buffalo, New York, pre-
sumably the out-of-wedlock son of Joseph Edwin
Culver and an unidentified mother.24 He was thus 
approaching 30 years of age when he played in the
Eastern Canada League in 1922. According to his WWI
registration card, by 1917 Charlie was living in New
Jersey and working as a porter at Pennsylvania Station
in New York City (and, as previously mentioned, play-
ing for the Red Caps, a Negro independent team made
up mostly of his coworkers). He was married, although
the name of his wife is not reported.25

By 1920 he had made it to Montreal, and shortly
after he married Paula Saint-Arnaud, a widow with a
young son. Her husband had succumbed to the 
Spanish flu while serving in the Canadian Army. He
adopted her son Gérard, who took the last name of
Calvert, and the couple had a son (Joseph, 1924) and
a daughter (Dolores, 1927) together. Paula was shunned
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by her family for marrying a black man. Tragedy struck
when Paula passed away in 1930, a victim of a typhoid
epidemic.26 Left alone with three children, Culver
eventually gave his two youngest, Joseph and Dolores,
up for adoption, while Gérard was left to fend for 
himself.27

Culver seems to have stayed in Quebec for the rest
of his life, devoting most of it to baseball. He contin-
ued to play semi-pro ball across southern Quebec until
the mid-1940s, often as player-manager.28 By the
1950s, he had transitioned to coaching junior baseball
in Montreal. According to various voters lists, he
seems to have complemented his income with factory
work, being listed as a Canadian Vickers employee,
then later as a foreman.29 Along the way he remarried
to Marie-Jeanne Martel.30

He passed away on January 4, 1970, in Montreal.
He was still known well enough for a few newspapers
to run stories reflecting back on his career. Denis
Brodeur, the father of NHL Hall of Famer Martin
Brodeur, who himself had a sound athletic career in
baseball and hockey before becoming the official 
photographer of the Montreal Canadiens, remembered
playing for Culver:

Mr. Culver was one of my first managers, and
together we won the Montreal junior champ-
ionship. He was respected by all his players. In
1949, he was managing an all-star junior team
that was to play a Brooklyn all-star team. I re-
member the game. Around the 7th inning, we
were leading by a run, and a ball was hit between
Marcel Durand and I. We let it drop, and the 
opposing team took advantage to score the tying
run. Culver immediately came to see us and
said: “Don’t worry, you’ll have other opportuni-
ties.” In the 13th inning, Durand hit a double,
and I was hitting next. Culver said: “Here’s your
chance. Take your time.” I followed with a dou-
ble and we won 4–3.

“Culver dedicated his whole life to baseball,” con-
cluded Brodeur.31

POSTSCRIPT
Many questions remain unanswered. While it looks
like the contractual dispute with St. Hyacinthe was the
main reason for Culver's departure from the league,
one must wonder if there was some pressure from the
National Association to get rid of him. The truth might
lie between these extremes, with the Montreal man-
agement advising Culver to fulfill his contractual

obligations with St. Hyacinthe when faced with the
prospect of not only an uncertain legal battle with 
St. Hyacinthe but also the potential difficulties with
the National Association. 

The other open question is what exactly were the
managements of the Montreal team and of the league
thinking when they signed Culver? Given the experi-
ence of league president Joe Page and the recent
presence of the Montreal Royals, they were unlikely to
be ignorant of the color line. One possibility is that they
believed, maybe with the support of the National 
Association, that the color line did not extend to an 
all-Canadian league. But given that Culver was not 
re-invited for 1923 or 1924, nor were any other black
players there nor in other all-Canadian leagues (includ-
ing the 1940 Provincial League in Quebec) that seems
improbable. One can imagine that it would have quickly
become untenable for the National Association to allow
blacks players in some regions but not others.

In the end, it seems to have taken close to 100 years
for the historic significance of Culver’s exploits to be
noticed. Even in Quebec where he was a known figure,
his pioneering experience in organized baseball was
never mentioned. Some of the journalists who covered
Jackie Robinson with the 1946 Montreal Royals were
surely around 24 years earlier when Culver broke the
color line, but nobody seemed to remember. It is not
even clear if Culver knew the significance of his pres-
ence. It is possible that in its infancy, the Eastern
Canada League was not much different from the 
City league against which it was competing, with 
the National Association accreditation looking like a
marketing gimmick. In fact, the presence of Culver
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might have been a proof to some that this could not be
true, giving an incentive for the league management to
let him go to St. Hyacinthe.

In the end, while Culver’s week in Organized Base-
ball went unnoticed, his long career as a trailblazer
helped set the stage for Jackie Robinson’s arrival. But
one is left wondering what would have happened if he
had not signed that contract with St. Hyacinthe, or if
he had been able to get out of it. !
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Shifty. That’s a good word for Walter Dilbeck, the
huckster who launched the Global Baseball
League in 1966. And launched it again in 1968.

And crashed it in 1969. The barely believable saga of
Dilbeck and his self-styled third major league involves
11 Hall of Famers, a former vice president of the United
States, a crooked preacher, and an international inci-
dent, with cameo appearances by Frank Sinatra and
Howard Hughes.

The world was not exactly clamoring for another
baseball league in 1966. The American and National
leagues had recently expanded to 10 teams each, with
a promise of more. The minors had shrunk from 
59 circuits to 18 in a decade and a half, and some of
the survivors were teetering. Professional football was
ascendant. It was fashionable—again—to proclaim
baseball dying or dead.

Undaunted, Dilbeck hatched his scheme on Octo-
ber 21, 1966, when he announced that representatives
from 14 cities had met in Evansville, Indiana, to adopt
a charter for the new league. He said the Global would
begin play in 1968 in contiguous US cities and later
extend its reach to the Philippines, Japan, and Puerto
Rico.1 “We can find better players than there are in the
major leagues,” he declared. “I'd say there are only 
20 or so in each league who would be good enough
to play in our league.”2 That laughable exaggeration

set the tone for all that came later.
Walter J. Dilbeck Jr. was a 48-year-old Evansville

real estate developer who claimed to have played briefly
in the minors and was part-owner of the Class-A 
Rock Hill, South Carolina, club. He was a decorated
World War II hero; the Associated Press reported that
he had been awarded two Distinguished Service
Crosses for valor, the Army’s second-highest medal, as
well as four Bronze Stars and four Purple Hearts
(though not all of these awards could be verified).
“He’s not inclined to let you forget it,” Bill Fleischman
wrote in The Sporting News.3

His postwar record was less distinguished. He had
run twice for mayor of Evansville unsuccessfully, once
garnering only 586 votes. Sports Illustrated reported

that he had lost his Indiana real estate license in 
1955.4 Now he was promoting land deals in Kentucky.
A stout man with a neat Clark Gable mustache, he 
described his wardrobe as “flashy clothes, lively
clothes.”5 Dilbeck projected a salesman’s glib confi-
dence, but he was a moderate-sized fish in a small
pond, a trout aspiring to be a whale.

After additional meetings in November and January,
he declaimed, “When some old boys who have held
the reins since 1900 tell us this nation of 200,000,000
people is not capable of fielding three major leagues,
I challenge this.” He identified five cities that had anted
up $50,000 deposits toward a franchise: Milwaukee,
Phoenix, Jersey City, Indianapolis, and San Diego.6 As
subsequent events showed, this was almost certainly
false.

A month later Dilbeck shifted to a new roster of
cities including Louisville, Charlotte, and Omaha. But
he was vague about stadium leases and declined to
discuss the league’s financing. If he had a plan, it 
depended on securing a network television contract.
He said he was in negotiations toward that end.7

The baseball establishment weighed in through the
game’s bible, The Sporting News, with a warning to
prospective investors. Editor C.C. Johnson Spink wrote
that the Global League “got off on the wrong foot” 
by failing to seek an audience with Commissioner
William Eckert and pledge allegiance to Organized
Baseball. If it dared to proceed as an “outlaw,” Spink
predicted, failure would be swift and sure.8

The Global League was fully capable of failing
without Spink’s advice. By mid-1967 the circuit had
vanished. Dilbeck shifted his focus in a new direction.
In October he paid a reported $65,000 for the bank-
rupt Toronto Triple-A franchise and persuaded the
International League to move it to Louisville.

Louisville had been without professional baseball
since 1962, when the American Association folded.
Kansas City A’s owner Charlie Finley had teased the
city with a proposal to bring his team there, but noth-
ing came of it. Now Dilbeck bragged, “I’m going to
make a major league town out of Louisville in two
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years or so.” Pumping up his bona fides to the local
paper, he touted his real estate projects in Kentucky
and dropped the names of Governor Ned Breathitt and
the late Senator Alben Barkley. He confided that 
Hollywood was making a movie of his wartime ex-
ploits.9

The Louisville Colonels scored a working agree-
ment with the Boston Red Sox, who named former big
leaguer Eddie Kasko as manager. Dilbeck promised
him a $15,000 bonus for winning the pennant.10 The
club finished fifth in 1968, but led the league in atten-
dance with more than 225,000.

When the major leagues announced a new round
of expansion for 1969, Dilbeck entered his horse in the
race. “Money and financing are not our problems,” he
wired National League President Warren Giles. “We
have the desire, therefore it will come.11” The NL chose
San Diego and Montreal for its new franchises. With
both majors now comprising 12 teams, no further 
expansion was likely any time soon.

Seeing the setback as an opportunity, Dilbeck pulled
the Global League off the trash heap in June 1968. He
had one of his allies write a letter to Commissioner 
Eckert seeking Organized Baseball’s blessing for a third
major league, but Eckert’s reply was noncommittal 
boilerplate.12 Dilbeck charged full speed ahead.

This time around, he said four Japanese teams
would join franchises in Louisville, Jersey City, Dallas,
and Mexico City. Players? No problem: “I’m sure out of
200 million people in this country you’ll find some
good baseball players.”13 They would play a 100-game
schedule beginning in 1969 with tickets priced at $5.14

In an interview with The Sporting News, he said,
“We wouldn’t be competing with the majors. We would
be somewhere between Double-A and Triple-A.” But
not just another minor league. The games would pause
during the fifth inning for a halftime show featuring
“Geisha girls” among other entertainment16

Jack Corbett, a longtime minor-league owner with
connections in Japanese baseball, came aboard as ex-
ecutive vice president (no relation to the author). He
said the league would not raid the majors or minors for
players. The Globals advertised for investors to estab-
lish farm clubs for the new circuit.

To skeptics, Dilbeck said he had arranged a multi-
million-dollar line of credit with an unnamed
Indianapolis bank. The league planned to begin its
1969 season in June and cap it off with a true World
Series in September. Dilbeck offered the job of man-
aging the Louisville entry to Eddie Stanky, former
Cardinals and White Sox manager. Stanky said he was
considering it.17

In October Dilbeck rolled out another big name.
Former baseball commissioner Happy Chandler agreed
to serve as commissioner of the Global League. The
70-year-old Chandler, a former Kentucky senator and
governor, had been forced out of the major league
commissioner’s office back in 1951. He and Dilbeck
presided over the signing of the Global’s first player,
Arnold Edward Davis, a 21-year-old pitcher from
Evansville.18

Continuing his media blitz in the fall, Dilbeck
raised his sights: “We plan for this to be the third
major league in not too many years. We’re here to
compete with Organized Baseball.” He had shifted
again and was now talking of a six-team circuit with
three in the United States and three in Japan. Dilbeck
said Louisville and Jersey City were set and he
planned to award the remaining franchise to Tampa
investor Bunny Mick. But Mick said, “I think he’s get-
ting a little ahead of himself.” He had not applied for
a franchise.19

Dilbeck claimed he had an agreement with the 
National Association, the governing body of the minors,
to play in minor league parks when the home teams
were on the road. But National Association President
Phil Piton said there was no such agreement. He did
point out that any “barnstorming team” could rent a
ballpark.20

Retired slugger Johnny Mize signed to manage one
Global team; he didn’t know which one. Former Amer-
ican League umpire Bill McKinley was appointed
supervisor of umpires. Stanky was offered the position
of vice president of player development at $75,000 a
year, but he was not interested.

In February 1969 the league scheduled tryout
camps in four cities with former major leaguers Mize,
Enos Slaughter, Gordon Jones, and Stu Miller in
charge. Another shift: Dilbeck now said the circuit
would include San Juan, Puerto Rico, and Caracas,
Venezuela. 

One big red flag: except for Dilbeck in Louisville,
none of the other team owners had revealed them-
selves. The unknown Dilbeck was the only public face
of the league. Commissioner Chandler had retreated
to his old Kentucky home.

Just a decade earlier the Continental League had
declared itself the third major. The Continental had
many advantages over the Global. It attracted deep-
pocketed owners in eight large cities and enlisted the
visionary executive Branch Rickey as its president and
spokesman. While the majors had resisted expansion
beyond the Northeast and Midwest for more than 
half a century, new cities had grown up with a thirst
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for big-league status. There was pent-up demand for
baseball. 

But despite its bona fides, the Continental League
disbanded before it played a game—when the two
major leagues agreed to expand. “It was ridiculed as a
sham,” one of the organizers, Houston’s Craig Culli-
nan Jr., said, “but on the contrary it was an enormous
success because it ran what became the biggest bluff
in the history of professional sports.”21

Walter Dilbeck didn’t have the cards to run such a
bluff. He had to play the hand he had dealt himself.

He made a high-stakes bet to strengthen his hand,
according to several bizarre stories that broke in the
spring of 1969. Bob Addie of the Washington Post
wrote that the Global League had offered “fabulous
contracts” of $500,000 over four years to a glittering
lineup of 10 major league stars: Don Drysdale, Ron
Santo, Juan Marichal, Brooks Robinson, Roberto
Clemente, Jim Bunning, Jim Fregosi, Joel Horlen, Jim
Maloney, and Bill Mazeroski. Addie said Drysdale was
recruiting more players.22

Robinson and Fregosi confirmed the offers, and
Hank Aaron said he had been approached with the
same deal. Robinson said Dilbeck had met with 
the players and told them he was negotiating with the
Hughes Television Network to provide the money and
broadcast the league’s games.23 Sandy Grady of the
Philadelphia Bulletin also reported that Hughes TV
money was the bait24

The billionaire hermit Howard Hughes had bought
Sports Network Inc., a syndicator of sports programs,
put his name on it, and was looking to expand. But
Hughes Network President Dick Bailey called the sto-
ries “ridiculous.” He said he had never discussed a
proposal from the Global League.25 The network was
preparing to bid for Major League Baseball and NFL
broadcast rights. Flirting with a competing league
could kill its chances.

While Dilbeck was silent, the league’s vice com-
missioner, Hillman Lyons, denied any attempt to raid
the majors for players. Still, the story had a ring of
plausibility. During the offseason the Major League
Baseball Players Association had orchestrated a mass
holdout, with the vast majority of players refusing to
sign their 1969 contracts in a standoff over the pen-
sion plan. As spring training approached, uncertainty
hung over the game. 

Several of the named stars were nearing the end of
their careers and might be tempted by a big payday.
Fregosi was being threatened with a salary cut after a
bad year. Drysdale was struggling to recover from a
shoulder injury that would force him to retire a few

months later. And Dilbeck had a history of making 
extravagant promises.

Without a TV contract, Addie reported, the Global
League was “on the verge of extinction.”26 The league
spokesman called that speculation “a big joke.”27

The Global League reached its high tide on April 2,
1969, when about 150 players reported for spring
training in Daytona Beach, Florida, under the direc-
tion of Mize and Slaughter. The league now had actual
players on an actual ball field coached by actual major
leaguers. Former all-star shortstop Chico Carrasquel
led a contingent from his native Venezuela, and a 
retired Japanese star, Toru Mori, brought the sharpest-
looking team to camp. Former Giants pitcher Ruben
Gomez was prepping the Puerto Rican entry. A 
Dominican team was said to be on the way. The U.S.
clubs represented Jersey City and Mobile, Alabama, at
least on paper. Their hopefuls included a former 
big-league pitcher, Ed Rakow, and a future one, Oscar
Zamora (who soon left), but few had professional 
experience.28

Mize disclosed that the league would play a revo-
lutionary brand of baseball: unlimited pinch-hitters
and pinch-runners, and free substitution, with players
allowed to exit the game and return. “It could be a
whole new concept of baseball—offensive and defen-
sive teams like in college football,” he said.29

One of the players, third baseman Bobby Bragan
Jr., said Dilbeck “was kind of an odd character. He had
all these rules. You can’t smoke. You can’t drink. You
can’t cuss. You can’t go anywhere after 11PM. Of
course, nobody paid any attention to ’em.” After a
couple of weeks of practice games, Dilbeck took the
players out for steaks and booze and gave each one a
$100 bill. That was just about the last money Bragan
ever saw from the Global League.30

Soon the league announced it was ready to begin
its season—in Latin America. Opening Day was set for
April 24 with games in San Juan, Puerto Rico; Santo
Domingo, Dominican Republic; and Caracas, Venezuela.
“The major leagues lose money the first month of the
season,” Dilbeck explained, “and I can’t see playing
baseball in the States in April and May.”31

It was a strategic error born of desperation. After
scrambling to cover the heavy expenses of spring train-
ing, Dilbeck was counting on big crowds south of the
border to replenish his bank account. His advance
men in Venezuela assured him that enthusiasm was
high. But playing in the Caribbean and South America
meant no coverage in U.S. newspapers. 

Dilbeck told his hometown Evansville Press that
20,000 people had turned out for the opener in Cara-
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cas, with just one hitch. When the American flag was
raised, anti-American demonstrators stormed the field.
Dilbeck said he had restored order by threatening to
“kill the first s.o.b. who touched the flag.”32 Unfortu-
nately, no U.S. reporter was present on the scene to
verify this dramatic tale.

The games in Puerto Rico and the Dominican 
Republic were a bust; Dilbeck acknowledged that they
had drawn only about 1,500 spectators. He said all six
teams would play in Caracas before coming to the
United States. 

The league effectively disappeared for a month.
When news stories resumed, they were worse than no
stories. On May 23 the Associated Press reported that
one Caracas hotel had refused to serve meals to Global
players because of unpaid bills. “We’ve only been
playing three weeks, we don’t even have nicknames
and already we’re in trouble,” said James Purcell,
manager of the New York club. “My boys have to eat.”33

(Dilbeck had rebranded the U.S. teams as New York
and Los Angeles, which sounded more “major league”
than Jersey City and Mobile.)

A United Press International reporter found 87
ballplayers stranded in Caracas with hotels threatening
to throw them out in the street unless the league paid
$90,000 that it owed. Paul May, a Global representative
in Venezuela, said the funds were “held up by formali-
ties at local banks.” A spokesman for the U.S. Embassy
commented, “We haven’t seen any money yet.” Several
players had filed a complaint with police charging
breach of contract, and May had been briefly detained.34

“It is hard to describe the confusion that existed
when we arrived in the Caribbean,” said Johnny Mize,
who had already come home along with Slaughter. He
revealed that the teams had played before mostly
empty seats. “The men Dilbeck sent to Central and
South America must have been on vacations. They
didn’t do much, if anything, for the league. They
painted a great picture for Dilbeck and kept wiring him
for more money. I think he deserved better than that
because he really put his heart into this thing.”35

Jack Corbett and Stu Miller had also jumped ship
with the league owing them back pay. “The Global
League was the most mixed-up affair I’ve ever seen,”
the veteran executive Corbett remarked. “Dilbeck is
quite a guy and I really like him, but he had no setup
and talked a good game.” Miller, who had coached for
only a few weeks before opening his eyes, said, “I was
conned.” When a reporter called the normally loqua-
cious Dilbeck, he hung up.36

Another reporter sought a comment from Happy
Chandler. The figurehead commissioner didn’t know

that the league had started its season. “I have heard
very little from them in the last six months,” he said,
adding that he had not been paid his reported $4,000-
a-month salary.37

Within a week, league spokesman Jack White said
almost all the players had been brought out of
Venezuela. He said the league would continue its 
season in U.S. minor league parks and accused the
majors of sabotage because they refused to allow
Global League games in their parks. “They’re fighting
us in every conceivable way,” White complained.
“They don’t want competition.”38

Not everyone had been rescued. Some U.S. players
asked the embassy for emergency loans to get home.39

The Japanese were also left behind. When the league
sent them plane tickets, Venezuelan authorities
blocked them from leaving until their hotel bills were
paid. At one point they made it as far as the airport
but were ordered off the plane. The Japanese Embassy
was said to be arranging their ransom.40

Dilbeck surfaced in June to announce that he 
had sold the Global League to the Los Angeles-based
Baptist Foundation of America for $3 million. Foun-
dation President T. Sherron Jackson said the league fit
with the group’s philosophy of “clean bodies and clean
minds.” Dilbeck’s no-smoking, no-drinking, no-cussing
rules were apparently worth $3 million. He continued
as president.41

While some Global League employees, such as
Mize and Corbett, remained sold on the salesman, 
Dilbeck’s creditors were not so understanding. Hotels
in Venezuela and the Dominican Republic filed law-
suits in U.S. courts demanding payment of past-due
bills. So did a supplier of uniforms and equipment.
The Japanese players showed up in Evansville in 
August, free at last and looking for their back pay. Sev-
eral were suffering from vitamin deficiencies brought
on by malnutrition.42

An Evansville semipro team announced that it
would play an exhibition against the Japanese “Tokyo
Dragons” on August 27.43 If the game was played, it
was evidently the only Global League contest ever
staged in the United States. 

Dilbeck had also lost his International League
team. The league seized the Louisville Colonels and
sold the franchise to a local businessman, William A.
Gardner, a nephew of Red Sox owner Tom Yawkey.
The club was reportedly $160,000 in debt.44

The Baptist Foundation of America turned out to
be a scam, not affiliated with the Baptist church. It
later shut down after the U.S. attorney in Sacramento
charged that it had run “a highly sophisticated and 
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intricate international conspiracy to defraud the public
of many millions of dollars.” The Rev. Dr. Jackson was
sentenced to prison for conspiracy and mail fraud. 
Dilbeck said he was stuck with worthless stock in a
company controlled by the foundation.45

After the Global League passed into history, Walter
Dilbeck continued to seek the spotlight. He raised funds
for the legal defense of American soldiers accused of
massacring Vietnamese women and children at My Lai
and spearheaded a Reagan for President drive in 1972,
when Ronald Reagan was not a candidate. 

Three years later he announced that the disgraced
former Vice President Spiro T. Agnew had joined his
company as a rainmaker to bring in Arab investors for
real estate projects. Dilbeck said the two had met at
Frank Sinatra’s house. He boasted that he was paying
Agnew $100,000 a year plus profit participation that
would make the crooked politician a multimillionaire.
After the publicity stirred a backlash, Agnew canceled
the contract, saying with a straight face that Dilbeck
had exploited him “at the expense of my integrity.”46

Dilbeck’s past reared up to bite him in 1976. A fed-
eral grand jury in Indianapolis indicted him on five
counts of income tax evasion in the years 1968
through 1972. He blamed his dispute with the IRS on
losses from the Global League, but investigators
charged that he had done worse than stiff a few hotels
and ballplayers. They accused him of “using other
people’s credit and securing loans in other people’s
names” while dodging taxes on at least $2.3 million
in unreported income. In a plea bargain with prosecu-
tors, he admitted guilt to a single count.47

Since prosecutors made no sentencing recommen-
dation, the huckster faced up to three years in prison.
U.S. District Judge William Steckler said Dilbeck’s
wife, Dorothy, had written to him describing her 
husband as “a flamboyant person, high living, money
coming in very easy and going out very easy.” The
judge said Dilbeck’s victims included his own sister,
who was out $125,000, and two people who had 
died of heart attacks after learning of their losses. 
Then Judge Steckler shocked courtroom spectators by
sentencing Dilbeck to just 60 days confinement. He
justified leniency because of the defendant’s war
record and poor health; doctors said he had diabetes
and high blood pressure.48

The caress on the wrist smelled so bad that Indi-
anapolis News reporter David Rohn began investigating.
He discovered that the wife of Indiana Senator Vance
Hartke had visited the judge privately in chambers to
urge him to go easy on Dilbeck, who had been a 
big contributor to the senator’s failed presidential 

campaign. Rohn said the prosecutors cut a deal 
because their case relied largely on evidence that was
“unsubstantiated or hearsay,” and a conviction was no
sure thing if it had gone before a jury. Courthouse
sources believed Judge Steckler was regretting the light
sentence.49

After serving his time, Dilbeck found God. He and
Dorothy knocked on doors to spread the gospel on be-
half of the Baptist church. When he was no longer able
to pound the pavement, he preached to passersby out-
side a supermarket.50 He filed for bankruptcy in 1984,
listing debts of $1.3 million and assets of $8,300. He
told the court he had lost $3.5 million on his baseball
venture.51 That was the epitaph of the Global League.

Walter Dilbeck died of heart and kidney disease at
72 on May 30, 1991. He was a man of grand ambition
and little scruple. The movie of his life has not yet
been made. !
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In 1877, an auburn-haired 20-year-old from St. Louis,
Missouri, took the field for George McManus’s 
St. Louis Brown Stockings. The career of basebal-

list Thomas Joseph “Tom” Loftus parallels the story of
the first 35 years of pro ball. Born on November 15,
1856, Loftus was a minor and major league baseball
player, team captain, scout, manager, league organizer,
club owner, and magnate.1

Over his career, Loftus helped develop numerous
players in the minors whom he would go on to coach,
manage, or play against in the majors: Hall of Famers
Charles Radbourn, Charles Comiskey, and Rube Wad-
dell, and other players like Tom “Sleeper” Sullivan, Joe
Quinn and Billy Sullivan, to name but a few.2

Toward the end of Loftus’s career, he stood shoulder
to shoulder with Ban Johnson and Charles Comiskey
during the rise of the American League and was at the
center of some of the most pivotal events during that
first critical year in 1899. He is the American League’s
forgotten founding father. 

Loftus’s name has been lost in time and history 
because he quit major league baseball in 1904 and died
in 1910, four years before Babe Ruth’s major league
debut. Johnson and Comiskey would live two decades
longer than Loftus, and their eventual falling out and
larger-than-life egos ended up bumping Loftus’s name
from the front-page box score of history. It did not help
Loftus’s legacy that he lived in Dubuque, Iowa, a small
Midwestern city without a major-league team or a large
media spotlight. A review of newspapers of the era
shows that Loftus’s life in baseball was significant and
warrants the same recognition now that was afforded
him by his peers and contemporary sportswriters. 

Loftus’s major league career included two years as
a player for the National League’s St. Louis Brown
Stockings late in the 1877 season and the American
Association’s St. Louis Browns at the beginning of the
1883 season. Loftus appeared in nine games over his
MLB career, going 6-for-33 for a batting average of
.182. In and around those two cups of coffee, Loftus
would play in the semi-pro and minor leagues for
about a decade.3

Loftus started his major league managing career in
1884 with the Milwaukee Brewers of the Union Asso-
ciation, which was only in existence for that one year.
In 1885, Loftus and Ted Sullivan founded the Western
Base Ball League.4 Loftus would guide the Cleveland
Blues of the American Association in 1888, then mi-
grate the Cleveland club into the National League for
the 1889 season. In 1890 and 1891, Loftus managed
the Cincinnati Reds. During a stint as owner-manager
of the Western League’s Columbus Senators 1896–99,
Loftus aided in the creation of the American League.
Loftus sold his AL Cleveland club and became man-
ager of the Chicago Orphans of the NL for the 1900–01
seasons. And finally, Loftus, part owner of the Wash-
ington Senators, managed his AL team in the 1902–03
seasons. In all, Loftus managed 1,055 games in MLB
going 454–580 for a .439 won-loss average.5

Loftus had stepped away from the big leagues after
the 1891 season because of the rising mean-spiritedness
in all aspects of major league baseball that would come
to undermine baseball in the 1890s. In November
1895, Loftus rejoined Johnson and Comiskey when 
he became owner of the Columbus Senators in the
Western League. From 1896 through 1899, the Western
League continued to grow in popularity, profits, and
power in the baseball world. But not all was well with
our national pastime.

By 1898 baseball was at a crossroads that could 
either lead to its further decline and a baseball war or
turn the pastime around and send it into a new era of
prosperity, ensuring the game’s survival for future 
generations. MLB no longer consisted of multiple
leagues, and the struggling NL grew to a 12-city circuit
with the collapse of the American Association in 1891.
Club owners had become complacent with their 
monopoly over their industry and their players, and
the quality of play on the field was more rowdy and
vulgar than it had been in the prior 30 years. Fan 
attendance was down in NL cities, while attendance
was rising in Western League cities. By mid-1899 men
in baseball circles, initially lead by Al Spink, founder
of the St. Louis Sporting News, were quietly suggesting
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the time was right to form a successful rival league to
the NL. Their efforts would lead to the second attempt
in five years to revive the American Association, which
had operated as a major league from 1882–91.6 At the
same time the threat of a revived American Association
was rising against the NL, the powers in the Western
League started to see their long-awaited chance to 
migrate their minor league into major league status in
direct competition with the NL. They knew the process
would be difficult, fraught with risk, and take more
than one or two seasons to accomplish.7

Before the Western League could transform into the
American League in 1900 and declare itself a major
league in 1901, it had to overcome several critical 
issues that existed within and between the National
and Western Leagues. 

First, there was the 1899 sale of the St. Louis Browns
and a related move of the NL Cleveland club players to
St. Louis, which would free up Cleveland for the Amer-
ican League in 1900.8 Second, an attempt to revive the
American Association and the desire of both the Asso-
ciation and the Western League to place a team in
Chicago in 1900 posed a threat to the NL.9 And finally,
the abandonment of the existing National Agreement
between professional baseball leagues, including the ar-
bitrary National and its junior league partner, the
Western League, would ensure a costly baseball war for
owners and clubs between the two leagues.

The Western League triumvirate central to resolving
these critical issues were league president Ban Johnson,
St. Paul, Minnesota club owner Charles Comiskey, and
Columbus, Ohio club owner Tom Loftus. These three
were not alone in working through the multitude of 
issues associated with founding and sustaining the AL.
Other giants of the era who played pivotal roles in-
cluded Henry and Matthew Killilea of Milwaukee and
John Bruce of St. Louis, who provided the AL executive
leadership with legal advice critical to the progression
of the league. Their opinions weighed heavily in deci-
sions made regarding the sale of the NL St. Louis club
in 1899 and the sale of the AL Detroit club in 1900.10

In addition, Jim Manning of Kansas City (1894–
1900) and Washington (1901) and Charles Somers,
who owned the Cleveland AL club, were also critical
to the success of the AL. Somers would be the AL’s 
financier and have investments in several ballclubs in
the league besides his Cleveland Indians.11

Loftus, Johnson, and Comiskey started charting the
course that resulted in the AL when they took full 
control of the Western League executive leadership in
the fall of 1896, with Loftus and Comiskey elected to
the league’s Board of Directors.12 A week after being

elected to the board, the three met in the Hotel Julien
in Dubuque, Iowa, to discuss their plans to develop 
a reputable league to rival the NL.13 They wanted a
league that played clean ball for the love of the game,
a league in which a mother and her children could 
attend a game without offense, a reputation the 
NL lacked.

Loftus and Comiskey had history in the legendary
baseball town of Dubuque. Both men had played pro-
fessional ball there in the late 1870s and early 1880s,
before going on to play for Chris Von Der Ahe and the
St. Louis Browns of the American Association.14 Both
men married Dubuque women,15 and both lived and
had children in Dubuque.16 Loftus lived there his 
entire adult life, while Comiskey would frequently visit
Dubuque family and friends after moving back home
to Chicago in 1891.17

When Comiskey left the Browns in 1890 to play for
the Chicago Pirates of the newly formed Players League,
Loftus went from managing the 1889 Cleveland Spiders
of the NL to managing the 1890 Cincinnati Reds. 
During Loftus’s time in Cincinnati, he got to know
Johnson, the Cincinnati Commercial Gazette’s sports
editor, quite well. Johnson admired the older business-
minded Loftus and would accompany Loftus and 
his Reds on road trips, referring to him respectfully in
the Gazette as “Sir Thomas” or warmly as “Tommie”
Loftus.18

After the 1891 season, Cincinnati’s new owner
John T. Brush replaced Loftus as the Reds manager
with Comiskey. It was while managing the Reds that
both Loftus and Comiskey got to know Johnson. It 
was at Comiskey’s urging, and with Brush’s reluctant
support, that a reconstituted Western League hired
Johnson as their league president in 1894. Comiskey
would enter the Western League in 1895 as owner 
of the St. Paul club, and Loftus would do likewise in
1896 as the Columbus club’s owner. Johnson would
come to personally know and respect Loftus and
Comiskey—both men Johnson’s senior and early men-
tor—for their sage advice. 

The problems facing professional baseball as it
neared the 20th century were complex and not always
public. With back-room deals and different factions
vying for power and monopolistic control of major
league baseball, the stakes for the magnates who
owned the clubs and controlled the leagues had never
been higher. 

In December 1898, the NL let Johnson and the
Western League in on their plans for 1899, which 
included Frank and Stanley Robison of the Cleveland
NL club buying out Chris Von Der Ahe of the St. Louis
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NL club and moving their Cleveland players to St. Louis,
essentially abandoning Cleveland and freeing it for
Loftus’s Columbus club to move in.19 Loftus had
worked for the Robisons as manager of Cleveland in
1888 and 1889, when the brothers moved their club
from the American Association into the NL. The broth-
ers, however, did not wish to vacate Cleveland to the
Western League free and clear…emphasis on free!20

The Robisons had built a ballpark in Cleveland and felt
they were treated poorly by the fans’  low attendance
the last few years, making Cleveland a poor financial
performer. The Robisons, therefore, wanted Loftus and
the Western League to compensate them for the Cleve-
land club, even though the Cleveland players would
be moved to St. Louis if the Robison brothers pur-
chased Von Der Ahe’s club at public auction. 

Von Der Ahe had gotten into financial trouble over
the prior four years and his Browns suffered for it. His
refusal to sell his St. Louis interests to the Robisons to
resolve his personal financial problems, while strength-
ening the league and the Browns’ financial position,
delayed the NL’s and the Robisons’ plan. Von Der Ahe
chose to fight off his financial creditors in court in an
effort to save his ball club, which ultimately led to
Judge Spencer issuing a court-ordered public sale of
the Browns.21 Because it was not a private sale, it
opened the door to outside interests with the result
being the NL owners could not dictate who ultimately
bid on or bought the club. 

In late February 1899, John T. Brush, powerful
owner of the Cincinnati Reds, released a statement
pronouncing on behalf of the NL magnates that no 
undesirable person or persons could be forced upon
the league through the mere purchase of the St. Louis
Browns organization at the sheriff’s auction on March
14, 1899. Brush’s public statement was directed at 
Loftus, his former employee, who had shocked the
baseball world earlier by announcing his intention to
bid at the public auction.22

Loftus, Johnson, and Comiskey had been meeting
on a frequent basis in January, February, and March
leading up to the sale of the Browns, trying to figure
out how to leverage the opportunity the forced public
sale of the St. Louis club presented them. 

On February 3, 1899, the Dubuque Daily Times pro-
claimed, “President Ban Johnson is Here for Conference
with Tom Loftus.” The article stated, “Men in a posi-
tion to know the ins and outs of base ball [sic] politics
declare that Johnson, Loftus, Manning, Comiskey and
other Western league magnates will meet in Dubuque
today and indulge in the luxury of a secret confer-
ence.”23 The primary topics of discussion were the sale

of the Browns and the completion of the Western
League circuit for 1899. The public announcement
coming out of this meeting of magnates was that
“President Johnson and Manager Loftus will not an-
nounce the eighth city of the Western League until the
National League has placed its teams.”24

On Thursday, February 16, Johnson and Comiskey
met in Chicago with president Jim Hart of the Chicago
NL team. That Saturday, the two men boarded a 
westbound train for Dubuque to meet in conference
with Loftus for another week of Western League strate-
gic planning. The primary topics were the sale of 
the St. Louis Browns and the league’s desire to move
Loftus’s Columbus club into Cleveland and Comiskey’s
club into Chicago, part of the Western League’s effort
to become a rival league by having teams in major
league cities.25 The magnates also needed to decide
how they wished to address the group of baseball
men, many of them personal friends, who wished to
revive the American Association. 

While the Western League executives held their
second February conference in Dubuque, John T. Brush
released his statement on behalf of the NL in response
to Loftus’s announced intentions to bid on St. Louis. 

The Western League’s response was to publicly
clarify the legal reasons why the NL could not prevent
the purchaser of the St. Louis club from entering the
league. This response was drawn up by the elder
Killilea brother of the Milwaukee Western League club,
who was a brilliant legal mind and practicing lawyer:

The National League must recognize the pur-
chase of the St. Louis franchise, as it is a
corporation, and a corporation is simply an ar-
tificial being created by the supreme authority
of the State, is invisible, intangible and endowed
with perpetual existence. The corporate rights
of the St. Louis Club being sold at a public sale
make the obligation binding on the National
League to accept the purchaser, who while un-
able to secure by purchase the players held by
the St. Louis Club, can acquire the reserve to the
players now held by the corporation of which
Chris Von Der Ahe was President.26

Johnson, Comiskey, and the Killilea brothers were
not helping Loftus so he could become an NL mag-
nate, although on the surface they all denied there was
any ulterior motive in Loftus bidding on the Browns.
Loftus, Johnson, and Comiskey knew they would need
to start moving some of their smaller ball clubs into
major league cities. Going into the 1899 season, the
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Western League had clubs in Milwaukee, Detroit,
Kansas City, Minneapolis, Buffalo, Indianapolis, St.
Paul, and Columbus. Only Buffalo was in the top 10 in
U.S. population.27 The three most desirable cities for
the Western League to migrate into first were Cleve-
land, St. Louis, and Chicago. 

St. Louis, the fourth largest city in the U.S., was de-
sirable for a variety of reasons.28 First, St. Louis was 
a great baseball city that could financially support a
well-run major league team. Second, Loftus was born
in St. Louis and started his major league career play-
ing for the Brown Stockings of the NL in 1877, and
again for the Browns of the American Association in
1883.29 Third, Comiskey had been player-manager of
those same Browns for most of their existence, and
had won four league pennants and a World Series
against Cap Anson’s Chicago White Stockings.30 And
finally, St. Louis presented a potential pathway into
Cleveland, free and clear. 

If Loftus lost St. Louis to the Robison brothers, the
Western League could still move Columbus into Cleve-
land once the latter was vacated by the Robisons.31

During numerous private conferences in Dubuque
among Loftus, Johnson, and Comiskey, the three league
field marshals carefully laid out their plans to move Lof-
tus’s Columbus team to Cleveland and Comiskey’s St.
Paul team to Chicago. Chicago would present a bigger
problem, so they first decided to focus on Loftus, Cleve-
land, and the sale of the St. Louis Browns. 

The Robison brothers did not want to just give up
Cleveland, and yet they planned on securing St. Louis
and transferring their Cleveland players there. So it 
became the strategy of the Western League magnates
to have Loftus make it known that he was going to 
St. Louis to bid on the Browns, having the effect of 
driving up the cost for the Robison brothers. Loftus 
ultimately worked out a deal with the Robisons, if it had
not been the plan all along (as some had suggested),
that he would not bid on St. Louis if the Robisons would
clear the way for Loftus and the Western League to
move a combined Columbus-Grand Rapids club into
Cleveland.32

Frank Robison, with assistance from John T. Brush,
ended up purchasing the St. Louis Browns organiza-
tion through a local partner, Edward C. Becker. Loftus
and Robison worked out a deal to allow Loftus to
move his team to Cleveland after the 1899 season.33

As the dust settled from the St. Louis sale, the re-
spective leagues prepared for their 1899 championship
seasons. Because of the short time between the sale of
the St. Louis team and the start of the season, the NL
did not vacate Cleveland until after their record-setting

20–134 season. Loftus’s club then moved to Cleveland
for the 1900 season. 

In the summer of 1899, word came out of Chicago
and Dubuque that the Western League was planning a
new rival league. The announcement made such a stir
in the baseball world that Johnson, Loftus, Comiskey,
and the other league magnates immediately started
walking back the announcement. 

The storm arose when newspapers ran a story 
from a statement released by Johnson on July 15 from
the league’s Chicago office. The Indianapolis News
headline read, “Rival Baseball League—President Ban
Johnson Makes the First Authoritative Announce-
ment.” The statement said, in part, “There will be
another baseball organisation [sic] next year, a rival 
of the National League, and the Western League will
be affiliated with It. In fact, it will practically be a
Western League merged into a national organization.
The conditions of baseball are such at present that 
a rival organisation is bound to spring up, and for
business reasons the Western League must go in 
with It.”34

Johnson went on to suggest the new league would
include St. Louis, Chicago, Milwaukee, and Detroit in
the West, and New York, Boston, Pittsburgh, and Phila-
delphia in the East. At the time, the Western League
only had clubs in Milwaukee and Detroit. Clearly the
league needed to move into more top-10 cities in the
United States if they wished to declare themselves a
major league. 

The article went on to say that Loftus, Comiskey,
Jim Manning of Kansas City, and Matt Killilea of Mil-
waukee would be the leading magnates identified with
the new league, with Johnson as the probable league
president. It was also stated for the first time, but not
for the last, that Loftus would move his Columbus club
into the South Side of Chicago, while Comiskey would
take his St. Paul team down the Mississippi River in a
return home of sorts to St. Louis. Killilea would keep
his team in Milwaukee and Jim Manning would take
his Kansas City team to Boston.35

The following day a sports page story showed up in
the Cincinnati Commercial Tribune and newspapers
across the nation that read, “Dubuque, IA, July 15 –
It is stated here that Ban Johnson, Jimmy Manning,
Charles Comiskey and Tom Loftus are planning for a
new baseball league for next season. In distribution it
is said Loftus is to be given Chicago, and he will have
the park on the South Side. In an interview tonight
Loftus admitted there was something in the scheme,
and arraigns the National League, pronouncing its 
policy narrow and arbitrary.”36
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The Cincinnati Commercial Tribune and Chicago
Daily Tribune ran another syndicated article with more
detail that came from the same Loftus interview refer-
enced in the story with the Dubuque dateline. Here
again, it was suggested that Loftus “Will Head (an)
Opposition Baseball League Team In Chicago.” It was
again suggested Comiskey would be back in St. Louis,
where the man and the city had great memories 
and great chemistry with one another. Consideration
had long been given to finding a place in the league for
team ownership for Connie Mack, who had been a
loyal league man and manager of Killilea’s Milwaukee
Brewers. Mack would have to wait until the 1901 
season before he would get his own team, the
Philadelphia Athletics.37

The Dubuque Daily Times printed a different story
that was also being published around the nation at 
the same time: “Chicago, July 15 – Ban R. Johnson,
president of the Western League, made the following
announcement in part today: ‘The Western league as
a body has no idea of fostering a proposition to 
organize a rival to the National league and institute a
fight against the present major organization. It would
be suicidal for the western league to attempt to foster
an organization on the lines of the old brotherhood for
the simple reason it could not possibly hope for suc-
cess.’” The article went on to state that Cap Anson was
certain a new league would be created, and Johnson
and Anson agreed a new league could be successful
against the NL.38

The same day that Johnson released his initial
statement, Matt Killilea suggested Johnson was mis-
quoted. “I honestly believe that Mr. Johnson was either
misquoted or that he did not talk for publication,”
Killilea told a Milwaukee reporter. Killilea, like many
others, believed a new league would result in a base-
ball war of financial attrition that would ultimately be
won by the NL due to superior financing. Johnson was
likely speaking off the record and not for publication,
for everything he stated would come to pass. It could
also have been his way of testing the temperature of
the NL to gauge how big a fight they would have on
their hands as they proceeded with their plans laid out
in January and February.39

Within two days of Johnson’s initial statement and
the conflicting newspaper reports published on July
16–17 around the country, Johnson, Loftus, Comiskey,
and all the Western League magnates were proactively
adamant in their denials a new league was being
planned. Johnson clarified his statement, saying that 
if a new league were to be formed, alluding to the 
rumors of a revival of the American Association by Al

Spink and friends, some of the individual club owners
in his league may be inclined to join that new associ-
ation, but the Western League was not interested in
being part of any new organization. The Indianapolis
News concluded, “It is thought from the qualifying
statements which Johnson has made since Saturday
that someone has advised him to go slow.”40 Johnson
and the league pulled back on their public talk of
forming a new league for a couple of months. 

The NL magnates met in Chicago for an unsched-
uled meeting on July 27–28 to undoubtedly discuss
their strategy to address the formation of a potential
rival league. John T. Brush, Jim Hart, and Frank 
Robison had been meeting in Indianapolis to discuss
the matter prior to the league meeting in Chicago.
Comiskey and Johnson were in conference in Chicago
on July 26–27 also discussing the matter. Comiskey
spent part of the day on July 27 in conference with
Brush.41

The Cincinnati Commercial Tribune zeroed in on
what appears to be nearer the truth than any of the
other stories regarding a new league published that
July, apart from Johnson’s original statement that
started the storm. The Tribune’s July 28 story on the
NL meeting in Chicago summed up the reality of 
the situation in a single paragraph:

The magnates declare they are not meeting to 
discuss the league situation, yet from all over the
country come stories of the forming of a rival
league. It is said the National League magnates
have decided to form the rival league themselves,
splitting the twelve-club circuit and, with the 
assistance of Western League magnates, forming
two eight-club leagues. Comiskey and Loftus, of
the Western League, are close to the National
League promoters. Both are anxious to get into a
bigger circuit, and Comiskey has been with the
magnates all week.42

A month later, Ban Johnson wrote Spink that he still
needed to speak with Loftus and that he had recently
spoken with Ted Sullivan, another promoter for a new
league. Spink was still trying to get the Western League
to join his group of Association revivalists, which in-
cluded Sullivan, Von Der Ahe, John McGraw, and Cap
Anson. Spink was trying to persuade Johnson and the
Western League to attend the American Association’s
first official meeting in hopes of them joining the As-
sociation in taking on the NL.43

On September 17, 1899, the American Association
had its first meeting as a new organization in Chicago
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to elect officers. The Western League magnates were
invited to attend. Loftus and Johnson had been elected
to represent their league at the meeting.44

It just so happened that during these two league
meetings in Chicago, Frank Robison was in town and
held a long meeting with Loftus.45 On September 16,
the day before the Association’s official organizing
meeting, the Western League announced its circuit 
for 1900: Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Kansas City, Indi-
anapolis, Detroit, and Buffalo, all teams that were in
the 1899 circuit, along with relocated teams in Chicago
and Cleveland. It was again suggested Loftus was to
move into Chicago and this time Comiskey would take
Cleveland, and not St. Louis.46

Loftus was the only representative of the Western
League to attend the September 17 meeting of the
American Association. He sat quietly and listened, and
before the end of the first day’s meeting, he informed
the Association the Western League would not be join-
ing their new organization and left it at that. This
effectively killed the chances of a revived American
Association for the 1900 season.47

The suggestion the Cincinnati Commercial Tribune
made on July 28 that the NL would address the rise 
of the rival Association by working with the Western
League to create a new rival league was true. In 1900
both the American League and the National League
would have eight teams, the National League being
down from 12 the year before. And key was Hart of the
Chicago National League permitting a team in Chicago
and Robison of the Cleveland–St. Louis clubs officially
abandoning Cleveland as NL territory, opening those
major league cities to the soon-to-be renamed Ameri-
can League.

The Western League formally changed its name at
an October 11, 1899, meeting in Chicago.48 The AL
would still be a minor league in 1900, but it was ac-
complishing a lot of what it set out to do when they
started planning their move in January and February
of 1899. Loftus was able to skillfully deal with Robison
and the St. Louis Browns sale, ultimately forcing the
NL’s hand and freeing up Cleveland for the AL in 1900.
Loftus was also instrumental in getting Comiskey and
the AL into Chicago.

Hart had been courting Loftus for the prior two
years to become manager of the Orphans, since
Anson’s departure after the 1897 season.49 The two
men had known each other just a little over a decade,
going back to 1888 and the forming of the reconsti-
tuted Western Association, when Loftus managed the
St. Louis Whites and Hart the Milwaukee Brewers. The
following year the two men managed against each

other in the NL, Loftus with Cleveland and Hart with
Boston.50 Hart said, “Loftus I consider the best manager
in the league, barring none.” Chicago sportswriters
agreed, saying Loftus was “the shrewdest man in the
game.”51 Hart saw his opportunity to finally sign Loftus
in November 1899.

Hart feared the American Association moving into
Chicago more than he did the Western League. The
Western League was still governed by the baseball laws
established in the National Agreement. The American
Association was not. And Anson was still wildly popu-
lar in Chicago and was said to be backed by millionaires
who already had land for a new ballpark.52

Both the Western League and American Associa-
tion had announced their intention to move into
Chicago for the 1900 season. Hart preferred Comiskey
and the Western League in his territory competing
against his Orphans for fan and fare over Anson and
the Association. Hart and Comiskey were friends and
Comiskey would presumably be less ruthless toward
him than Anson, who did not see eye to eye with Hart.
Comiskey told Hart, Brush, and the other NL mag-
nates, “Let us start this American League of ours and
we’ll put the American association [sic] beneath the
daisies before spring comes around.”53

Hart agreed to allow Comiskey and the AL into
Chicago if Loftus would manage the Orphans. Hart had
wanted Loftus and preferred the Western League over
the Association in Chicago, and Comiskey and Loftus
relished competing against each other with different
teams in the same city, as they had done in 1888 when
they both managed teams for Von Der Ahe in St. Louis. 

Hart met with Loftus, Comiskey, and Johnson at a
Western League meeting in Chicago on November 18,
1899. Loftus told Hart he would manage his Orphans
if he had full control of the team and players and his
friend “Commy” be allowed to move his St. Paul team
to Chicago. Hart told the triumvirate it was alright to
place a ball club in Chicago and to go ahead and make
the announcement, pre-empting the Association.54

The November 29, 1899, Chicago Daily Tribune
announced to the baseball world, “Loftus Succeeds
Burns.” “Loftus has been one of the most successful
baseball managers in the business since the game
started. His success has been uniform wherever he had
a club.”55

The Tribune also made mention in the middle of the
article, “Another interesting announcement was made
when President Ban B. Johnson [sic] of the American
league confirmed the report that Comiskey would
manage a Chicago American league club, a rival of the
National league organization.”56
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The AL and Comiskey finally had Chicago, Hart 
finally had Tom Loftus, and Loftus and Comiskey got
to manage in arguably the best baseball city in the
world. Now all the two leagues needed to do was play
well together and sign a new national agreement with-
out getting into a war.

By late winter of 1899–1900 things were coming 
together for the AL. Tom Loftus and Ban Johnson were
able to get the Columbus team, which merged with
the failing Grand Rapids team and moved into 
Cleveland for the 1900 season under new local own-
ership. Comiskey was able to move into Chicago as
promised, despite Hart’s efforts to renege on his word
in early 1900. 

In January 1900, some NL magnates were express-
ing their dislike for the idea of allowing the AL into
major league cities, criticizing the Chicago deal. Feeling
the pressure, Hart joined in, saying he never consented
to allow the AL into Chicago. Comiskey fought back in
early March. “If we were good enough to get permis-
sion to run here when the Anson crowd and the
American Association threatened President Hart’s ter-
ritory,” he said, “we are good enough now.” Comiskey
went on to say, “Certainly, we got it [Hart’s permission].
Didn’t he come to our meeting at the Great Northern
and assure Johnson it was all right for us to place a club
here and to go ahead and make the announcement? It
would be absurd for us to invent any such a story.”57

Loftus stepped in, bringing all parties together to
mediate a resolution. The Indianapolis News reported,
“A Meeting Held and a League War May be Averted. A
telegram received this morning Indicated that an
agreement had been reached between President John-
son and Charley Comiskey, of the American League,
and James A. Hart, of the Chicago club of the National
League, by which the American League can place a
club in Chicago this season. … It is a fact that, through
the friendly offices of Tom Loftus, the three men were
brought together Tuesday, and were in conference for
over two hours. The report is that both sides made
concessions.”58

Once the question of Chicago was finally put to 
rest on March 14, the AL had two of its four major 
hurdles cleared. Besides placing teams in Cleveland
and Chicago, they were able to change their name and
brand from the regionalized Western League to the 
nationwide American League. 

The last two hurdles would have to be addressed
after the first season as the AL in 1900 was over. First,
they had to be declared a major league, which required
some additional reorganization. That happened on
January 28, 1901, with expansion occurring in 1901

and 1902, during the “baseball wars” that led to the
final hurdles to peaceful coexistence, the combining
of rules, agreement on schedules and the creation of a
new national agreement. Loftus managed the Chicago
NL club for the 1900 and 1901 seasons. It became 
immediately clear Hart was not going to give Loftus
the control of the club as he had promised. It also 
became clear that Loftus was still connected to the AL
when Loftus failed to extend his contract with Hart
and bought into the ownership of the Washington 
Senators of the AL in the fall of 1901. Kansas City
owner Jim Manning, a stalwart of the Western League,
moved his club to Washington as part of the expan-
sion into additional major league cities for the 1901
season. Manning, with Johnson’s support, decided to
sell his interest in the Washington club after its inau-
gural season to Loftus and Fred Postal of Detroit. Loftus
was immediately announced as the new Washington
manager for the 1902 season.59

In December 1902, the news out of the AL related
to placing a team in New York City. And the man 
chosen by the league magnates to take on the job of
managing the New York Highlanders was Tom Loftus.
The AL was planning on moving the Baltimore Orioles
club, which joined the League in 1901, to New York
for the 1903 season.60 The move would satisfy two
needs. First, it brought a ready-made team, a familiar
Eastern team, into the largest baseball market in 
the world. Second, it removed any potential negative
effects on the Washington club of having a nearby
franchise competing for fans and fare. 

Loftus relished the chance to manage a club in New
York City. His co-owner in the Washington Senators
was not as thrilled. When Loftus insisted he was 
taking the New York job, Postal threatened to sell or
move his club out of Washington if he lost Loftus 
as manager.61

Loftus had built a solid reputation as a player’s
coach and manager over his twenty-five-year profes-
sional baseball career. Although his managerial
won-loss record in the Major Leagues is not impres-
sive at 454–580,62 Loftus’s genius in the early days of
building up the national game was in providing orga-
nizational structure and discipline on and off the field
that led to financial success.63 As a manager, Loftus
was a team coach first, a field manager second, and—
not uncommon in the day—the general manager of the
club responsible for overall operations. Loftus was a
successful businessman outside of baseball and his
skill was in financially stabilizing clubs and selecting
quality players who in turn bring fans into the ballpark,
which provides financial capital to make the whole 
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operation economically viable. Baseball, while a game,
was a business at the major league level, and Loftus
was recognized as a shrewd baseball businessman.
And Loftus wanted New York. 

Postal dug in. Loftus and Johnson desired to keep
the peace and recognized it would not be hard to find
a manager for New York. So, they gave in to Postal’s
demand and Loftus stayed in Washington for the 1903
season.64 New York would go on to be managed over
its first six seasons in the American League by one of
Loftus’s former players on the Chicago Orphans, Hall
of Famer Clark Griffith.65

By the end of the AL’s second MLB season in 1902,
it became clear to both leagues that the baseball war
needed to end so all could prosper, or most would fail
financially. A peace agreement came at a joint Ameri-
can-National League conference in Cincinnati on
January 10, 1903.66

The terms called for both leagues to agree to
clauses related to player contractual issues, such as
honoring the player reserve rule, and a prohibition 
on two clubs in the same city consolidating players.
The agreement also called for the creation of a Rules
Committee and a Schedule Committee to work out the
particulars for peaceful coexistence. The clauses of the
peace agreement and the resulting work of the Rules
and Schedule Committees would be used to formulate
a new national agreement, paving the way toward
long-term peace within major league baseball.67

On January 30, 1903, President Ban Johnson ap-
pointed Loftus, Benjamin Shibe of Philadelphia, and
John Bruce of St. Louis to the joint American-National
League Rules and Schedule Committees. President
Harry Pulliam of the National League appointed Hart,
Barney Dreyfuss of Pittsburgh, and Charles Ebbets of
Brooklyn to the Schedule Committee. Pulliam also 
appointed Hart, Julius Fleischmann of Cincinnati, and
Ned Hanlon of Brooklyn to the Rules Committee. The
meeting of the committees was the next step and direct
result of the peace treaty negotiated by the two leagues
in Cincinnati twenty days earlier.68

The day Johnson appointed Loftus to the Rules and
Schedule Committees, Loftus was in conference with
Charles Comiskey in Dubuque.69 Loftus was still vying
for the New York club. And there were rules up for 
debate as the leagues standardized the game with a
uniform baseball code. 

Baseball’s rules had varied between leagues through
the years since the establishment of the Knickerbocker
Rules in 1845. Rules were different among the NL, the
AL, and the different minor league organizations that
wished to participate in a new national agreement in

1903. Rules up for consideration included a designated
hitter rule, establishing a standard height for the
pitcher’s mound, requiring the first and third base 
foul lines to be level, determining whether to make
foul balls strikes, and whether to ban baseball mitts
with pockets or webbing used to scoop the ball “as
one would scoop a butterfly.”70 Over time, the pitcher’s
mound continued to get higher, and no two fields had
it at the same height. Some groundskeepers were also
building up the foul lines along first and third base so
bunts rolling foul would be pushed fair. 

The joint Rules Committee did not adopt a desig-
nated hitter rule in 1903. It would be another 70 years
before the AL would adopt the DH. Loftus was able to
get a new section added to Rule No. 1 to address his
two biggest issues going into the meeting.71 Section 2
states: “The pitcher’s box shall be no more than fifteen
inches higher than the base lines and home plate. The
base lines and home plate shall be perfectly level, and
the slope from the pitcher’s box toward the base lines
and home plate shall be gradual.”72

The Rules Committee voted unanimously to adopt
the foul strike rule used by the NL. This instituted the
rule throughout baseball that a foul ball is called a
strike if it is your first or second strike. In the AL, you
could foul off any number of pitches and not have a
strike against you. The American League went into the
Rules meeting against the foul strike rule, but Loftus
acquiesced when it was agreed to amend the balk rule
to include the following definition, “A balk shall 
constitute any delivery of the ball to the batsman by
the pitcher while either foot of the pitcher is back 
of the pitcher’s plate.”73 The joint Rules Committee
was able to agree to a uniform code of baseball rules.
The following day, the Schedule Committee met and
developed a schedule that met Hart’s one requirement,
namely that all leagues must share the same opening
day of the season.74

The only thing left to do after the Rules and Sched-
ule Committees met was to finalize the draft of the
new National Agreement of 1903 and have the NL, AL,
and the National Association of Professional Baseball
Leagues (NAPBL) Boards of Directors adopt and sign
the new agreement. The two major leagues acted
quickly. The NAPBL took the bulk of the 1903 season
to agree to adopt the new agreement, finally signing it
on September 11, 1903, in Cincinnati.75

Loftus had started 1903 as Johnson’s pick to lead
the new AL club in New York, but Loftus agreed to
stay in Washington to stop Postal from selling or 
moving the club. Then Postal sold his 52% interest in
the club on August 4, 1903, to the minor shareholders.
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Vice President Charles Jacobsen became the new 
president of Washington, while Loftus retained his
25% interest in the club and position as manager.76

Both Postal and Loftus were tiring of the rapid
changes occurring in baseball that continued to give
team owners and managers less control over their 
assets and the league office more. Loftus tried to make
a go of it with the new Washington executive leader-
ship, but when the club was sold to locals Thomas
Noyes and William J. Dwyer in March 1904, Loftus de-
cided to sell his interest in the club and retire from
major league baseball before the start of the season.77

Loftus would contemplate a return that fall. During
one of Loftus and Comiskey’s famous hunting-fishing
trips into Northern Wisconsin with Johnson, sports-
writer Jack Tanner, and others in October, it was stated
that a place in the league in the 1905 season had been
identified for Loftus, and all he needed to do was 
decide if he wished to come out of retirement.78

However, he decided to stay engaged only in local
baseball, as he re-engaged in his Dubuque businesses.
In 1908, Loftus was elected the president of the 
Illinois–Indiana–Iowa (Three-I) League in a successful
effort to prevent that minor league from going under.79

In March 1910, Comiskey and his Chicago White
Sox were at spring training in California preparing 
for the 1910 season when Comiskey received word
from Loftus’s doctor in Dubuque that Loftus, who had
been battling throat cancer, was on death’s door.
Comiskey immediately left his team for Dubuque and
his best friend’s bedside. Comiskey and his wife spent
two days with Loftus and his wife before Comiskey
had to return to California to rejoin his White Sox.
Comiskey would return to Dubuque to visit Loftus
again in early April, as did Ted Sullivan, the man who
first brought Loftus and Comiskey together in Dubuque
in 1879. Former Chicago Inter Ocean sports editor 
Lou Housemann also came to Dubuque to see Loftus
one last time.80

On April 17, headlines around the nation an-
nounced the passing of “one of the great builders-up
of our National Game.” The Chicago Daily Tribune an-
nounced to a mournful baseball world, “Tom Loftus
Dies in Dubuque.” The “Great Friend of Comiskey”
was 54 years old.81

Funeral services for Loftus were held in Dubuque
on April 19, 1910, at St. Raphael’s Cathedral. Honorary
pallbearers included Comiskey, Johnson, Sullivan,
James “Tip” O’Neil, and Chicago baseball writer Hugh
E. Keough. Future United States Senator and local
newspaper editor Richard Louis Murphy served as 
one of three ushers at the Cathedral. The Reverend 

M. H. Carey officiated the funeral and the graveside
absolution. Thomas Joseph Loftus was laid to rest in
Mt. Olivet Catholic Cemetery in Key West, Iowa.82

Loftus left behind a legacy of deep personal friend-
ships and mutual respect for the men who built major
league baseball in its first 27 years. Highlighting his role
in the baseball wars between 1899 and 1903 and the
rise of the American League sheds long overdue light
on the American League’s forgotten founding father. !
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From 1920 to 1958, baseball fans across the Deep
South and Southwest looked forward to the 
annual Dixie Series, a best-of-seven postseason

matchup between the playoff champions of the South-
ern Association and the Texas League. In 1967, after an
8-year hiatus, owners in the Double-A Texas League
and the newly created Southern League resurrected
the Series, but it would prove to be one last hurrah. 

The games between the Birmingham Athletics and
the Albuquerque Dodgers proved exciting and included
three one-run, extra-inning contests. Another was won
on a grand slam in the ninth. With the final out in
Game Six recorded on September 11, 1967, at Rickwood
Field, the A’s were crowned champions of the last Dixie
Series ever played.

THE END OF THE ORIGINAL DIXIE SERIES: 
TWO LEAGUES HEADING IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS
To understand the reasons for reviving the Dixie Series
in 1967, and why it failed to catch on as an annual
event, it is instructive to review its demise from 1948 to
1958. In 1948, the Birmingham Barons drew a whop-
ping 28,319 fans to its only two home games in the
Dixie Series: 17,071 in the first game and 11,248 in the
second. The latter crowd was smaller because of bad
weather.1 Big crowds meant healthy profits for both
owners and players, as The Sporting News reported:

The [1948] Dixie Series, which was won by
Birmingham, four games to one over Fort Worth,
drew a gate of 56,254 and receipts, less taxes, of
$94,025.75, Secretary Milton Price announced,
October 8.

The players’ pool of $38,706.35 was the largest
pool since 1931, when the Barons and Houston
Buffs cut up a $39,548.64 melon. Birmingham’s
players divided $23,222.81 from this year’s pot,
while the losing Cats received $15,482.54. 

Each league received $9,402.57 and each club
$18,257.13.2

If the Series was near its high-water mark in 1948,
over the next decade the financial incentive to play 
the Dixie Series waned. By 1958, the situation was 
such that before the season, Nashville’s management
announced that if the Vols won the league, they would
skip the Series unless the Southern Association agreed
to cover financial losses. The worry was justified: Ticket
sales for the entire six-game Series in 1958 barely ex-
ceeded 18,000, less than one-third of the 1948 Series.4

Changes in baseball also exposed a stark difference
in the two leagues, which threatened the continuation
of the Series. The Texas League had desegregated in
1952,5 while the Southern Association remained stub-
bornly all-white.6 During the Texas League playoffs,
Austin’s owner announced the Senators would not
play in the Dixie Series if its black players could not
play in Birmingham, which was a decidedly segre-
gated city.7 However, when Corpus Christi won the
Texas League playoffs, the Giants agreed to leave their
black players in Texas when they traveled to Alabama
to play the Barons.8 The end of the original Dixie 
Series, which was more bitter than sweet, finally came
in the winter of 1959 when the Southern Association
voted to shorten its own Shaughnessy playoff format
and the Texas League refused to follow.9

For the Texas League, the death of the Dixie Series
opened the door, albeit briefly, to a Pan-American part-
nership with the Mexican League.10 The Texas League
has survived with limited interruptions since 1902. Los-
ing the Dixie Series was a canary in a coal mine for the
Southern Association, however. The league was already
in financial trouble as total attendance fell from 854,941
in 1958 to only 639,386 in 1959.11 The mortal wound
came following the 1961 season, when the Southern 
Association collapsed and permanently ceased opera-
tions after 60 years of professional baseball.

“BACK TO THE FUTURE”
The Southern Association’s demise was not the end of
organized baseball in the Deep South, or its member
cities. In 1964, the South Atlantic League, also known
as the SALLY, changed its name to the Southern
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League, and added the Birmingham Barons, the new
Double-A affiliate of the Kansas City Athletics.12 Fran-
chises in other former Southern Association cities—
Chattanooga, Knoxville, and Macon—were included
in the newly minted and integrated league.13

Before a pitch was even thrown, Southern League
owners immediately began considering renewing the
Dixie Series.14 Jim Burris, the president of the Texas
League, signaled an interest in resuming the Series,
but cautioned that “it will take a meeting of the minds
to get the Dixie Series revived, but it can be done…”15

By August of 1964, the leagues shelved bringing 
back the interleague series due to monetary consider-
ations.16 The idea lingered; and in November 1966,
discussions began again:

The Dixie Series, once one of the most famous
playoffs in the minor leagues, may be revived
next season by the Texas and Southern leagues. 
A joint announcement by Hugh Finnerty, Texas
president, and Sam Smith, Jr., Southern presi-
dent, said the series would be resumed if the
directors of the two circuits approve. They will
meet during the minor leagues’ winter conven-
tion at Columbus, O.17

The following month, the leagues agreed to the 
return of the Series.18 By January 1967, baseball fans 
received the news that the best-of-seven Series was 
finally back.19 The Texas League champions would host
the first three games and would finish the Series in the
city of the Southern League’s winner. Finnerty predicted
the Series would boost attendance for his league and
players would enjoy the competition.20

1967: “THE SUMMER OF GLOVE”21

The Birmingham A’s
W. Albert Belcher had owned the Barons in the South-
ern Association when the league ceased operations. In
the new Southern League, he again owned the Barons
in 1964–65, but crowds were small at Rickwood Field.
Before the 1966 season Belcher sold the franchise to
colorful Birmingham-area native and insurance mag-
nate, Charles O. Finley, who also owned the Kansas
City Athletics.22 Birmingham’s reprieve as a profes-
sional baseball town was briefly interrupted, and the
future of Rickwood Field was threatened, as Finley
moved the Barons to Mobile and rebranded them as
the A’s.23 The A’s won the Southern League in 1966
under manager John McNamara.

However, Finley returned the club to Birmingham
in 1967 and named Paul Bryant, Jr. as his general 

manager.24 Birmingham’s roster was stocked with a
talented group of prospects including Reggie Jackson,
Joe Rudi, Dave Duncan, and Rollie Fingers. Future Hall
of Fame manager Tony La Russa appeared in 41 games
but did not play in the Dixie Series. Birmingham 
featured the following typical starting lineup:

C Dave Duncan
1B Joe Rudi
2B Michael Dobbins
3B Weldon “Hoss” Bowlin
SS Arturo Miranda 
RF Stan Wojcik (and LF)
CF Wayne Norton
LF Reggie Jackson (and RF)

Leading the pitching staff, which compiled a team-
ERA of 2.63, were Rollie Fingers, George Lauzerique
(13–4, 2.30), Mike Olivo (13–6, 2.66), Vern Handra-
han (8–4, 1.50), Robert Guzek (7–9, 3.10), and Joe
Grzenda (6–0, 1.20).25 Both Lauzerique and Olivo
could not complete no-hitters due to a 100-pitch limit,
which Kansas City imposed for its minor league affil-
iates.26 However, on July 6, in the first game of a
twin-bill, Lauzerique needed only 85 pitches to com-
plete a 7-inning perfect game.27

Fingers and Jackson, two future Hall of Famers,
played big roles with the A’s, although their introduc-
tions to Rickwood Field were starkly different. On
opening day, a blistering line drive hit by Evansville’s
Fred Kovner struck Fingers in the face. The ball frac-
tured his jaw and cheek bones. Fingers spent time on
the DL but started 17 games and had a 2.21 ERA over
102 innings and a 6–5 record. Early in the spring, 
Jackson introduced the baseball world to his uncanny
ability to create dramatic headlines at critical moments. 

On April 22, Jackson stepped to the plate in the
bottom of the ninth with two outs, the bases loaded,
and the A’s trailing the Knoxville Smokies, 6–3. With
University of Alabama football coach (and the GM's
father) Bear Bryant in the stands, and facing a 2–2
count, the future Mr. October crushed a grand slam
over Rickwood’s 390-foot right-center-field fence to
win the game, 7–6.28 “The A’s hero leaped with joy the
last two-thirds of his joyous trip around the bases and
the crowd of 1,648 cheered him all the way to the
dressing room.”29 On July 8, Jackson hit for the cycle
and walked in a thrilling 9–7 win over the Macon
Peaches. His homer was an opposite field moon shot,
which sailed high over Rickwood’s left-center-field
scoreboard. However, only 758 fans saw the game.30

Wayne Martin was a young sportswriter for The
Birmingham News in 1967. Although he was not the
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beat writer for the A’s, he spent most of his nights at
Rickwood that summer and would often use his ac-
cess to walk along the roof towards right field. Martin
remembered one of Jackson’s homers:

The old stadium had its flaws as age and neglect
took its toll, but from the roof in right you didn’t
see the blemishes. You saw the beauty of the
green grass, the red dirt of the skinned portions of
the infield, a batter taking a mighty swing, and
from 300-plus feet away you heard the crack of
the bat a moment later.

One night in 1967, I had taken my nightly stroll
to right field and Reggie Jackson came to bat. I
think it was about the seventh inning, late
enough that a few fans were getting an early start
home. I saw Jackson swing, heard the crack of
the bat and saw the ball sailing straight toward
me. It would have been too high to catch (if I had
a glove) and soared into a small parking lot 
beyond the right field fence. Its flight ended at the
feet of a couple of startled fans on the way to
their car. They didn’t get hit, but they did pick up
a Reggie Jackson home run ball.31

Jackson batted .293 and led the team with 17 home
runs, 17 triples, 26 doubles, 17 stolen bases, 84 runs
scored, and a .562 slugging average. Jackson’s num-
bers would have been even more impressive had he
not missed nearly 25 games after a June promotion to
Kansas City. With Jackson, and A’s RBI leader Joe Rudi
(70), Birmingham finished near the top of the South-
ern League in most offensive categories.

Despite Jackson’s heroics, the Evansville White Sox
raced to a 22–6 record and led the second place A’s 
by 6.5 games on June 3. The White Sox soon slumped,
and the Montgomery Rebels surged into first place with
a 41–26 record by the end of June, with the 35–26 

A’s in third place trailing by three games. After going
16–8 in late June and July, the A’s finally moved into
first place with a 51–34 record. On August 1, the three
teams remained clustered at the top of the Southern
League standings. The A’s were 59–43 and had a razor
thin half-game lead over the second place Rebels 
(58–43), with the White Sox only one game behind in
third (57–43). 

By September, the three-way pennant race, which
seemed to be a marketing dream for its owners, forced
the league to reveal that the Dixie Series’ return might
not happen. The six franchises struggled to turn a
profit, and only 240,566 fans attended for the season,
just over 288 per game.32 The owners voted to allow
the pennant-winner to opt out of the Series if its man-
agement determined participating would cause a
monetary loss. Montgomery and Evansville were not
eager to play in the Series fearing the travel costs—
expected to total $2,500—would exceed gate receipts.
Although the A’s only sold 53,053 tickets for the whole
season—just 758 per game—they were able to break
even in the Series. The club possessed another key 
advantage over the Rebels and White Sox: Birming-
ham was the only franchise in the Southern League
owned by a major league club.33 Charlie Finley would
underwrite the team’s expenses.

The A’s ended any concerns about canceling the
Dixie Series by finishing 25–12 to capture the Southern
League pennant with an 84–55 record. The Rebels 
finished 3.5 games behind in second (80-58); and the
White Sox finished a distant third (76–63). The A’s
were great on the road, as they went 43–23 and also
swept 10 doubleheaders away from Rickwood. After
winning his second consecutive pennant, McNamara
said, “It just shows what I have been saying all along
as we got out front and stayed there. Every man 
on this team has done something in the clutch.”34

Outfielder Stan Wojcik, who led the A’s with a .375
on-base average and batted .296 (good for second in
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The 1967 Birmingham Barons

Front Row (L –R): Reggie Jackson (34), 
Arturo Miranda (17), Bob Frati (23), 
George Lauzerique (25), John McNamara (1),
Hoss Bowlin (2), Don O'Riley (29), 
Mickey Dobbins (5), Vern Handrahan (18)

Back Row (L–R): Santiago Rosario (21), 
Bob Guzek (27), Dave Duncan (11), 
Stan Wojcik (32), Joe Rudi (15), Joe Grzenda (41),
Gil Blanco (30), Rollie Fingers (26), 
Mike Olivo (20), Wayne Norton (24), 
Nicky Curtis (12), Danny Garrett (Trainer).



the Southern League), and Joe Rudi were later named
Topps Double-A All-Stars.35

After clinching the Southern League, the A’s had
some fun at the end of a long summer. McNamara
honored Hoss Bowlin at Rickwood Field:

Hoss Bowlin, Birmingham’s regular third base-
man, displayed his versatility on a night in his
honor as the Athletics wound up their regular-
season appearance at home August 31. Bowlin
played all seven of the infield and outfield 
positions before taking the mound in the eighth
with a 3–1 lead over Montgomery. The Rebels
greeted his arrival with a single by Jim Leyland.
After a force out, Bob Christian tripled and
scored the tying run on an error. Montgomery
then beat reliever Marcel Lachemann in the
ninth, 4–3. Bowlin was scheduled to catch in the
final frame, but an eye irritation forced him to
relinquish the job.36

THE ALBUQUERQUE DODGERS
Albuquerque, known primarily as the Dukes during 
its long baseball history, joined the Texas League in
1962. The club began a 47-year affiliation with the Los
Angeles Dodgers the next year and adopted the
Dodgers name from 1965 to 71. Although they were
no longer the Dukes, their manager was former Dodgers
great Duke Snider. The Dodgers played at Tingley
Field, which opened in 1932 and had a capacity of
5,000 fans, but only seated 3,000 in its cozy concrete
grandstand.

Albuquerque had several players who later spent time
in the major leagues, though none became stars, includ-
ing Charlie Hough (216 wins), Willie Crawford (.305, 
21 homers), Luis Alcaraz (.328, 22 homers), Bill Sudakis
(.293, 9 homers), and Ted Sizemore (.295, 5 homers).
The Dodgers’ typical starting lineup included:

C Hector Valle 
1B Mel Corbo
2B Luis Alcaraz
3B Bill Sudakis
SS Don Williams
RF Kenneth Washington
CF Willie Crawford (and LF)
LF Ted Sizemore (and Catcher)

John Duffie (16–9, 2.40), Mike Kekich (14–4, 3.24),
and Leon Everitt (15–13, 3.45), anchored the rotation.
Charlie Hough, a 19-year-old Dodgers prospect, would
have the best major league career among the pitchers,

but he spent most of 1967 in Single-A Santa Barbara
and appeared in only a handful of games for Albu-
querque. He did not pitch in the Dixie Series. 

While the A’s endured a summer-long pennant race
with Montgomery and Evansville, the Dodgers played
on the fringe for most of their schedule, then pulled
the Texas League crown out of the fire in September.
The Amarillo Sonics, a Houston Astros affiliate, spent
most of the summer in first. On August 22, Amarillo
was 72–50, while the third place Dodgers were 63–58
and 8.5 games out. The Sporting News conceded the
inevitability of Amarillo’s title, calling the club “the
pennant-bound Amarillo Sonics.”37

However, the Sonics collapsed and finished 3–15,
while the Dodgers went 15–4 and won the title by
three games. Duke Snider credited his team’s sudden
surge to playing in late-season doubleheaders:

A month ago, Albuquerque was struggling to stay
above the .500 mark and, just 18 days before the
end of the season, the Dodgers fell 9 and one-half
games back by dropping a double-header at El
Paso, 6–1 and 4-3…Albuquerque’s miracle finish
was accomplished in ten days. That’s how long it
took the Dodgers to close the gap and seize the
lead for the first time since the opening day of the
season…
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“I never figured that we’d win a pennant on dou-
ble-headers,” Snider said after a 3–2, 4–3 sweep
that kayoed El Paso, the night before Amarillo
was eliminated. “You might say that the rain has
been with us all year…not because of the post-
ponements—but because we’ve been able to pick
up on the clubs in the double-headers. We’ve had
nine sweeps, we’ve split seven and we’ve lost
two of them…we’ve played 18 double dips—and
we didn’t have one of them scheduled.”38

Topps named six Dodgers as Double-A All-Stars:
second baseman Luis Alcaraz, third baseman Bill 
Sudakis, shortstop Don Williams outfielder Willie
Crawford, and pitchers John Duffie and Mike Kekich.39

THE DIXIE SERIES
The A’s flew west on September 4. After a four-hour
layover in Dallas, they finally arrived in Albuquerque
and relaxed by watching the red-hot Dodgers win their
final league game against the El Paso Sun Kings.40 In 
a Series preview, columnist Salo Otero of the Albu-
querque Journal playfully mocked the A’s sleeveless
vest-style jerseys and bright colors:

Birmingham will be decked out like a ladies soft-
ball team. Finley has clothed his team in the same
three changes of uniform he has for his big club. 

The Steel City will wear their seafoam green road
uniforms here with their white kangaroo shoes
unless it’s muddy. In the mud they change to tan
shoes. They also have gold and the traditional
white outfits for home games at storied Rickwood
Field.41

Tickets for the games were relatively inexpensive:
$1.75 for box seats, and $1.25 for general admission. 

Game 1. Birmingham at Albuquerque
Tuesday, September 5, Tingley Field
Birmingham started Vern Handrahan, a tall 30-year-
old veteran right-hander from Canada, who had also
played with Kansas City’s Triple-A affiliate in Vancou-
ver during 1967. Leon Everitt, a 20-year-old righty,
who was also tall, took the hill for the Dodgers. The
A’s took an early lead on catcher Dave Duncan’s two-
run home run after Reggie Jackson walked in the top
of the first.42 The Dodgers scored three in the bottom
of the frame, but in the fourth, Stan Wojick singled
home Hoss Bowlin and Jackson to give the A’s a 4–3
advantage, which they clung to through 8 innings. 

In the ninth, Luis Alcaraz, Duke City’s power hitting
second baseman, drilled a home run into the dark
desert night to tie the score at four and send the game
into extra innings. Birmingham rebounded in the
eleventh. Mickey Dobbins singled, and Arturo Miranda
tripled him home to give the A’s a 5–4 lead. 

Handrahan pitched well as he struck out 13 in 101⁄3
innings, but the A’s seemed to have left their gloves
back in Birmingham, as they committed four errors,
two by Joe Rudi, and the Canadian starter surrendered
four unearned runs. In the bottom of the eleventh, he
finally tired and again gave up the tying run on hits
by Mel Corbo, Alcaraz, and Ken Washington. 

After chasing Handrahan, the Dodgers loaded the
bases against reliever Marcel Lachemann. With one
out, Dodgers shortstop Don Williams hit a grounder
to short, which was cleanly fielded by Miranda, but a
defensive miscue finally cost Birmingham the game.
Miranda made an error on his throw home to Duncan
and Alcaraz scored. Reliever Norman Dermody got the
win for the Dodgers, 6–5.43

The loss did not concern A’s manager John McNa-
mara, who bluntly said, “We’re one down now, but
not discouraged. We feel we’ve got the better club.”44

Game 2. Birmingham at Albuquerque
Wednesday, September 6, Tingley Field
The second game was a matchup of aces. Dodgers man-
ager Duke Snider handed the ball to John “Stretch”
Duffie, a 21-year-old right-hander, who was one of 
the tallest players in organized baseball at 6-feet-7.45

John McNamara sent 20-year-old right-hander George
Lauzerique to the mound. Lauzerique was from Havana,
Cuba, and was lanky himself at 6-feet-1. Pitching in
Birmingham and Kansas City, he had a career-best 2.30
ERA over 184 combined innings and struck out 135.46

Through five innings under the lights, Game 2 lived
up to its billing as a pitching duel between Duffie and
Lauzerique: neither surrendered a run. In the bottom
of the sixth, Corbo reached first base and the danger-
ous Alcaraz stepped to the plate. Alcaraz repeated his
Game 1 heroics and crushed a home run to right-
center field to give the Dodgers a 2–0 lead.47

The Dodgers added an insurance run in the eighth
on a wild pitch by Marcel Lachemann and won, 3–0.
Duffie pitched a complete game, striking out five while
only surrendering 6 hits. “Stan Wojcik was the only
Athletics batter to reach second…but Wojick injured
his ankle sliding into second and had to leave the
game.”48 Wojick did not appear in another game in the
Dixie Series, but not because of his ankle; he flew
home to Buffalo, New York, to get married.49 With or
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without Wojick, the Dodgers had taken a commanding
2–0 lead in the Series. 

McNamara remained unshaken, stating, “we’ve had
our backs to the wall before, and fought back. If we
win the final game tonight, we’ll win the Series.”50

Game 3. Birmingham at Albuquerque
Thursday, September 7, Tingley Field
The A’s and Dodgers met for the final time in New
Mexico the following evening. Continuing the theme,
both starters were over 6 feet tall. Birmingham started
reliable right-hander Mike Olivo. The Dodgers countered
with 22-year-old lefty Mike Kekich, the second-best
starter on the staff behind Duffie.51 The contest had a
season’s worth of drama.

The Dodgers knocked Olivo out of the game in the
first inning when a scalding line drive off the bat of
Bill Sudakis struck his shin, sending him to the hospi-
tal for X-rays.52 McNamara inserted yet another
6-footer into the game, reliever Nicky Curtis. Although
the Dodgers scratched an unearned run, Curtis es-
caped further damage and shut them down through 
6 innings. Meanwhile, Birmingham scored twice in 
the third inning and added another run in the top of
the seventh to take a 3–1 advantage. 

With two on and two out in the bottom of the sev-
enth, McNamara stuck with Curtis to try to get the final
out of the inning. He did not. Shortstop Don Williams
doubled to right field to drive in Hector Valle and Larry
Eckenrode to tie the score. After a single by Sudakis, a
walk to Corbo, and three more hits by Alcaraz, Wash-
ington, and Sizemore, the Dodgers took a 7–3 lead.

In the top of the ninth, with the score still 7–3, the
A’s were facing the prospect of returning to Birming-
ham trailing three games to none. But the baseball
gods were not done with their fun.

Norman Dermody, who relieved Kekich in the
eighth, took the mound to close out the game. A’s 
center fielder Wayne Norton opened the ninth with 
a ground ball to short, which caromed off a rock for a
single over Williams’ head. Mickey Dobbins, who had
committed an error in each of the first three games,
then singled. Santiago Rosario pinch hit for reliever
Marcel Lachemann and hit a flare past Sudakis at third
scoring Norton. After Dobbins scored on a fielder’s
choice by Allan Lewis to make the score 7–5, Miranda
doubled to put two runners in scoring position. Snider
ignored the fans’ cries to remove Dermody; the reliever
hit Bowlin to load the bases with one out.53 Catcher
Dave Duncan then came to the plate. 

Duncan had hit 13 homers in 1967, which tied Rudi
for second on the A’s behind Jackson. He had already

homered once in the Series. Duncan “ran the count 
to 3–2 then blasted Dermody’s fastball far over the 
left field wall to snatch apparent victory away from 
Albuquerque,” reported the Albuquerque Journal. Of
his grand slam, Duncan said, “It was a low fastball on
the outside corner. I was guessing change. I just got
lucky.”54 Although Duncan batted only .231 during the
Series, his three homers and 7 RBIs led the A’s.

McNamara then called on Rollie Fingers to pitch
the bottom of the ninth, his first appearance in the 
series. The future closer made short work of the
Dodgers, striking out one and allowing no baserunners
in the 9–7 win. The A’s trailed the Dixie Series, 2–1, but
had renewed confidence as they left for the Magic City.

Game 4. Albuquerque at Birmingham
Saturday, September 9, Rickwood Field
After an off day, the series resumed at Birmingham’s
57-year-old ballpark. McNamara announced veteran
Handrahan, who had started Game 1, as his starter.
Snider originally planned to use a three-man rotation of
Everitt, Duffie, and Kekich for the Series. After the A’s
comeback win, he had second thoughts. There was
speculation he would hand the ball to James Roberts, a
righty from Dora, Alabama.55 Before the game, Snider
announced right-hander Ray Lamb would start.56 How-
ever, when Saturday night arrived, he scrapped his new
plan and Everitt took his place on the hill.57

Game 4 was the only game in the Series which was
never in doubt. The A’s pounded Everitt and three re-
lievers for 15 hits, as Birmingham won, 9–1.58 Every A’s
starter had a hit. Norton went 4-for-4 with a home run.
Even Handrahan went 3-for-4 as the pitcher drove in 
a pair of runs. In the seventh inning, Duncan slugged 
a mammoth homer to dead center, which the Albu-
querque Journal reported as having traveled 430 feet.59

Alf Van Hoose of The Birmingham News contended the
blast had “banged against the outer concrete wall right
over a painted X which marks the spot Walt Dropo hit
his mightiest blow in 1948. Dropo’s homer measured
457 feet. Duncan’s must have gone 462.”60

Handrahan pitched a complete game for the victory,
as he struck out three and allowed one run on 7 hits.
This time his defense did not let him down, as the A’s
did not make an error for the first time in the Series.
The Dodgers made three. The Series was now tied, but
the momentum (and the home field advantage) was
Birmingham’s.

Game 5. Albuquerque at Birmingham
Sunday, September 10, Rickwood Field
On Sunday afternoon, McNamara started 21-year-old
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Rollie Fingers, a 6-foot-4 right-hander, one of Kansas
City’s best pitching prospects. Fingers had signed with
the Athletics in 1964, before the advent of the amateur
draft, and pitched well as he progressed through
Kansas City’s minor league system. He had pitched
one inning three days earlier in Albuquerque but was
the best choice to get the ball with the Series tied. 

Snider’s decision was easy and this time he did 
not waver. He called on Duffie, who had thrown 9
shutout innings against the A’s in Game 2. The young
South Carolinian rewarded him with another master-
ful performance. Through 10 innings, Duffie held the
A’s scoreless. He allowed only two singles, both to
Dobbins, and hit two other batters. He struck out four,
walked none, and breezed through the A’s powerful 
4–5–6 hitters—Duncan, Rudi, and Jackson—who com-
bined to go 0-for-9. 

Fingers struggled to match Duffie’s dominating per-
formance, although he pitched well. Late in the game,
he faced adversity twice. Sudakis led off the eighth in-
ning with a double and Corbo’s ground ball moved
him to third. Alcaraz grounded to Bowlin, who held
Sudakis and threw across the diamond to nip the
speedy infielder at first. Washington then grounded
out to Miranda to end the inning.61 In the tenth, the
Dodgers loaded the bases, as Washington, Sizemore,
and Valle reached on weak singles. With two outs and
the game in the balance, Snider decided not to pinch
hit for Duffie. Fingers struck him out.62 After dueling
with Duffie for ten innings, Fingers had also thrown a
shutout as he scattered 6 hits, while striking out 7 and
walking none.

In the eleventh inning, McNamara lifted Fingers be-
cause he had reached his pitch limit.63 He called on Dick
Joyce, a 6-foot-5 southpaw from Maine, who had started
7 games during the summer. Joyce faced the top of 
Albuquerque’s lineup, but did not allow a baserunner.

In the bottom of the inning, Duffie’s wall of invin-
cibility finally cracked. Allan Lewis led off with a
double to left center and advanced to third on a bunt
by Miranda. After throwing two strikes past Bowlin,
Duffie threw a wild pitch, which “zoomed off the top
of Hector Valle’s mitt and Lewis scored” the winning
run for the A’s.64

Van Hoose compared the 1–0 win to the Birming-
ham Barons’ unlikely triumph over Dizzy Dean and
the Houston Buffaloes at Rickwood in the 1931 Dixie
Series, and gushed in his praise for Duffie, writing:

Now there’s another 1–0 Dixie Series classic
grand old Rickwood can stack in memory along-
side that historic beauty ancient Ray Caldwell

snatched from swaggering Dizzy Dean in 1931.
The last one won’t soon be forgotten either. …
Rollie Fingers and Dick Joyce presently went out
with young arms, live arms, to do to the Texas
League champs what Ray Caldwell did to Dean
and Houston 37 short years ago. Moreover, they
may have licked a fellow named John Duffie
who’ll probably win more games in the majors
than a fellow named Dean.65

The A’s needed only one more win to clinch the
Dixie Series.

Game 6. Albuquerque at Birmingham
Monday, September 11, Rickwood Field
On Monday night, the Dodgers and A’s treated fans at
Rickwood to another great pitching matchup. Game 2
starter George Lauzerique started for the A’s and faced
Mike Kekich, who had started Game 3 for the Dodgers.
In a 10-inning contest, Lauzerique surrendered only 
6 hits and walked two. Kekich allowed 9 hits and
walked four but constantly pitched out of trouble dur-
ing his 7 innings of work. The A’s left 12 runners on
base, which was the most for either team in the Series.

The game was scoreless through three frames. In the
fourth, Williams singled to lead off the inning for the
Dodgers. With one out, Corbo walked, and Alcaraz
singled to drive Williams home. With two on and only
one out, Lauzerique got out of the jam, but the Dodgers
led, 1–0.

In the bottom of the seventh, with the score still
1–0, Lauzerique doubled off Kekich. Lewis’s single
brought him home to tie the game. In the eighth,
Snider walked to the mound and called on Dermody to
relieve Kekich. Snider got into an argument with home
plate umpire Jake O’Donnell, who tossed the manager
out of the game.66 Van Hoose noted in his scorecard,
Snider “refused to go.” He later reported, “The moody
ex-big leaguer took his sweet time about leaving, how-
ever. O’Donnell finally called Officer ‘Bill’ Williams
and Snider went out peacefully.”67

Dermody shut the A’s out for two innings. In the
tenth, Miranda and Bowlin grounded out. Duncan, who
had hit a grand slam off Dermody in Game 3, then dou-
bled. Dermody issued an intentional walk to Reggie
Jackson. Rudi’s single to left-center scored Duncan and
ended the Dixie Series with a 2–1 Birmingham win.68

Lauzerique got the complete game victory for the A’s.69

A jubilant McNamara exclaimed, “We went for
everything, the pennant and the Series, and we brought
it all home. This is a great bunch of kids. They would
never panic early when Evansville ran off so fast, nor
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when Montgomery got the hex going on us, nor when
we got two down in this series.”70 The A’s celebrated
in Rickwood’s clubhouse with champagne. Reggie
Jackson, wearing a huge smile, took center stage in a
photo that appeared in The Birmingham News.

In 1974, three of the A’s who played in the Dixie 
Series, Reggie Jackson, Joe Rudi, and Rollie Fingers,
played in the World Series against the Los Angeles
Dodgers, which Oakland won four games to one with
Fingers winning the MVP. Only Willie Crawford played
in both the Dixie Series and World Series for the
Dodgers.

SERIES STATS
Mickey Dobbins (.391, 5 runs), Allan Lewis (.381, 
3 runs, 4 RBIs), Wayne Norton (.360, 4 runs), and Dave
Duncan (.231, 5 runs, 3 homers, 7 RBIs) paced the A’s
hitters in the series.

Albuquerque’s Ted Sizemore led all hitters with a
.435 average and 10 hits. However, the future 1969 NL
Rookie of the Year had little impact on the games. Nine
of his hits were singles, and he only scored one run
and collected two RBIs for the entire Series. Luis 
Alcaraz (.269, 2 homers, and 8 RBIs) and Don Williams
(.259, 3 runs and 3 RBIs) were the most productive
hitters for the Dodgers.

John Duffie was the best pitcher in the series, as
he had an 0.47 ERA over 19 innings. The 1967 season
was Duffie’s best performance as a professional; after
throwing 229 innings, he never lived up to Alf Van
Hoose’s comparison with Dizzy Dean. He would be
out of baseball by 1969. Mike Kekich also had a 

productive Series for the Dodgers, as he punched out
12 batters in 14 innings and had a 2.57 ERA.

Birmingham’s pitching staff was largely a three-
headed monster in the Series. Handrahan had a 1.40
ERA over 191⁄3 innings, striking out 16. Lauzerique also
pitched well with a 1.65 ERA and 16 strikeouts in 
his 161⁄3 innings of work. Fingers pitched 11 innings, 
allowing no runs. 

Baseball historian Bill James ranks the 1967 A’s as
one of the best minor league clubs of the 1960s.71

Using James’s complex Win Shares formula, of the
players who appeared in the final Dixie Series, Birm-
ingham’s players would generate 887 win shares in the
major leagues, which is far ahead of the 371 win
shares the formula attributes to Albuquerque’s future
big leaguers.72

THE SECOND FAREWELL OF THE DIXIE SERIES
Attendance for each Dixie Series game was better than
the averages the A’s and Dodgers drew for each game
in the regular season in 1967, but poor compared to
past Series. The Dodgers drew 7,393 fans (2,464 per
game) for the three games at Tingley Field. The A’s
sold just 6,949 tickets (2,316 per game) for the three
games at Rickwood Field. Series attendance was even
lower than the six-game Series in 1958 (18,000-plus).
Relative to the overall season attendance in each
league in 1958 and 1967, the Dixie Series was arguably
better attended in 1967. 

Despite poor ticket sales and high travel costs, the
Southern League directors met in Birmingham on 
October 24 and voted to continue the Series in 1968.73
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In December, Southern League President Sam Smith 
reiterated the two leagues planned to bring back the 
Series.74 The optimism was short-lived. In February
1968, the Southern League directors voted to end the
Dixie Series.75

COULD THE DIXIE SERIES EVER RETURN?
In 1971, the Southern and Texas Leagues each had
seven franchises, which made scheduling impossible.
The leagues created an awkward three-division “Dixie
Association” with interleague play. The Association’s
eastern border was in Charlotte, North Carolina, and
stretched to Albuquerque, New Mexico, to the west.
Columnist Bob Quincy observed “[t]he only thing Char-
lotte and Albuquerque have in common is taxes.”76

The teams in the Association played an interlocking
schedule, although the Texas and Southern Leagues
had separate All-Star Games, one in Birmingham and
the other in Albuquerque.77 The four playoff teams
were the Charlotte Hornets against the Asheville
Tourists in the Southern League and the Arkansas
Travelers against the Amarillo Giants in the Texas
League. The Hornets ultimately won a 5-game series
over the Travelers in the Association’s Championship
series. After one-year, the Dixie Association disbanded.

In the author’s opinion, regardless of semantics, the
1971 championship series was not a return of “the Dixie
Series” for two principal reasons. First, the Dixie Asso-
ciation had intraleague play during the regular season,
while the original Dixie Series was a series between the
champions of truly distinct leagues. Second, the original
Dixie Series, much like the World Series, was a best-of-
seven series, while the Dixie Association series was a
best-of-five.78

In the 1980s, Bobby Bragan, the former president
of the minor leagues’ governing body, the National 
Association of Professional Baseball Leagues, met with
Carl Sawatski, the president of the Texas League. Bragan
wanted to bring back the Dixie Series; Sawatski had no
interest in the idea.79

It is doubtful the Dixie Series will ever return. The
Series has now been gone for over 50 years, even
longer than it existed in its original incarnation. 

These days an evening at a minor league game is 
an experience in baseball-related entertainment, which
has replaced the simple joy of watching a game. Intro
music, between-innings-promotions, and cheap beer
nights have replaced the civic pride of following the
standings, watching the out-of-town scoreboard, scoring
a game, and poring over box scores in a newspaper.
Major league clubs have a much stronger grip on minor
league affiliates than they did in the 1950s and 60s. The

big leagues have hundreds of millions invested in 
players and the primary purpose of Double-A baseball
is their development, not playing for championships. 

Fans’ appetites have also changed since turnstiles
spun wildly at Rickwood during the ’48 Dixie Series.
Most sports fans in the South seem to lose interest in
baseball once college football begins. On September
15, 2013, the Birmingham Barons won their most 
recent Southern League title beating the Mobile Bay-
Bears at Regions Field in the fifth game of the SL
Championship Series, 4–2. The actual attendance that
Sunday night seemed much smaller than the an-
nounced crowd of 3,093, which included season ticket
holders, many of whom did not bother to attend. Even
the official attendance of Game 5 was about half of a
regular season Barons game in 2013.

Major league owners and fans appear unified in an
unspoken agreement. Neither is particularly interested
in minor league baseball after Labor Day. Based on
ticket sales, this was also true in 1967, albeit for 
different reasons. But for a magical week in September
that year the A’s and Dodgers made the last Dixie 
Series memorable for the fans who attended. !
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When the Yankton Treaty was signed in 1858,
the United States government acquired a
large parcel of land: the northernmost part

of the Louisiana Purchase of 1803, much of which had
been Sioux Indian land. In 1861, the area was incor-
porated as the Dakota Territory. Its borders changed
over the next decade, at one time including parts of
present day Montana and Wyoming, but eventually
shrank to what is now North and South Dakota. The
first territorial capital was established in Yankton (the
far southeast corner), but was later moved to Bismarck
(now North Dakota) in 1883. In 1889 the territory was
split in half at the forty-sixth parallel when President
Benjamin Harrison signed legislation making North
and South Dakota the thirty-ninth and fortieth states in
the Union.

White settlers in the territory followed the trans-
portation routes: first rivers via steamboat, then wagon
trails, and later the railroads. Two of the earliest com-
munities were Yankton and Vermillion, both located
on the Missouri River in the southeast corner of the
territory. The Yankton band of the Dakota (Sioux), for
which the city is named, occupied the site of the city
when Lewis and Clark stopped there in 1804. Yankton
was incorporated as a city in 1869 and became an im-
portant steamboat stop, especially after gold was
discovered in the Black Hills a few years later. French
fur traders first visited the city of Vermillion in the
eighteenth century and named it after a red pigment
made from the mineral cinnabar that local Indians
used as paint. The Dakota name for the town trans-
lates to “The place where vermillion is obtained.”
Vermillion, which sits east of Yankton, was founded
in 1859 and incorporated in 1877.

The author has previously established that the ear-
liest recorded base ball game in Bismarck occurred in
1873.1 Other historians have documented that soldiers
in the Seventh Cavalry at the US Army post at Fort
Abraham Lincoln formed the Benteen Base Ball and
Gymnastics Club around the same time.2 Within a
short time a second club had been formed, and the
two nines played base ball while on the Black Hills 

Expedition in 1874. Four members of the post’s base
ball teams suffered gunshot wounds at the Little Big
Horn in 1876 and one ballplayer died with Custer in
the battle. But the Benteens were not the first base ball
club in the Dakota Territory. This essay traces the first
known base ball clubs and match games in the south-
ern part of the Dakota Territory through the decade of
the 1870s.

The White Caps went to bat and made 23 runs 
in the first inning, enough to discourage any club,
but the Coyotes went to the bat not one bit 
discouraged. They scored 12 runs. At the end of
the 3rd innings, the Coyotes stood 40, the White
Caps 30.             

—Yankton Press and Dakotaian
October 27, 1870

In 1869, the first fully professional base ball team
was formed in Cincinnati, Ohio. The “Red Stockings”
traveled across the country on the new transcontinen-
tal railroad and rang up a perfect record of 64 wins
and no losses.3 That spring, the April 3, 1869, issue of
the Dakota Republican of Vermillion, Dakota Territory,
reported that the Star of the West Base Ball Club, prob-
ably named for a saloon of the same name in the city,
was reorganizing for practice for the coming season.
The term “reorganizing” implied that there may 
have been an earlier version of the club, but this is the
first known written record of a base ball club in the
territory. A match game between the Star of the West
and the Excelsiors of Bloomingdale was scheduled for
September 1 of that year, but no record of the result of
the contest could be found. 

The following year, several clubs organized in the
area. When they organized in March 1870, the Coyote
Base Ball Club of Yankton boasted of having, “…mate-
rial enough to make a nine that can scoop anything
this side of the Mississippi.”4 The Frontier Base Ball
Club organized in Vermillion that summer and later
changed their name to the “Spotted Tails.” An esti-
mated 2,500 people gathered on July 4 in Vermillion as
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the Spotted Tails beat the “Shoo Flys” of Star Prairie,
36–6, in five innings. The first nine of the Young Amer-
icans squared off against the Lincoln Clippers at the
Independence Day celebration in Lincoln, and the
White Caps of Sioux City, Iowa, defeated the “Railroad”
club of Cherokee, 76–41, at another July 4 event in 
the area. 

Organizational structure of these clubs was similar
to those formed in other parts of the country. The
Spotted Tails published a list of the members, elected
a slate of officers, adopted a Constitution and By-Laws,
and formed committees on Finance and Grounds. At an
August meeting of the Spotted Tails club, the following
rules were adopted:

1. The first nine shall meet every Saturday at 2PM

on the grounds and play a practice game of at
least two hours and a half.

2. All members of the Club who cannot furnish a
reasonable excuse for absence at all practice
games shall be fined $2.50 and expelled for the
second offense.

Contests between clubs were called match games
as distinct from practice games and were arranged by
a representative of the club, usually the president, who
issued a written challenge in the local newspaper. This
communication included details such as the date, time,
and location of the match, along with any specifics
about rules and the amount of any wager. The chal-
lenged club then issued their response in writing,
either agreeing to the terms set forth or suggesting an
alternative. Below is the communication between the
presidents of the Spotted Tails of Vermillion and the
Coyotes of Yankton, printed in the July 7 and July 14,
1870, issues of the Dakota Republican. It is not known
if a mutually agreeable date was found.

A CHALLENGE YANKTON, July 6, 1870

To Dr. J. G Lewis, President Spotted Tails Base
Ball Club: Sir: – The 1st nine of the “Coyote Base
Ball Club” to play a match game of Base Ball 
at Vermillion, or any place that the latter may
designate, on the 22d of July, 1870; game to
commence at 2 o’clock P.M. The game to be
governed by the rules and regulations of the 
National Base Ball Association.

C. H. Edwards, President
Morris Taylor, Secretary.

Vermillion, July 13, 1870

C. H. Edwards, President, Coyote Base Ball Club,
Yankton; Dear Sir:-Individual engagements on
the part of the members of the Spotted Tails
Base Ball Club, will prevent us playing you on
the 22d inst., as proposed; but we will play you
a single game any time during the month of 
September, most convenient to you. Game to be
governed by the new Base Ball regulations.

J. G. Lewis, President
E. D. Baker, Secretary.

The Missouri River, the route Lewis and Clark took
to explore the area in 1804–06, bisects the Dakota 
Territory from the southeast to the northwest. The US
Army built several forts along the river, stretching from
Fort Randall, located on the south side of the river 
near the present-day South Dakota-Nebraska border,
to Fort Buford near the Canadian border. Fort Randall
was established in 1856 for the purpose of controlling
the Teton Sioux Indians in the area and protecting the
settlers moving west on the overland route known as
the Oregon Trail.

At Fort Randall, Lieutenant Thomas O’Reilly of the
Twenty-second Infantry formed a base ball club at the
post in 1870. They played three games against another
team formed at the fort, the Trotters of the Fourteenth
Infantry. The report of one contest between the teams
played on July 9 was the first time a box score 
appeared in a newspaper in the Dakota Territory.5 The
Trotters held a 29 –19 lead after seven innings, but the
O’Reilly’s rallied for twenty-five runs in the final two
innings to take a 44–30 win. The box score was 
simple and concise in its design. It listed the name of
the umpire (along with a comment about his judgment
and impartiality) and the names and positions of 
the players. The only statistics after the players’ names
were an “O” and an “R” for outs and runs. Then, as
today, the two most important elements in determin-
ing who wins baseball games were outs and runs.

After his team defeated the Trotters, O’Reilly issued
a challenge to the Yankton Coyotes to play a match
game at the fort in early August and wagering a new
bat and ball. Traveling in carriages and crossing the
Missouri River by boat, the Coyotes took two days 
to traverse the 60 miles west to the fort. The host
O’Reilly’s believed they had secured a win when they
scored 17 runs in their half of the ninth inning, but the
Coyotes came back with five runs of their own, win-
ning 49–48 with the deciding run scoring on a muff by
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the O’Reilly’s right fielder. Betting, which was common
among the spectators at games, was said to be “spir-
ited.” The newspaper account also noted that wagers
were not confined to men, saying, “…even the ladies
who were present took such an interest in the game
that they promised each other certain articles in the
dry goods line if such and such should come to pass.”6

After a lunch break and rest period in which partic-
ipants indulged in lemonade and “such,” the Coyotes
took on the post’s other team, the Trotters. The Coy-
otes, “petered out through overexertion” (or drinking
“such”) dropped the game to the Trotters, 28–12, in five
innings. Holding a club to a dozen runs in five innings
was considered a strong pitching performance at the
time. Hence, the Trotters’ hurler Lieutenant W.H. 
Bowers, who also umpired the first game and “ren-
dered entire satisfaction by his prompt and fair
decisions,” was singled out for his ability to pitch the
ball with lightning speed. Bowers—also said to catch
and bat well—displayed this prowess despite having
lost his left arm in battle, presumably during the 
Civil War.

The Coyotes, along with O’Reilly, Bowers, and other
officers of the Twenty-second and Fourteenth Infantries,
then retired to the post dining room “decorated with
American flags and fitted up in a gay and festive man-
ner” for a grand dinner. The table was reportedly
“ladened [sic] with all the solid delicacies of the land,
backed up with supplies from eastern and southern
markets.” After dinner, 

Corks began to ‘pop’ but most singular to relate
not one of the contestants were wounded or dis-
abled during the entire action, which was spirited

and lasted until an early hour. The Coyotes were
too much fatigued to hold up their side of the
game with success, so far as speeching [sic] and
singing was concerned, but at drinking lemonade
they showed a remarkable capacity and solid
judgment.7

This last was likely a comment on their ability to
hold their liquor. After spending the night, the Coyotes,
despite being a trifle tired and sleepy, started for home
the next morning “happy and gay.”

After a tune-up game in which they defeated the
Spotted Tails, 52–20, the Coyotes issued a challenge to
another strong team in the vicinity, the White Caps 
of Sioux City, Iowa. The White Caps accepted, and a
home-and-home series was scheduled for mid-October
with the first game to be played in Sioux City. On 
Saturday October 15, the White Caps beat the visiting
Coyotes, 35–17, in a game called after eight innings due
to darkness. The Sioux City paper said the Coyotes
“took their defeat with good right grace”8 and although
the report in the Yankton paper stopped short of mak-
ing any excuses (the Coyotes were playing without three
of their first nine), the reporter did say that a cold, blus-
tering northwest wind “had such an effect on them they
never played so poorly since the club was organized.”9

An unnamed writer in the Yankton Press summed
up the base ball fever taking place in the region by 
editorializing the following: 

Base Ball in the United States has gained a na-
tional celebrity, so much that every city, town,
and village in the country has one or more base
ball clubs. They have become almost as much
of a necessity as newspapers and it is a question
of about equal merits. Which is the best adver-
tisement for a town—a first class newspaper, or
a first class base ball club? For our part, we are
inclined to one is as good as the other and a 
little better. Sioux City and Yankton, not to be
outdone by their sister cities, have what they
term, first rate clubs—clubs that have, to use a
slang expression “cleaned up” everything in
their respective localities and who have long felt
a desire to cross bats with each other for the
championship of the Northwest.10

The White Caps then traveled by stage coach to
Yankton the following week to resume their series. 
Arriving late Thursday night, they stayed at the 
St. Charles Hotel and were greeted by the proprietor,
M.A. Sweetser.11 He reportedly showed them to their
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July 14, 1870.



rooms and provided them “something called ‘a night
cap,’ (an article of clothing you will understand).”12

The teams gathered on the grounds the next morning
and again played in a chilly north wind, but the 
Coyotes “retrieved their lost laurels and covered them-
selves all over with base ball glory”13 by squaring the
series with a 56–25 win.14 After the game, the White
Caps returned to the St. Charles where Sweetser, “ex-
tended hospitalities in the shape of something
calculated to warm our chilled blood and raise our
depressed spirits.”15

That night, the Coyotes staged a ball at the Stone
(School) Hall in honor of their guests (and their ladies)
and even invited their rivals, the Spotted Tails, to come
over from Vermillion for the event. The citizens of
Yankton raised $300 to ensure the Coyotes could prop-
erly entertain their guests. The Yankton Press and
Dakotan said of the event, 

The Hall was beautifully decorated with flags 
and at the east end of the Hall, over the stage,
were the words WELCOME WHITE CAPS AND
SPOTTED TAILS in large letters… the music was
splendid, and lovers of the dance very numerous.
Over 50 persons were on the floor every set. It
was, without an exception, the grandest and most
festive occasion ever held in Yankton.16

The Yankton Press noted, “The members of the vis-
iting clubs were as gentlemanly and social a body of
men it has ever been our good fortune to meet, and
we hope the day is not distant when they will be called
again to come this way.”17

Daylight peeped through the windows before the
festivities were over, but at some point during the
evening it was decided to gather at the grounds at
10AM the next morning for a third and deciding game
of the series. The wind was blowing again, and be-
cause of the way the grounds were laid out, the wind
blew in the face of the pitcher and favored the batters.
This yielded predictable results. The White Caps scored
twenty-three first inning runs, but the Coyotes battled
back and eventually won the six-hour marathon, 
99–77. As was customary, they were awarded the
championship ball and declared themselves the cham-
pion base ball team of the Northwest.18 The White
Caps were gracious in defeat saying of their oppo-
nents, “…they deserve it for a more gentlemanly,
entertaining, and courteous set of boys we have never
met than the Coyotes of Yankton.”19

Members of the champion Coyotes came from all
walks of life. Outfielder William Gould was a riverboat

pilot; third baseman Thomas Duff operated a meat 
market; and first baseman Al Wood ran a jewelry store
in Yankton. Arthur Linn, who was the starting pitcher
in the second game of the Sioux City series, was a news-
paperman. He had arrived in Yankton that spring from
Iowa, took charge of the editorial department of the
Yankton Press and Dakotaian, and eventually bought
controlling interest in the paper. Nothing is known
about Linn’s background in base ball, but he was 
described as “…an intelligent, honest, and upright man,
and a true Republican.”20 The Coyotes’ most talented
player may have been teenage outfielder Charlie Dela-
mater, was often singled out in game stories for his
wonderful ability as a “fly catcher.” He died less than
three years later, at age 19, of consumption.

The Spotted Tails organized again in April 1871, but
later in the summer changed their name to the Red
Caps. In June, a second base ball club that had been
started in Vermillion, the “Early Risers,” challenged the
Red Caps to a match game on the Fourth of July. The
challenge was accepted and the game, “witnessed by a
very large concourse of both ladies and gentlemen,”
was won by the more experienced Red Caps, 52–16.

Interestingly, the Vermillion paper listed base ball
as one of the many vices encroaching on an otherwise
civilized society: 

Dakota has improved vastly in advancing and
ennobling influences during the last year or two.
Now it is well known that certain institutions
are invariably concomitants of highly civilized
and cultivated communities, and they never go
beyond them, and that where society is nearest
its highest perfection, there do they most
abound. We speak of gambling houses, broth-
els, base ball, horse racing, billiard matches,
seduction, divorces, prize fights, murders, and
similar institutions.21

The Red Caps challenged the Reserves of Minnehaha
to a game in Sioux Falls later in 1871 and the journey,
described in great detail in the Dakota Republican, pro-
vided an example of hardships encountered during
overland travel at the time. The “jolly crew” set off
from Vermillion early on Monday, August 7, in two
wagons, their singing attracting the attention of
passersby looking for their homesteads. After a break
at 3PM to eat dinner and rest the horses, the party set
off again and estimated they had covered about 30
miles before stopping for the night around 10PM. They
spread blankets, bison robes, and coats on the prairie
grass, but swarming mosquitoes made it impossible
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for anyone to sleep. They set off again a couple of
hours later, reached the small town of Canton around
sunrise and, after stopping for breakfast, pushed on
the final fifteen miles to Sioux Falls, arriving at 3:00
the next afternoon.22

Following a good night’s rest at the Hotel de Sioux
Falls, the group went to the grounds that afternoon
where the Reserves edged the Red Caps, 37–36. The Red
Caps then challenged the Reserves to a match at their
grounds in Vermillion for September 28. The Red Caps
turned the tables, defeating the Reserves, 71–35, and
afterward, the Red Caps offered to play the Reserves
the next day, and “victory again perched upon the
banners of the Red Caps,” again winning, 61–33. The
Dakota Republican wrote, “The best of feeling existed
between the clubs during both entire games, and they
parted on as excellent terms as they met.”23

Having beaten the Sioux Falls club two of three
games and “every other club they have played in a
match game,” the Red Caps laid claim to the champ-
ionship of the Northwest. The Coyotes of Yankton, the
previous year’s champion, also claimed to have gone
undefeated, including wins over the Red Caps. The
Vermillion paper acknowledged as much, but argued
because those Yankton wins were when the team was
still called the “Spotted Tails” early in the season, tech-
nically, the Coyotes had not defeated the Red Caps.
Further, the Red Caps claimed that every time they
challenged the Coyotes to a match game, they failed to
accept, which, to their minds, counted as a win for
them and a loss for the Coyotes.24

Over the next three years the Yankton Coyotes, the
Vermillion Red Caps, and a number of other clubs con-
tinued to operate, but the respective cities’ newspapers
provided little coverage of the teams. Clubs in the area
came up with some colorful nicknames. Two nines,
presumably soldiers, named the “Dirty Stockings” and
the “Government Socks,” played a match at Fort Sully
(near present-day Aberdeen, South Dakota) in 1870.
Over the next couple of years a second club, the “Black
Hillers,” formed in Yankton and the Clay County
“Plow Boys,” the “Sleepies” of Maple Grove, and the
“Hole in the Stockings” of Lincoln Center had match
games. A few years later, in another matchup between
military nines, the “Hard Scrables” [sic] defeated the
“Never Sweats,” 43–22.25

By the mid-1870s, both members of base ball clubs
in the Dakota Territory and their fans became more
knowledgeable about the game. The Yankton Press
and Dakotaian printed scores of games of the National
League, a professional major league formed in 1876
among cities in the eastern United States. The scores

of these games were much lower than local games
where teams routinely scored forty or fifty runs, so
they began to equate low scores with better, more
skilled play. The result of a Yankton game in 1873 was
reported as a ratio, saying the score was 3–1 when 
actually it was 45–15. The relatively low score in a 
17–2 win by Yankton over the Black Hillers prompted
the game report to comment, “…the play of both clubs
was very good, as the small score will show.”26 The
summary went on to emphasize that Yankton only
committed six errors in the contest. 

A couple of steamboat rooters got into a dispute
this morning over the relative merits of the 
Yankton and Vermillion base ball clubs, and sup-
plemented the argument with a rough and
tumble fight, in which hands, feet, teeth, and
stones were used, and a considerable amount of
blood spilled.

—Yankton Press and Dakotaian
July 3, 1875

In July 1875, the Yankton Press and Dakotaian
caught wind of an item in the Sioux City Journal
stating that the Sioux City club had “frightened all
base ball nines [including, it was implied, the home
town Yanktons] by their play.” That report called for a
response from Yankton, who dared Sioux City to issue
a challenge. Sioux City promptly did and Yankton 
immediately accepted. Plans were made for three
games, the first of which was to be played at Yankton
on July 22. The Yankton Base Ball club quickly put to-
gether a social party to host the Sioux City club when
they arrived, and took the unusual step of selling 
$1 tickets to defray expenses.

The visitors arrived by freight train on the day 
of the game and immediately went to the Douglas 
Avenue grounds, the home field of the other club in
Yankton, the Black Hillers. “A large and fashionable
attendance, a large proportion of which were ladies…”27

saw Yankton beat Sioux City, 29–17. Although the
Yankton Press was complimentary of their opponent’s
skill and gentlemanly behavior, they did comment that
the score was as close as it was only because the Sioux
City club was a picked nine, made up of the best play-
ers in the city. Two weeks later Sioux City called off 
a return game claiming their grounds were in poor
condition due to the presence of weeds. The Yankton
paper pointed out that this state of disarray contra-
dicted an earlier statement in the Journal which said,
“Our ball tossers [Sioux City] claim to have the best
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grounds west of Boston. They are located near the
foundry. The runs between the bases have all been
leveled by the removal of sod.”28

The two teams were again scheduled to meet in
early September at a base ball tournament held during
the Vermillion Harvest Festival.29 Rain fell the morn-
ing of the game and, according to one member of the
Sioux City club, when they arrived at the grounds they
found them “…in fair condition without a particle of
water standing thereon.” The Yankton club's assess-
ment was different, saying that the grounds were
“covered with two inches of water" and they con-
vinced the festival committee to postpone the game
until the next day. Sioux City could not stay in Ver-
million another day, so Yankton played and beat
Springfield, another team entered in the tournament,
23–5, to take home the $75 first prize.

The goodwill and friendship that had existed be-
tween the two clubs a few years earlier was now
strained by the incident in Vermillion. According to the
Sioux City players, the “lack of pluck” in the Yankton
club caused the failure to play the game. Yankton

countered that Sioux City failed to pay their entry fee
for the tournament and “came up here almost unan-
nounced and stood around in the rain all day.” They
went on to say that Sioux City’s refusal to play was a
pretext to “get out of their contract and sneak away to
their homes.” The Dakotaian added, “They [the Sioux
City club] are about as contrary and unreasonable a
set as the other Sioux on the reservation.”30

Despite the hard feelings, the teams made one
more effort to play again when Yankton challenged
Sioux City to a match game to be played at Vermillion
in early October, and upped the ante by suggesting
they play for any amount from $100 to $500 a side,
provided the clubs play with the same nine men they
entered at the tournament. Sioux City was not willing
to accept those terms because it was rumored that they
had brought in a professional pitcher from the east.31

In their detailed response, Sioux City essentially said
that the original agreement was for a three game series
with the first game held in Yankton, the second in Sioux
City, and the third, if necessary, at a neutral site in 
Vermillion. Their denial went on to say that if Yankton
wanted to come to Sioux City, they would gladly play
them, but they had no intention of going back to Ver-
million after what had happed there during the Harvest
Festival tournament. No record could be found of any
more games between Yankton and Sioux City that year,
nor in any subsequent seasons in the decade.

Earlier that summer, in June of 1875, three compa-
nies of the Seventh Cavalry were sent to Fort Randall
“to be actively employed guarding the entrance routes
to the gold fields,” while the remaining six companies
stayed back at Fort Abraham Lincoln. Two base ball
clubs, the McDougals and the Benteens, were among
the members of the Seventh Cavalry, sent to Fort 
Randall.32 According to one report, while there, each
played a game against the post team, the Randalls.33

The report also implied that these were the first games
between teams of the two army forts.34 The Benteens
returned to Fort Randall again in September and eas-
ily beat a picked nine of the Seventh Cavalry 39–6. The
writer, Theodore Ewert (who signed his article T.O.D.),
remarked, “…neither club played up to their high 
standards owing to the high wind.”35 A few days later
the Benteens dropped a game, umpired by Ewert, to a
picked nine at Fort Randall, 12–9, but Ewert said, “It
is hoped that these two nines will meet again soon as 
a large amount of money will probably change hands
at such an event.”36

Later that summer the Randalls changed their name
to the Lugenbeels, in honor of Pinkney Lugenbeel,
commander at the post. After racking up a series of
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Base ball was one of the events at early July 4 celebrations in the
Dakota Territory, Union County (D. T.) Courier, June 26, 1878.



wins against area rural nines, and after the Yankton–
Sioux City series fell through, the Lugenbeels chal-
lenged Yankton to a game to decide the championship
of the Northwest. The soldiers had to schedule games
around their military duties, so when they informed
Yankton of available dates, Yankton told them they 
had planned a tour through Sioux City, Omaha, and
Council Bluffs during the proposed dates, so they
would be unavailable. It was later learned that Yank-
ton had no such tour scheduled, which resulted in
accusations they were ducking the Lugenbeels. They
finally agreed to a match game October 28, 1875, but
there is no record of the game having taken place. 

“A base ball game played yesterday at the foot of
Third Street between two steamboat nines—the
“Galoots” of the C.K. Peck and the “Lunch Grab-
bers” of the Nellie Peck. James Spargo was scorer.
The result of five innings gave the “Galoots” 37
and the “Lunch Grabbers” 11.”

Yankton Press and Dakotaian
August 25, 1877

The Yanktons and Red Caps of Vermillion contin-
ued to field teams over the next few years. The
Coyotes noted that they had secured the services of
some eastern players that would make the strongest
nine they had ever had, but no record could be found
of the two clubs facing each other. By the end of the
decade, the Lugenbeels of Fort Randall emerged as the
top nine in the region with their main rival being
Springfield, another small community on the Missouri
River. They faced off on July 4, 1879, in Springfield
with the Lugenbeels scoring nine runs in the seventh
inning and four more in the eighth to take a 20–13 
victory. On the trip back to the fort, the wagon carry-
ing the Lugenbeel players overturned and right-fielder
Harris sustained a broken leg. Upon arriving at the
post hospital, the army surgeon amputated the leg, but
Harris died the next day.

Throughout the decade of the 1870s, box scores
gradually added more details. The summary of an
early Yankton–Sioux City match included the names
of fielders participating in double plays and a count of
the number of “fly catches” for each fielder, possibly
an indication of the difficulty and rarity of those events
in early base ball. The box score for the Lugenbeel–
Springfield match described above added an inning-
by-inning line score, and the names of the players
making first base hits and second base hits. In addition
to “R” and “O” (runs and outs) tallies for each player, a

“B” (presumably for bases), and an “A” and “E” (assists
and errors) were added. Springfield was charged with
twenty errors in the game while the winning Lugen-
beel squad only committed seventeen.

The Lugenbeels next defeated a club from Niobrara
(across the Missouri River in Nebraska), 29–18, and
then won a return match in Niobrara a few weeks
later. In addition to the usual compliments about hos-
pitality and goodwill that accompanied game stories,
the reporter felt the need to add that if the two clubs
met again, “…your [Niobara’s] windy pitcher should
practice and be able to deliver the ball from below the
hip and from the shoulder,”—implying that he had
used an illegal overhand delivery. Nonetheless, the
Yankton Press and Dakotaian said of the Lugenbeels,
“In the base ball line, they are the best in Dakota.

A devastating Missouri River flood in the spring of
1881 wiped out much of the cities of Vermillion and
Yankton, and consequently little base ball was played
over the next couple of years. However, the game had
gained a foothold, and as new settlements sprang up
with the expansion of the railroad, scores of communi-
ties in the Dakota Territory boasted base ball teams by
the mid-1880s. By then, base ball was well established
in the mining camps in the Black Hills of present-day
South Dakota. The ball club from Aberdeen traveled all
the way to St. Paul, Minnesota, for a game in 1883, and
the 1887 Watertown “Invincibles,” who were said to
employ five outside players, considered themselves the
undisputed champions of the Dakota Territory.
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A box score from the Lugenbeel–Springfield game July 4, 1879, 
including the ill-fated Harris, batting third for the Lugenbeels, 
Yankton Press and Dakotaian, July 17, 1879.



Although the population has always been too small
to support professional baseball except in the lower
rungs of the minor leagues, since its origins in the
1870s, semipro and amateur baseball has been played
with as much interest and enthusiasm in North and
South Dakota as anywhere in the country. !
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It could be argued that the most famous sentence
ever written by a Canadian author is W.P. Kin-
sella’s, “If you build it, he will come.” That ghostly

utterance may only be matched by Christina McCall’s
and Stephen Clarkson’s equally phantomic line about
Pierre Trudeau: “he haunts us still.” Being interested
in both political and baseball history, I find myself ex-
ploring the relationship between Canada’s first
ministers and our first national game. That’s right:
from our earliest days—until cheap and reliable indoor
refrigeration changed how we ate and played sports—
baseball was referred to as Canada’s national game. 

Canada’s baseball historian Bill Humber has made
this point repeatedly in print and various public pre-
sentations.1 The Globe called baseball our national
game during the summer of 1891.2 University of Wind-
sor Professor Craig Greenham wrote that during the
period before the First World War, “baseball was the
game of import in Canada—not the British game of
cricket nor the Native Canadian game of Lacrosse.”3 A
baseball-playing soldier in the First World War ex-
plained in a trench newsletter that he was thrilled to
be “playing the national game behind the lines in
France.” Baseball, our original national game, has
been an everyday part of outdoor life in Canada since
at least the 1830s and probably long before. So, it
makes perfect sense that the people running for
Canada’s highest office have tossed ceremonial
pitches, crashed Little League championships, and
been depicted both striking out and going deep in a
century’s worth of editorial cartoons. The story of
baseball and Canadian prime ministers is rich with ad-
venture and anecdote. 

We should start at the beginning. The origins of
baseball are, of course, misty and indistinct. Starting at
the beginning of Canadian prime ministers is a clearer
course. Baseball, though ubiquitous in Confederation-
era Canada, was not loved by all. Shortly after John
Alexander Macdonald became Canada’s first prime
minister in 1867, the Ottawa Journal looked down its
nose at the game. “Baseball is not played in centres of
civilisation and art,” the paper opined, “but in remote

Ontario towns, it is still played. With the opening up
of colonization roads, it is supposed the people of
those parts will become more civilized and gradually
be divorced from their rude pastimes.”4 It was proba-
bly best not to mention divorce around Canada’s
fourth PM, John Thompson. As a converted Catholic,
he was quite devout and madly in love with his pro-
gressive and vigorous wife, Annie. When the couple
decided to vacation in Ontario’s Muskoka region dur-
ing the summer of 1894, Thompson became the first
Prime Minister to witness a baseball game while in 
office. Two teams of sportsmen representing Barrie and
Orillia played games of lacrosse and baseball as part 
of the annual Bracebridge Picnic.5 The Thompsons
watched the lacrosse game in full, but left the baseball
game early, one presumes, to beat the traffic.6

In October 1899, Prime Minister Wilfrid Laurier 
traveled via rail to the Windy City as US President
McKinley’s guest of honor. Laurier was feted in the
streets during a city-wide parade. The Chicago Tribune
noted “the fact that Sir Wilfird’s carriage, like that of
President McKinley’s, was drawn by four horses, while
each of the others had but two, was notice to the
crowds that he was someone of special prominence.”7

The parade concluded at the West Side Park grand-
stand. The Chicago Orphans played a doubleheader that
day. “Sir Wilfrid Laurier, to quote from the baseball 
reporter, made an excellent impression upon the grand-
stand, and was compelled frequently to doff his hat.”8

Laurier later made history as the first prime minis-
ter to throw a ceremonial first pitch. Travelling to Red
Deer, Alberta, as part of a pre-election tour of the west,
Sir Wilfrid was invited to toss the ball before a game
between Red Deer and Alix on August 12, 1910. “I
thank God that I am in perfect health,” he said from
the mound. “I don't know that I have ever felt better
in my life.”9 He may have felt better blowing a heater
past an unsuspecting batter the following summer.
While touring Nova Scotia during the 1911 election
campaign, Laurier arrived at Stellerton. Baseball clubs
there were engaged in “a life and death struggle for
the baseball championship of Pictou County”10 when
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Laurier and his finance minister William Fielding 
arrived at the diamond. The ballplayers urged Laurier
to throw a pitch. “With a hearty laugh, the PM con-
sented, thereby rendering eighteen men supremely
happy.”11 Laurier asked Fielding to be his catcher, and
had a batter dig into the box. “Sir Wilfrid knew where
to stand too, having pitched a ball at one of the games
in the west on his trip out there. Laurier didn’t wind
up and his pitch looked curiously easy. Even still, the
batter missed it by five feet.”12 Thus Wilfrid Laurier
retired from organized baseball with his balls to strikes
percentage sitting firmly at 100% strikes.

Prime Minister Robert Borden, elected in 1911,
watched Canadian soldiers play baseball in France
during the First World War. When he witnessed the
Canadian Corps championship in a specially con-
structed stadium packed with 70,000 army enthusiasts,
he told the Toronto Globe that it was “the greatest day
of his life.”13 Back home, he and Laurier put aside their
political differences when they sat together on Parlia-
ment Hill and watched the annual Parliamentary Press
Gallery vs. Members of Parliament softball game. Au-
thor Allan Levine explained that “after only three
innings the journalists were losing 33 to 7 and the
game was called for cocktails.”14

William Lyon Mackenzie King, prime minister for
more than two decades, often used baseball as a draw-
ing card for his political rallies and picnics.15 In 1925,
nearing the end of his first term, he spoke at a “mam-
moth picnic” between games of baseball being played
at Richmond Hill, Ontario. He even used the opportu-
nity to announce the date of the next federal election.16

In 1926, amid rumors of a Canadian entry into the sen-
ior circuit (just 43 years premature), Prime Minister
King was invited to address the National League
Golden Jubilee Dinner.

One year after he took office, Prime Minister John
Diefenbaker took part in the 1958 Parliamentary Se-
curity Service vs. Members of Parliament game on The
Hill. The Chief played catcher while Governor General
Roland Michener pitched. The executive battery pre-
pared for the debut of a fearsome batter from Toronto,
the Leader of the Opposition, Lester Pearson. Pearson
was a ringer, having played semi-pro baseball in
Guelph before moving on to more mundane pursuits
such as winning the Nobel Peace Prize. His Excellency
tossed a ball so far outside the strike zone that Diefen-
baker could not corral it. But Pearson swung like a
screen door and missed by a country kilometre. Dief
howled with laughter, while Lester B demanded the
Vice Regal throw him another, more hittable, pitch.
Michener obliged and Pearson smacked the ball well

out into the Parliamentary lawn. The game itself, won
13-5 by the M.P.s, was more of a farcical than hard-
fought affair. The Ottawa Citizen described the scene
thus: “[T]he security staffers, most viewers agreed, had
six men on the bases when M.P. Warner Jorgenson
caught an infield fly while resting flat on his back. The
six or so runners scampered in all directions, the M.P.’s
peppered the ball from base to base to base and um-
pire M.P. Murdo Martin shut his eyes in horror. There
were cries of ‘Order, Mr. Speaker!’ and several requests
for a new federal election.”17

New elections would be called of course, and in
1963, victory belonged to a ballplayer. No politician
ever made baseball a more successful part of their po-
litical brand than did former second baseman Lester
Pearson, whose escapades are detailed in the article
that begins on page 62. He made scheduled and un-
scheduled campaign stops at Little League games
during all of his election tours. When asked about
what he felt was his greatest contribution to Canada
while serving in the First World War, he answered,
“My home run at Bramshott (base) which helped de-
feat a team of Americans.”18 He stopped his campaign
caravan in Kingston, Ontario, when he spotted a group
of boys playing a game in the yard at St. Patrick’s
Catholic School. As reported by the Toronto Daily Star,
“The Liberal leader showed some of the old diamond
ability as he got ahold of a pitch. It proved to be one
of the most heart-warming receptions of his election
tour. When he turned to leave he was given a burst of
applause by the children.”19 In Winnipeg, a reporter
noted how Pearson’s speeches were peppered with 
references to his baseball past. “All through his tour so
far, Mr. Pearson has been dogged by snide references to
his party’s record during its 23 years as the government.
Mr. Pearson’s experience in handling difficult questions
at international councils and his youthful experience as
a baseball player (to which he frequently refers) stands
him well in these instances.”20

Pierre Trudeau took over from Pearson, becoming
prime minister in the spring of 1968. Trudeau’s father
Charles had been an owner of the Montreal Royals
three decades earlier. Pierre’s son Justin once ex-
plained his father’s attachment to the game. “Baseball
was his sport and it was really important for him to
bring us to games,” he told author Jonah Keri. “As a
kid, it was one of those things that he had bonded
with his dad over. Baseball was all part of family lore
for us. So for my father, baseball was really impor-
tant.”21 Pierre Trudeau took his sons to Exhibition
Stadium in Toronto in April of 1978. After the prime
minister threw out the first pitch, the Trudeau clan
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watched the Blue Jays beat the White Sox and then
ventured into the Jays clubhouse. Blue Jays manager
Roy Hartsfield hid a bottle of beer under his desk. The
rest of the team were not so concerned about exposing
the children to vice. One of the Jays gifted 6-year-old
Justin his very own pack of chewing tobacco.22 A year
later, outside the same stadium, the Toronto Star asked
departing fans if they had heard of Trudeau’s political
rival Joe Clark. “No,” answered one fan, “does he play
for the Blue Jays?”23 Before his retirement, Pierre
Trudeau addressed baseball executives at the Com-
missioner’s luncheon that preceeded the All-Star Game
at Montreal’s Olympic Stadium. The PM confessed,
“it’s tough to be a prime minister in a country when
you know Gary Carter could be elected tomorrow.
There are 24 million people in Canada. Most of them
are Expo fans, the rest go around lighting candles for
the Blue Jays.24 

By the time those Blue Jays’ prayers were an-
swered, Brian Mulroney was prime minister, having
won the job in 1984. He and US President George H.W.
Bush had jointly thrown the ceremonial first pitch to
open the Blue Jays 1990 season.25 They again appeared
together at the 1991 All-Star Game in Toronto. The two
events were known as the Hot Dog and All-Star Sum-
mits, respectively.26 Mulroney invited the 1992 Blue
Jays to Ottawa after their World Series triumph that
year. Grant Fuhr, the celebrated Edmonton Oilers goal-
tender, told the Globe and Mail that he and his
championship teammates felt slighted. They had never
been invited anywhere, he declared. In fact, his only
interaction with Mulroney’s government came when
Revenue Canada sent him an assessment on one of his
taxable benefits: a Stanley Cup ring.27

Kim Campbell, Canada’s first female prime minis-
ter, scheduled a brief stop at Heather Park Field in
Prince George, British Columbia, during her 1993 elec-
tion campaign. It was to be a twenty minute photo
opportunity. Instead she spent more than two hours
amongst the 14- and 15-year-old ballplayers and their
families. Campbell played catch, watched the finals of
the Babe Ruth Provincial championships, and basked
in the positive energy and media coverage during what
was one of her best days of an otherwise ill-fated cam-
paign.28 When Campbell lost the election to Jean
Chrétien just two days after Joe Carter walked-off the
1993 World Series, editorial cartoonist Bruce Mackin-
non of the Halifax Chronicle-Herald could not resist
conflating the current events. He sketched an image of
Campbell, a beleaguered pitcher on the mound, wear-
ing Mitch Williams’s “wild thing” jersey, watching the
electoral ball go over the fence. 

Jean Chrétien played baseball in his youth and
even credited the game with advancing his political
career. Chrétien told TVO in 2013: “In those days we
had an annual softball game between the M.P.s and
the press gallery. I pitched for the M.P.s team. Pearson
was the manager. We won the game, and that was the
day I earned my seat in the cabinet.”29 Chrétien also
recounted a fantastic baseball story in his most recent
memoir. While visiting a remote fishing village on
Nova Scotia’s Cape Breton Island, attention turned
from politics to baseball:

While we were eating, a television station was
broadcasting a World Series baseball game (Ori-
oles/Reds), and everyone had an eye on it.
Suddenly a torrential rain poured down on the
village, and the power went out. The game was
being hotly contested, and the sports fans were
very disappointed. Someone came up with a bat-
tery-operated radio and tuned in a station to
catch the rest of the game. But the only station
he found was describing the game in French from
Iles de la Madeleine. And so I instantly became a
sports commentator, as I was the only francoph-
one in the room who could understand and
describe in English what was going on in the
World Series.30

Chrétien later discussed double plays and player
salaries with US Presidents Bill Clinton and George W.
Bush. Later in his term, when policy differences such
as softwood lumber trading or the war in Iraq arose,
Chrétien considered his “personal relations with
George W. Bush to be very cordial.”31 Chrétien wrote,
“I was the only person of all the G8 leaders who could
talk baseball with him.”32

Chrétien retired in December 2003 and was suc-
ceeded by Paul Martin, a shipping magnate and son of
a cabinet minister, who grew up playing ball in Wind-
sor, Ontario. Martin played baseball internationally
before he played politics on the world stage. As is still
the case with teams today, his Windsor-based squad of
young ballplayers would routinely cross the border to
play teams in Detroit, Michigan. Long after he’d left
office, when President Donald Trump stated that the
undefended Canadian border was dangerous, Martin
joked on the CBC that he didn't realize he and his bor-
der-crossing teammates had been such security
threats.33 While he was prime minister, Martin made a
habit of inviting the Canadian-based teams competing
in the Little League World Series to a Parliamentary re-
ception on The Hill each year. The East Nepean Eagles
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were fêted in 2004 with a grand reception in the large
Commonwealth Room in the Centre Block of Parlia-
ment.34

A hockey man occupied the prime minister’s office
in 2006. Stephen Harper spoke often of Canada’s other
game, and even wrote a book on the subject. During
the spring 2011 election, Toronto Life magazine de-
cided to rank the candidates for Canada’s top job
based on their fondest baseball memories. “During
election campaigns, it is time honoured tradition for
the media to analyze every scrap of data that it gets
from party leaders,” the magazine wrote. “In honour
of the Jays home opener we asked both Prime Minis-
ter Stephen Harper and Opposition Leader Michael
Ignatieff about their favourite baseball games ever.”35

Harper answered, “when Joe Carter hit his game win-
ning home run off Mitch Williams to win the 1993
World Series for the Blue Jays.”36 A home run of an
answer for a politician. Ignatieff grounded softly to the
pitcher when he answered the same question with, “I
actually watched, on a crackly, black and white TV,
Don Larsen pitch his perfect [1956 World Series] game,
and Yogi Berra running right up to the mound like
that.”37 For baseball nerds, his response was a clarion
call, a true fan seeking the top job. Yet, for average
Canadians, who already wondered if Ignatieff had
spent too much time in, and still too often thought
about, the United States, it was a blunder. “Hey, points
for originality and for sounding like a flesh-and-blood
person,” the magazine commented. “The problem is
the reference is obscure enough to anyone who isn’t a
baseball fan that it still sounds like Ignatieff can’t help
but tell us he’s the smartest guy in the room. We get
it already.”38 When the Blue Jays were again competi-
tive, Harper was fighting for his political life in the
2015 federal election. The 42nd Canadian federal cam-
paign was the longest in history. It began just days
after the non-waiver trade deadline and did not end
until the Blue Jays were ready to play in the ALCS. On
August 31, Prime Minister Harper made an unofficial
campaign stop at Rogers Centre. “Conservative leader
Stephen Harper seems like the latest to jump on the
Blue Jays bandwagon,”39 reported the CBC. Harper at-
tended batting practice and was toured around the
infield and introduced to players and coaches by Jays
legend Roberto Alomar. Harper and his children stayed
to watch the Blue Jays vs. Cleveland game. 

The Jays, in the midst of a hotly contested playoff
race, lost with Harper in attendance. They had done
the same when New Democratic Party leader Thomas
Mulcair attended a game two weeks earlier. When 
Liberal leader Justin Trudeau appeared at a game in

September and the Jays also lost, scribes began to
wonder:

Since prime minister Stephen Harper dissolved
Parliament on August 2 to kick off the longest
federal election in modern Canadian history, the
Blue Jays have lost just six times in 29 games. If
you showed up to a game in the last five or so
weeks, you had a nearly 80-per-cent chance of
seeing them win. And yet the Jays are 0-3 in
games attended by a federal party leader. NDP
leader Thomas Mulcair was the first to visit on
August 14, watching as the Jays’ 11-game win
streak was snapped by the New York Yankees.
Then on Monday, Harper stopped by to see the
Jays fall to Cleveland. On Friday night it was Lib-
eral Leader Justin Trudeau’s turn to mess with
the team’s karma.40

When Jose Bautista hit his legendary “bat flip”
home run in game five of the American League Divi-
sion Series, he was sending the Blue Jays to the next
level only six days before Canadians decided to ele-
vate Justin Trudeau. The proximity of historical events
inspired two separate cartoonists to independently 
design the same cartoon. Both Michael de Adder and
Terry Mosher depicted Trudeau as the triumphant 
batter, and Harper as the discarded bat.

While being welcomed at a White House State 
Dinner held in his honor, Prime Minister Trudeau
heard US President Barack Obama remark, “Our work
as nations remains rooted in the friendship between
our peoples, and we see that reflected all along our
shared border.” The president continued, “At the base-
ball diamond in Coutts, Alberta, if you hit a home run,
there’s a good chance the ball will land in Sweetgrass,
Montana.”41 In 2017, as part of an official address on
the occasion of July 30 being declared Canada Baseball
Day, Prime Minister Trudeau reflected on the game
that meant so much to his family. “I remember as a kid,
my dad taking us to the Big O to watch our beloved
Expos. Gary Carter, Tim Raines, Andre Dawson, these
were heroes for me. It was an opportunity for me to
connect with my dad as well, as he loved baseball. For
us it was a big family outing. It was an opportunity to
sit back, watch my dad eat hot dogs and mostly enjoy
a great summer pastime.”42

Wilfrid Laurier threw strikes, Mackenzie King pro-
moted games, and Lester Pearson hit home runs. All
three, as well as many of their contemporaries, went to
baseball games in order to find crowds of voters dur-
ing election seasons. Contemporary campaigns are no
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different. A seemingly endless stream of political ads
aired during the Canadian broadcasts of the 2019
Major League Baseball playoffs. Conservative leader
Andrew Scheer claimed to have “socked a dinger” dur-
ing the French-language leaders’ debate.43 The game
of baseball, as it has from Macdonald to Trudeau, will
continue be an enduring facet of Canadian life. In fact,
if we could look across the historical span of this
paper, we would not see many aspects of life in
Canada remaining constant from 1867 to 2020. Yet, as
long as there has been a Dominion, strong and free,
stretching from sea to sea to sea, and as long as that
place has been governed by prime ministers, there has
been baseball. May it forever be so. !
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The first real job I had after university was work-
ing in politics on Ottawa’s Parliament Hill. The
job title was “legislative assistant to a Member

of Parliament,” but really, I was a grunt. I answered the
mail, prepared the propaganda, and greeted visitors to
the office. The best part of the gig was the location.
As a political history nerd, I was thrilled to be work-
ing in and around the century-old Centre Block, the
massive gothic-revival home to Canada’s bicameral
legislature. Leading tours of visiting constituents
around that space quickly became one of my favorite
duties. A certain visit, on each tour I gave, was to the
statue of a fellow baseball fan, Prime Minister Lester
B. Pearson. Lester B. sits just outside the House of
Commons. Unlike his other immortalized contempo-
raries, Pearson is depicted seated in his office chair.

His statue is angled ever so slightly to stage left. There
he sits, overlooking the vast lawns of Parliament Hill.
His monument was constructed this way (according
to tour guide lore) so that he could watch over the soft-
ball and baseball games played on the greenery in
front of Centre Block.

Indeed, that spot hosted more than a century of 
bat and ball games. Members of the press played
Members of Parliament in an annual softball affair
there. Teams composed of security staffers, federal 
police, mail clerks, Parliamentary assistants, and even
M.P.s skipping out on votes, have all shuffled around
the bases in the shadow of the Peace Tower. Pearson
was such a baseball nut that those who honored him
thought it appropriate his statue be able to observe
these baseball games forever. Today Lester B. patiently
waits for a game to break out on the very spot where
he himself, both as Leader of the Opposition and later
as Prime Minister of Canada, played ball. His middle
initial stands for “Bowles,” but it may as well have
stood for “baseball.” No other prime minister in Cana-
dian history so loved the game or made it such a
resonant part of his political brand.

The connections between Pearson and Canada’s
original national game are myriad. Just five pages into
Pearson’s three volume autobiography, the man 
himself details an early baseball memory. It is an 
anecdote in the vein of W.P. Kinsella, wherein grown
men link their affection for baseball to the men they
loved: 

Grandfather Pearson had a particular passion 
for baseball, a passion inherited by his son, my
father, and his grandsons. My last outing with
him was on Dominion Day in 1913. He had re-
tired from the ministry; he was frail, aging, and
his eyesight had almost gone. The Toronto base-
ball team, in the old International League, was to
play two games, morning and afternoon, on that
holiday at the Ball Park at Hanlan’s Point, across
Toronto Bay. Grandfather was determined to go,
and his son, my uncle Harold, with whom he was
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Tour guide lore states that Lester B. Pearson's statue is placed so
that he appears to be watching the softball and baseball games
played in front of Centre Block. 



then living, agreed. I was happy and excited to
escort. I remember we had good seats. It was a
good game and my grandfather, who could
hardly see the players, let alone the ball, enjoyed
it as much as I did.1

The following year, Pearson was playing second
base in Hamilton’s City Baseball League while he was
working for the municipality. Then, as he put it, his
world ended when the world went to war. Pearson 
enlisted first as a medical orderly with the University
of Toronto medical unit. While stationed in Salonika,
Greece, he played baseball with his fellow soldiers
there. “He was a natural leader, good at baseball,” said
his roommate William Dafoe.2 As the war went on,
and especially after the arrival of the American troops,
baseball became a more and more prominent part of a
soldier’s daily life. Teams were organized by battal-
ions, military hospitals, groups of officers, and even
prisoners of war. Baseball was played regularly by
Canadian soldiers at more than 90 known locations
throughout Europe.3 Canadians played on their rest
and reserve rotations, sometimes within meters of ex-
ploding German shells.4 Games between Canadian and
American troops took on a naturally competitive na-
ture. At soccer stadiums and cricket pitches, thousands
of locals and servicepeople paid money to watch 
military men play baseball.5 When asked during an 
interview for an External Affairs position what his
greatest contribution to the war had been, Pearson
deadpanned, “My home run at Bramshott [base]” which
helped defeat a team of Americans.6

While on leave in London, Pearson looked the
wrong way crossing the street and was hit by a bus. He
survived the double-decker hit and run, and as a result
may have survived the war. He was invalided home.
Healed up by the summer of 1919, Pearson was at a
loss in terms of direction. “What then, to do? I was
restless, unsettled, and had no answers. But it was
early summer and I loved baseball. I went to Guelph,
the home of not only my parents, but also of a team in
the Inter-County League, a very good semi-professional
organization.”7 Pearson knew two players on the team
from his days playing ball in Hamilton. He walked into
the ballpark and walked onto the team. He was given
a job at the Partridge Tire and Rubber Company where
he “punched the clock and did odd jobs when not
playing baseball.”8 When Pearson determined that 
his path through baseball would not take him to the
majors, he began to study for entry into the foreign
service. By 1943, he was working for the Canadian
government in Washington, DC. In his memoirs, Pear-

son wrote of the serious nature of baseball games
played between the Canadians and Americans in the
US capital:

The baseball games which really mattered—apart
from those of the Washington Senators in the
American League, which I loved to watch when-
ever I could—were those between the Canadian
Embassy and the State Department. We had a
reasonably good team, thanks to a few experts
from the Canadian military mission. Our diplo-
matic worry was that we might prejudice our
good relations with the [US] State Department 
by beating them too easily. At the same time 
national pride would permit no defeat by the for-
eigner. So we worked out a unique and ingenious
way of handicapping. We placed a jug of martinis
and a glass at each base and agreed that when-
ever a player reached a base, he had to drink a
martini. This ensured a record number of men
stranded on third base and, if anyone did try to
make home plate, he could easily be tagged.9

Pearson distinguished himself in the foreign service
and at the United Nations. While in New York, he had
a “life pass to Ebbet’s Field” to watch the Brooklyn
Dodgers play ball.10 In 1957, after leading the peace
process to defuse a potential nuclear war over the Suez
Canal, he received the Nobel Peace Prize. While break-
ing the news to the country, The Globe and Mail
referred to him not as a professor, diplomat, or poten-
tial Liberal Leader, but as “a 60-year-old baseball
fan.”11 Baseball, from the very beginning, was a large
part of Pearson’s political identity. 

Pearson won the Liberal leadership in January
1958. That spring, he mixed politics with baseball for
the first time as Leader of the Opposition. He and
Prime Minister John Diefenbaker took part in the Par-
liamentary Security Service vs. Members of Parliament
game on The Hill, as detailed in the preceding article
(“First Base Among Equals: Prime Ministers and
Canada’s National Game” on page 57).

When the election came later in 1958, Pearson
barnstormed the country like all politicians, but made
a few more stops along the way. His handlers were
well aware that his baseball skill could make the
bowtie-wearing policy wonk seem more leaderlike. 
He stopped his campaign caravan in Kingston when
he spotted a group of boys playing a game in the yard
at St. Patrick’s Catholic School. “Once a semi-pro base-
ball player, the Liberal leader showed some of the old
diamond ability as he got ahold of a pitch. It proved to
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be one of the most heart-warming receptions of his
election tour. When he turned to leave he was given a
burst of applause by the children.”12

In Winnipeg, a reporter noted how Pearson’s
speeches were peppered with references to his base-
ball past. “All through his tour so far, Mr. Pearson has
been dogged by snide references to his party’s record
during its 23 years as the government. Mr. Pearson’s
experience in handling difficult questions at interna-
tional councils and his youthful experience as a
baseball player (to which he frequently refers) stands
him well in these instances.”13 Pearson lost the elec-
tion, but it was only his first strike.

The Toronto Star ran a photo puzzle game shortly
after the election whereby the word “Pearson” ap-
peared as a possible answer below a photo of boys
playing baseball.14 While praising Canada’s democracy
post-election (turnout was 80%), Robert Turnbull
wrote in The Globe and Mail that “dictators simply
aren’t sportsmen,” before praising Dwight Eisenhower,
Harold MacMillan, and Lester Pearson for their athletic
pasts. Incorrectly assuming Lester B was done after his
1958 loss, Turnbull wrote, “Lester Pearson’s thrills will
now come primarily from watching baseball.”15

The 1962 campaign saw the continued baseball
branding of Lester Pearson. At Barry’s Bay, the talk of
baseball turned to action on the local diamond. 
Pearson “missed his first pitch at bat with a Little
League baseball team, but blasted the second ball into
centre field, over the heads of the 400 district residents,
striking the window of a parked car. The window re-
mained in one piece.”16

One of Pearson’s star candidates in 1962 was
hockey star Red Kelly. At Coronation Park in Oakville,
Ontario, Pearson and Kelly staged a photo-op on the
baseball diamond. A stage-managed moment for the
cameras occurred when Kelly and Pearson just hap-
pened to drop in on the St. Dominic’s junior team as
they began a practice. “Terry Houghton, 10, pitched
three balls, Mr. Pearson hit one fly, which was
dropped, bunted once into a crowd of photographers
and was caught by the pitcher on the third ball.”17 The
campaign stop was a success. A photo of Pearson up
to bat, while Kelly played catcher behind him (both
men in full suits) was picked up by newspapers across
the country. It became clear during the Oakville stop
that Pearson would not be able to make it back to
Maple Leaf Stadium in time for his scheduled cere-
monial first pitch. “I am not throwing out the first ball
in Toronto,” he said. “But it’s not who throws out the
first ball, but who hits the last one that really
counts.”18 A staffer was asked by a reporter if the op-

position leader could afford to miss an appearance 
before such a crowd. “Mr. Pearson was disappointed.
It’s not that he minds so much missing the political
opportunity,” said a Liberal spokesperson, “but he is
mad about baseball.”19

Pearson made yet another stop at a baseball dia-
mond during the ’62 campaign, this time in Kingston,
Ontario. He pitched to Little Leaguers and again 
succeeded in getting his picture in the papers—what
political types call “earned media” today. When he
was asked there about his close relationship with US
President John Kennedy, Pearson relayed that he had
just returned from Washington where he met the pres-
ident. The meeting was an undeniable political favor
from Kennedy. A reporter then asked if the Canadian
election was of any importance to Washington. Pear-
son replied, “The election is of as much consequence
as the fact that the Washington Senators have just suf-
fered their 13th straight loss.”20 The baseball-branded
Pearson succeeded in dismantling John Diefenbaker’s
historic majority in 1962, but did not win enough seats
to become prime minister. A year later, another elec-
tion was called, and 1963 marked the most significant
year for baseball and Canadian prime ministers. Base-
ball would prove to strengthen the relationship
between Canada and its largest trading partner, the
game factored into an election again, a certifiable 
baseball nut finally became prime minister and a film
of the PM watching a World Series game was deemed
too politically damaging to show on television. 

The 1963 campaign began, of course, with more
baseball messaging from Lester Pearson. On Prince 
Edward Island he broke out the ballgame metaphors
while criticizing Diefenbaker: “Mr. Pearson accused
the government of avoiding decisions in an effort to
avoid making mistakes. ‘I don’t like a baseball game
with no hits, no runs and no errors.’”21 Later in 
the campaign, a Globe and Mail endorsement noted
Pearson’s athletic past: “A man who once played semi-
professional baseball, and still retains a lively interest
in all competitive sport, doesn't fit the picture of 
a scholar loaded down with honours, a Nobel Prize
winner.” The editorial went on to note how Pearson
grabbed a handful of snow the previous day, packed it
tightly, “reared back and pitched it over the heads of
the photographers.”22 The Toronto Star endorsement
from the ’63 campaign did not shy away from 
portraying Pearson as a baseball man:

Pearson’s love of baseball, as a fan long after he
ceased to play, is the basis of song and story in
the External Affairs department. As head of the
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department, Mr. Pearson had to make frequent
trips to Europe. If these journeys happened to 
coincide with the World Series, he would some-
how manage to arrive at a certain capital in
Europe where the Canadian ambassador could 
always be relied upon to have short wave recep-
tion of the games.23

All of the baseball ballyhoo finally paid off. Pear-
son’s Liberals won the 1963 election. A few weeks
after taking office, Pearson was invited to join Presi-
dent Kennedy at his family’s summer estate in
Hyannis Port, Cape Cod. The two men, acquainted
with each other thanks to a White House dinner held
for Nobel Prize winners in 1962, “got along like
schoolboys.”24 “The President had been told by the
American Ambassador, Walton Butterworth, that base-
ball was a great hobby of mine,” Pearson wrote in 
his memoirs. “The President may have treated this 
information sceptically.” What followed was a com-
mand performance by Pearson. “The White House
Press Corps said they’d never seen anything like it,”
wrote the Vancouver Sun. “Pearson talked baseball
and radiated confidence and good humour.”25 Pearson
himself wrote:

[Kennedy’s aide, Dave] Powers was famous for
his statistical infallibility on baseball. We dis-
cussed batting and earned run averages back and
forth with Powers throwing a few curves at me.
My answers showed that I knew something about
the sport.26

One key exchange in particular led Pearson to bring
up the name of Mets reliever Ken MacKenzie. Pearson
later explained to reporters that his knowledge of
seemingly obscure relief pitchers was augmented by
the fact that MacKenzie, “was a Canadian who lived in
my constituency. Indeed, I had helped to get him into
professional baseball.”27 Pearson wasn't sure if the
Americans and their President had been impressed by
his grasp on North American or International Affairs,
but he was certain they were impressed by his knowl-
edge of baseball.28 Kennedy and Pearson went on to
have—although tragically brief—the best camaraderie
between any President and prime minister of the twen-
tieth century.

Pearson not only impressed Kennedy and Powers,
he thoroughly won over the American media during
his visit. The AP thought Pearson had stolen the
show.29 When reporters asked Pearson about his base-
ball fandom, apparently unaware that he shared a love

of the Red Sox with Kennedy, Pearson quipped about
his newfound position of power. “I was in the opposi-
tion for a long, long time and I developed a certain
sympathy for the underdog,” recorded journalist Bill
Galt. “Then he flashed a wide grin and added: ‘Now
I’m a Yankee fan.’ The press corps roared with laugh-
ter.”30 Canada’s ambassador to the United States,
Charles Ritchie, thought Pearson’s trip south was
“tinged with euphoria.”31

The Indiana Gazette, of all papers, ran a small
blurb about the Hyannis Port Summit. They may have
taken Pearson’s baseball joke literally. “Canada’s Prime
Minister Lester Pearson is, it turns out, quite a baseball
fan. He is a fan of the New York Yankees, but the prime
minister confided that a generation ago, he liked 
the Boston Red Sox—Kennedy’s favourite.”32 Back in
Ottawa, the prime minister was happy to compete in
the press gallery vs. M.P.s softball game. Pearson bat-
ted leadoff, connecting for “a solid smash,” and helped
the Members of Parliament defeat the press by a score
of 9–7.33

Halfway through his term in office, Pearson was
asked by Maclean’s Magazine what he would be doing
had politics not panned out, he replied that “his am-
bition had been to become a major league baseball
manager.”34 During this time, the Liberal Party also
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agreed to allow a film crew to document the life of the
prime minister. The CBC agreed to air the documen-
tary in prime time. The project was conceived as a way
to promote the PM ahead of the next election. Instead
it turned into a public relations disaster, with baseball
playing a very prominent role. “A shoulder camera 
and microphone followed the prime minister for days
producing some intimate shots of Mr. Pearson’s un-
guarded moments.”35 One of these moments included
Pearson intently watching a midday baseball game.
The film showed Pearson with his feet up on a chair,
eating lunch and watching a World Series game on 
October 7, 1963. The Yankees were playing the Dodgers.
The sounds of the Star Spangled Banner, and later Vin
Scully’s voice, could be heard echoing through the
prime minister’s office. When cabinet minister Allan J.
MacEachen entered to speak with the PM, Pearson
was clearly distracted by the game, even apologizing
for such. According to the producer of the film, the
CBC broadcast was scuttled by disapproving Liberal
staffers, a charge Pearson had to vigorously deny in
the House. The national broadcaster stated that 
the film did not meet its standards for quality.36 The
film didn't air on television until after Pearson had 
left office.

When it came time to retire, Pearson provided us a
link between Canada’s baseball prime minister, and
Shoeless Joe, Canada’s baseball book:

When Prime Minister Lester Pearson announced
he would retire, one of the first telegrams came
from New York Times columnist James Reston,

who cabled: ‘say it isn’t so, Mike.’ Pearson met
Reston here last night and the writer asked if the
Prime Minister had gotten the allusion. Reston
said it was the lament of a little boy to Babe Ruth,
when the home-run king announced he was
hanging up his spikes. Pearson, an old baseball
fan, corrected Reston: ‘It’s what a little boy said
to Shoeless Joe Jackson in 1919.’37

“Politics isn’t always sporting,” Pearson said in 
an exit interview to the Globe and Mail. “You know
the man who said ‘nice guys finish last?’” he asked 
reporter Dick Beddoes. “Leo Durocher?” responded the
scribe. “Yes, Durocher,” continued the outgoing PM.
“Well two years after that he finished last, and he was
gone from the Dodgers.”38

John McHale, general manager and vice president
of the new Montreal team in the National League, was
the first to offer Pearson a retirement gift. The Toronto
Star reported that the former Prime Minister was to be
named honorary president of the Montreal Voyagers.39

While they had the name of the team wrong, they
were correct on the position. Amid rumours in 1968
that he would be taking over the World Bank, Lester
Pearson was named honorary president of the Mon-
treal Expos instead. He did in fact take a role with the
bank later that year, but it was the baseball job which
he mentioned to journalist Frank Jones. “As a boy, I
wanted to get into big league baseball, and now I’m
honourary president of the Montreal baseball club.”40

On April 14, 1969, it was Pearson, before 29,000 fans
at Jarry Park, who went to the mound to toss the first
ceremonial pitch in Expos history.41

Nearer the end of his life, Pearson was still attend-
ing baseball games:

The Pearsonian sense of humour would be on
display in 1970, after he had an eye removed 
because of a malignant tumor. Pearson went to a
Montreal Expos game and met umpire Al Barlick
before the contest. “How are you?” asked the
ump. “I’m fine,” Pearson replied. “But I’ve re-
cently had an operation that qualifies me for
your business… I had my eye out.”42

More than fifty years since Pearson left office,
Canada is down to one major league club, but sandlots,
gravel infields, and beautifully manicured diamonds
continue to fill each summer with young ballplayers
eager to hit, throw, and catch. On the lawn in front of
Centre Block, Frisbee and soccer kick-arounds are
more common now, but the occasional game of catch
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can still be observed. Remaining among us, from sea
to sea to sea, are those who share Lester Pearson’s
passion for the game of baseball. And if, by chance,
you ever find yourself in Ottawa, walking across the
old baseball grounds known as Parliament Hill, be
sure to stop by and tip your cap to the statue of Lester
B. Pearson, Canada’s ballplayer prime minister. !
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INTRODUCTION
If you pick the baseball milestone carefully enough,
you can always reduce to one the number of players
that qualify. For example, the only player to hit more
than 72 home runs in a season is Barry Bonds. He 
hit 73 dingers in 2001. Second on the list is Mark 
McGwire with 70 in 1998. The selection of 72 as a 
specific cutoff leaves Bonds as the only qualifier. But
choosing a cutoff this way is suspect because it’s ar-
bitrary. Sufficiently large round numbers may seem
just as arbitrary as qualifying values,  but getting 3,000
hits means a batter has had a great career. Three hun-
dred wins is a great career for a pitcher.

It’s not unusual to combine round numbers as qual-
ifying criteria. The question that sparked the idea for
this paper is this: how many players have appeared in
1,000 games and have thrown 100 complete games? In-
dividually, neither of these milestones is unique. About
1,600 position players have played in at least 1,000
games and almost 400 pitchers have thrown at least 100
complete games. But to get to 1,000 appearances as a
pitcher is much more difficult. Cy Young pitched for 22
years and appeared in only (!) 906 games as a pitcher.
That’s why almost all of the 16 pitchers who have 
appeared in more than 1,000 games are modern relief
pitchers. Jesse Orosco heads the list with 1,252 games

played. But relief pitchers, by definition, don’t throw
complete games. So in order to appear in 1,000 games,
and throw 100 complete games, a pitcher had to have a
successful (and lengthy) career as both a starting
pitcher and a relief pitcher. Give some thought to who
you think might qualify in both categories.

There are actually a number of players who meet
these criteria, but most of them had a career path that
began as a pitcher and later transitioned to position
player rather than starter turned reliever. The most fa-
mous of the group is Babe Ruth. Ruth appeared in
2,503 games in his career, mostly as an outfielder. But
he came up as a pitcher and threw in 163 games. He
went 94–46 and had a career ERA of 2.28 with 107
complete games. There are five nineteenth century
players who followed a similar pattern of starting as a
pitcher and switching to a position player. These players
include Kid Gleason (1,968 games, 240 complete games),
John Ward (1,827 games, 245 complete games), Cy
Seymour (1,529 games, 105 complete games), Elmer
Smith (1,237 games, 122 complete games), and Dave
Foutz (1,136 games, 202 complete games). More re-
cently, over his 25-year career (1959–1983) Jim Kaat
pitched in 898 games and completed 180 games. Kaat
also appeared in 106 additional games only as a pinch
hitter or pinch runner, bringing his total number of 
appearances up to 1,004. 

But beside Kaat (who needed over 100 non-pitching
appearances to get there), the only starter turned re-
liever to meet the 1,000 appearance and 100 complete
game standard is Dennis Eckersley. The purpose of this
article is to celebrate Eckersley’s accomplishments. He
is almost certainly the last pitcher who will accom-
plish this twin feat since it is becoming increasingly
uncommon for starting pitchers to complete games.
All data in this article are from Baseball-Reference.com.

OTHER STARTERS TURNED RELIEVER
Are there other pitchers who could possibly qualify?
One player that immediately comes to mind when
thinking of starters who later pitched as relievers is
John Smoltz. Smoltz had a great 21-year career that
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Dennis Eckersley joined the
Red Sox in 1978.
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culminated with his election to the Hall of Fame in
2015. But his time as a starting pitcher was mostly dur-
ing the 1990s or later, when it became less common
for starters to go nine innings. And he pitched as a re-
liever for only four years. Smoltz wound up with 723
appearances, 53 complete games, and 154 saves. Tom
Gordon is another starter who turned into a reliever.
He spent ten of his 21 years as a starter or swingman,
but compiled only 18 complete games. He spent 11
years as a reliever earning 158 saves and a total of 890
appearances. Bob Stanley also pitched in both roles
during his career. He wound up with 637 appearances
and 21 complete games in his 13-year career. Kerry
Wood finished his 14-year career with 446 appear-
ances, 11 complete games, and 63 saves. Finally, Rick
Honeycutt pitched in 797 games and compiled 47 com-
plete games during his 21-year career. The data for
these other dual-role pitchers put Eckersley’s accom-
plishment into perspective. It’s very difficult to pitch
100 complete games and appear in over 1,000 games. 

ECKERSLEY CAREER SUMMARY
Eckersley started his major league career with the
Cleveland Indians in 1975 at 20 years of age. He was
an All-Star for the Tribe in 1977 and threw a no-hitter
that year before being traded to the Red Sox in 1978.
In his debut year with Boston he went 20–8 with a
2.99 ERA. He made another All-Star appearance with
the Red Sox in 1982. The Cubs were looking for pitch-
ing help in 1984, so the Red Sox traded Eckersley and
Mike Brumley to Chicago in exchange for Bill Buck-
ner. This is how Buckner got to the Red Sox before
making his infamous error during the 1986 World Se-
ries. Eckersley developed some arm problems during
his three-year tenure with the Cubs and was traded to
the Oakland A’s before the 1987 season.

Given the arm problems that Eckersley had been
having, A’s manager Tony La Russa decided to use him
out of the bullpen instead of as a starter. Over the
course of about two seasons, Eckersley’s role evolved

to where he became one of the first relievers to be used
as a one-inning closer. He thrived in the role. Eckersley
won both the Cy Young award and the MVP award in
1992 when he had 51 saves and a 1.91 ERA. He pitched
for Oakland for nine years earning a total of 320 saves
in 525 games with a 2.74 ERA. Eckersley went to 
St. Louis in 1996 where he earned 66 more saves in
two years before finishing his career at age 43 back in
Boston in 1998. He was inducted into the Hall of Fame
in 2004. Since the end of his playing career, he has
worked in broadcasting with the New England Sports
Network (working Red Sox games) and TBS. 

THE NUMBERS, FIRST HALF OF CAREER
Eckersley’s career divides neatly into two halves. He
was a starting pitcher 1975–86 and almost exclusively a
reliever 1987–98. This makes it natural to divide his 
career accomplishments into these two portions of 
his career. The numbers show that he was an above-
average starter before transitioning to one of the best
relievers of all time. Table 1 shows selected statistics
from when he was a starting pitcher.

In order to put the starting pitcher portion of his
career into perspective, a group of starting pitchers
was selected that had the same career ERA+ as 
Eckersley did during the first half of his career. The
statistic ERA+ is superior to pure ERA because it ac-
counts for both league ERA and the ballpark the player
pitched in. Eckersley’s ERA+ as a starter was 111. This
means that, on average over the course of his career,
the league ERA was 11 percent higher than his ERA.
However, it is more intuitive to think of the inverse of
ERA+. The inverse of 111 multiplied by 100 is 0.901.
This means that all of the pitchers in Table1 had a 
career ERA that was about 90 percent of the league
ERA, on average. They are all better than average
pitchers over the full course of their careers.

Although there are 312 pitchers who have a career
ERA+ above 111, the accomplishments of the pitchers
in Table 1 are still impressive. Gooden and McDowell
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Table 1: Dennis Eckersley Selected Starting Pitcher Data and Comparisons
Yrs. W L ERA G SV IP SO BB ERA+ WHIP

Dennis Eckersley 12 151 128 3.67 376 100 2496 1627 624 111 1.212
Tommy John 26 288 231 3.34 760 162 4710.1 2245 1259 111 1.283
Dwight Gooden 16 194 112 3.51 430 68 2800.2 2293 954 111 1.256
Sid Fernandez 15 114 96 3.36 307 25 1866.2 1743 715 111 1.144
Josh Beckett 14 138 106 3.88 335 12 2051 1901 629 111 1.232
Jack McDowell 12 127 87 3.85 277 62 1889 1311 606 111 1.302

ERA+ is 100*[leagueERA/ERA] adjusted to the player’s ballpark(s)
WHIP is Walks and Hits per Inning Pitched 



both won a Cy Young Award. Beckett was the MVP of
the 2003 World Series and the 2007 ALCS. Eckersley’s
two All-Star appearances (as a starting pitcher) are in
line with the others. Fernandez had two, Beckett and
McDowell had three, and Gooden and John had four
All-Star appearances. 

From a numerical perspective, Table 1 shows that
Eckersley’s WHIP is better than all but Fernandez. This
is a good indication of his control. He didn’t walk too
many batters. Most germane to this article is his 100
complete games. Of modern pitchers, John has 62
more complete games, but it took him 26 years (the
second longest career ever for a pitcher, after Nolan
Ryan. Ryan pitched for 27 years!) to get that many.
During his first two years with Boston (1978 and
1979), Eckersley had consecutive seasons of 16 and 17
complete games. These represent 46 percent and 52
percent respectively of his starts those two seasons.
In old-school style, he liked to finish what he started.
To summarize, even though his career as a starting
pitcher was not Hall of Fame worthy, his starting ca-
reer ERA+, and these comparisons, show that he was
a very good starting pitcher. Finally, it is interesting to
note that Randy Johnson also finished his career with
exactly 100 complete games in the 618 games he
pitched in. Johnson’s career ERA+ was 135.

THE NUMBERS, SECOND HALF OF CAREER
Eckersley got even better after his age 31 season in
1986. Not only did he manage to pitch for an addi-
tional 12 years as a relief pitcher, but his pitching
numbers improved dramatically even though he was
older. Table 2 is similar to Table 1 except that it only in-
cludes his statistics for the second half of his career as
a relief pitcher. Pitchers in Table 2 after Eckersley are
listed in order of career saves.

During the second half of his career, Eckersley low-
ered his ERA from 3.67 to 2.96, his WHIP from 1.212

to 0.999, and improved his ERA+ from 111 to 136. The
improvement in ERA+ means that on average he had
an ERA about 74 percent (1/1.36) of the league ERA
for those 12 years. His control improved dramatically,
too. As a starter he walked a batter every 4.0 innings
(2496/624) but as a reliever he walked a batter only
every 6.9 innings (790/114). His strikeout to walk ratio
went from 2.6 as a starter to 6.8 as a reliever. Even tak-
ing into account the different styles of pitching
required to be a starter versus being a reliever, these
are significant improvements as he got older. 

This level of pitching performance moves him from
being a better than average starting pitcher to one of
the all-time great relief pitchers. Even though he was
only a closer for only about 12 years, he is seventh on
the all-time list in saves. The six pitchers who have
more saves then he does are included in Table 2. All
six of them pitched as a reliever for at least 16 years to
exceed the 387 saves Eckersley accumulated in just 12
years. Because he had such good control of his pitches
during this period, he walked few batters which 
resulted in a WHIP of 0.999. This figure is essentially
equivalent to the WHIP that Mariano Rivera put up
(WHIP of 1.000) over his outstanding career. Rivera
also had a career ERA+ of 205 (the best ever for pitch-
ers who pitched at least 1000 innings). This means
that his average ERA over the course of his career was
49 percent (1/2.05) of the league average. Rivera’s best
year in terms of ERA+ was 2008 when his ERA+ was
316. This means his ERA was 32 percent (1/3.16) of the
league average that year. That’s a pretty amazing sea-
son, even for a closer who pitched just 70.2 innings total
that year. But as we will see next, Eckersley had a sea-
son better than this in terms of ERA+ even though his
ERA+ overall during these 12 years were not as good
as Rivera’s record-setting career performance.

As great as Rivera was, he never managed the feat
that Eckersley did in 1992. That year Eckersley led the
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Table 2: Dennis Eckersley Selected Relief Pitcher Data and Comparisons
Yrs. W L ERA G CG IP SO BB ERA+ WHIP

Dennis Eckersley 12 46 43 2.96 695 387 789.2 774 114 136 0.999
Mariano Rivera 19 82 60 2.21 1115 652* 1283.2 1173 286 205* 1.000
Trevor Hoffman 18 61 75 2.87 1035 601 1089.1 1133 307 141 1.058
Lee Smith 18 71 92 3.03 1022 478 1289.1 1251 486 132 1.256
Francisco Rodriguez 16 52 53 2.86 948 437 976 1142 389 148 1.155
John Franco 21 90 87 2.89 1119 424 1245.2 975 495 138 1.333
Billy Wagner 16 47 40 2.31 853 422 903 1196 300 187 0.998
Jonathan Papelbon 12 41 36 2.44 689 368 725.2 808 185 177 1.043

Eckersley (total career) 24 197 171 3.50 1071 390 3285.2 2401 738 116 1.161

*All-time career record



majors in saves with 51, had a 1.91 ERA, a WHIP of
0.913 and an ERA+ of 195 (his ERA was 51 percent
(1/1.95) of league average) in 80 innings pitched. 
With this outstanding performance, he was awarded
both the AL Cy Young award and the AL MVP award.
Only nine other pitchers have won both awards in the
same year since the Cy Young award was established
in 1956. And yet, from a numerical perspective, 1992
wasn’t even Eckersley’s best year. In 1990 Eckersley
had 48 saves, a 0.61 ERA, a WHIP of 0.614, and an 
incredible ERA+ of 603 (his ERA was 17 percent
(1/6.03) of league average!) in 73.1 innings. He gave
up only five earned runs and walked just four batters
that entire season.

It also helps to put his second half ERA+ of 136
into perspective. Two very well-known pitchers fin-
ished their careers with ERA+ marks at, or close to,
136. Christy Mathewson had a career ERA+ of exactly
136 and Cy Young finished his career at 138. Admit-
tedly, this is not a perfect comparison because
Eckersley’s overall career ERA+ is 116. But he was
keeping pace with all-time greats during the latter half
of his career. 

As with life, athletic careers have ups and downs.
Although this article highlights many of the positive
aspects of Eckersley’s career, he is arguably most well-
known for one of his mistakes. This is the danger of
performing on the national stage: when things go
poorly, everybody remembers it. In one of the most 
famous moments in baseball history, an injured Kirk

Gibson came to bat against Eckersley in the bottom of
the ninth inning of Game 1 during the 1988 World 
Series. Gibson hit his famous home run (and made his
also famous right arm pump after rounding first base)
to give the Dodgers a walk-off victory. Eckersley says
he’s been asked about the pitch he threw to Gibson
constantly for the past 30 years.

CONCLUSION
Dennis Eckersley is one of only two pure pitchers to
have appeared in over 1,000 games (1071 total) and
to have thrown 100 complete games (he finished with
exactly 100). To achieve these milestones, he needed to
be effective and durable, as both a starting and relief
pitcher. The skills required to meet this standard are 
so rare that he will likely be the last pitcher to ever do
it. The purpose of this article is to make these 
facts known to a broader public, and to celebrate the
baseball career of a man who went from being an
above-average starting pitcher, to one of the best relief
pitchers of all time. !
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Eckersley in action as starting pitcher at Fenway.
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This article discusses Roger Maris’s 1961 season
from a new perspective. This is not a compari-
son of each home run hit by Maris in 1961 with

those hit by Babe Ruth in 1927, but rather proposes a
method to compare the Maris performance with the
Ruth performance on a near-equivalent basis. Though
there exists the “low hanging fruit” of a nominal eight
game difference in the two seasons, the method pro-
posed here involves comparing the two players’ plate
appearances (PA). Because each player had a large
number of PA and their totals only differ by seven, the
two performances can be considered essentially equiv-
alent. This makes PA a much better number to be used
for comparison purposes than the number of season
games. PA is superior to at bats (AB) because it is in-
clusive of all appearances at the plate, therefore
representing every “opportunity” to make a hit, get on
base or advance a runner(s). We will discuss the infa-
mous ruling by Ford Frick in 1961 not only because
the difference in the number of season games forms
the basis for the article, but also for perspective.

1927 SEASON NOTES
On Friday, September 30, 1927, the New York Yankees
played Washington at Yankee Stadium in the 154th
and penultimate game of the season.1 It was a clear
day with the temperature in the low to mid 80s at
game time, a 3:00PM start.2 The score was tied at 2–2
heading into the bottom of the eighth inning, with the
top of the Yankee order coming to bat. First up was
the center fielder Earle Combs, who grounded out.
Next up was the shortstop Mark Koenig, who tripled.
The next to bat was the right fielder, George Herman
“Babe” Ruth, who took his position at the plate with
a reddish colored bat that was named “Beautiful Bella”
and weighed about 42 ounces.3 Pitching for the Sena-
tors was the veteran Tom Zachary, who threw a
first-pitch strike to Ruth. The next pitch was high for
a ball. The third pitch Zachary served up was low, fast,
and inside. The Babe stepped into it and Beautiful
Bella met the ball with a loud crack that sent the ball
into the right field bleachers about halfway up.

Zachary, of course, wasn’t happy; he threw his glove
to the ground in a display of anger, yelled that it was
a foul ball, and argued with the umpire as Ruth slowly
jogged around the bases.4 Later, in the clubhouse, Ruth
shouted, “Sixty, count ’em, sixty! Let’s see some other
son of a bitch match that!”5 Ruth’s 60th home run
scored two runs, and the Yankees won by a score of 
4–2. That great example of five o’clock lightning set a
single season record, breaking his own record of 59 set
in the 1921 season. 

1961 SEASON NOTES
The 1961 season will always be remembered as the
year that Roger Maris of the New York Yankees hit 
61 home runs to set a new single-season home run
record. It was a monumental achievement by Maris at
the time—one that few, if any, would have predicted
from the unassuming outfielder, and one that he
would not duplicate. His previous season best was the
year prior when he hit 39 homers, and his season best
after 1961 was only 33. That being said, you just never
know in sport when a player, or a team, can come out
of nowhere and surprise everyone on a given day or in
a given season. That is exactly what Maris did. To top
it off, Maris was the polar opposite of Ruth both from
a personality and from a career home run perspective.
While Ruth relished the limelight and had 714 career
home runs to his credit, Maris shied away from atten-
tion and would end his career with 275. 

It was also an expansion year in the American
League. The Washington Senators moved to Minnesota
to become the Twins, and new franchises were formed
in Washington and Los Angeles to bring the league’s
team count to ten. To accommodate the additional
squads, the schedule was increased to 162 games.
Each AL team would play the other nine teams 18
times, nine games at home and nine games on the
road, to comprise 162 games. In comparison, the 1927
New York Yankees played the other seven AL teams
22 times, 11 games at home and 11 games on the 
road, to make up the 154-game schedule. (The author
did not compare the quality of pitchers and pitching
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between the 1927 and 1961 seasons as it was not part
of the scope of this article.) 

FRICK RULING
As the 1961 season progressed it became apparent that
two New York Yankees, Maris and Mickey Mantle,
were going to go head to head for the home run title,
not just for that season, but for all time. The
Maris/Mantle home run battle and the nominal eight
game differential stimulated MLB Commissioner Ford
C. Frick to make the following ruling on July 17, 1961: 

Any player who may hit more than sixty home
runs during his club’s first 154 games would be
recognized as having established a new record.
However if the player does not hit more than
sixty until after his club has played 154 games,
there would have to be some distinctive mark in
the record books to show that Babe Ruth’s
record was set under a 154-game schedule and
the total of more than sixty was compiled while
a 162-game schedule was in effect.6

There were two problems, and one issue, with the
Frick ruling that apparently were unbeknownst to him
at the time of the ruling. The first major problem was
that the wording “some distinctive mark” did not 
define what the distinctive mark would be, leaving it
open to interpretation. That is exactly what the media
did; they interpreted the “distinctive mark” wording
to mean an asterisk, as the following quotation states:

FORD FRICK, the baseball commissioner, ruled
rightly when he decreed that no successor to
Ruth would be recognized unless he hit 60 or
more homers within the 154-game schedule on
which the Babe operated. The new 162-game
schedule would offer too great a target. Frick has
added that any man who surpassed Ruth’s 60 
in the added eight games, would have to be 
content with entry in the record book under an
asterisk.7

The second major problem with the Frick ruling
was that he created a situation where the fans would
be focused on the first 154 games with great anticipa-
tion and meaning and the remaining eight games
would effectively be rendered less meaningful. That
situation wasn’t owner-friendly or good for business,
as owner Bill Veeck put it: “What he did, in that one
brilliant stroke, was build the interest up to that 154th
game and throw the final eight games out in the wash

with the baby. What he did was to turn what should
have been a thrilling cliff-hanger lasting over the full
final week of the season into a crashing anti-climax.”8

Then there was the issue that Frick considered
himself a friend of Ruth’s. As a sportswriter for the
William Randolph Hearst-owned New York American
newspaper, Frick had covered the New York Yankees
beginning in 1922.9 He had also been a ghost writer
for Babe Ruth’s newspaper columns.10 The Los Ange-
les Times lampooned Frick’s friendship with Ruth and
its relationship to the matter of the asterisk as follows:

Once upon a time there was this nice man. His
name was Ford Frick and he was president of
the National League which was a nice job be-
cause all he had to do was what Branch Rickey
told him.

One day a committee came to him and said
“How would you like to be Czar of all baseball?”

So they made him Czar of all baseball ....

And one day the Czar said, “Look can’t I do
ANYTHING around here?!” and his subjects said
“Sure!’ You can call off any World Series where
the field is wet enough, Just check with Walter
O’Malley first.” And he said, “I don’t mean
THAT! Anybody knows enough to come in out
of the rain. I want to do something about base-
ball!” This puzzled them.

“What do you want to do?” they asked suspiciously.
“I want to put an asterisk after Roger Maris’ name!” he
screamed. “After all, Babe Ruth was a friend of mine!”11

ANALYSIS
Using the number of scheduled games as the standard
to evaluate the legitimacy of Maris’s home-run record
may have been the perceived best approach at the time
but was it? Although there is an eight-game differen-
tial in Maris’s favor, the number of games do not
necessarily equate to opportunity. Did Maris have five
percent more opportunity than Ruth? To compare the
Maris in 1961 and Ruth in 1927 performances on 
a more equivalent basis it becomes necessary to use a
metric with a lower degree of variation: plate appear-
ances. 

PA is the sum of a player’s at-bats (AB), walks
(BB), sacrifice hits (SH), sacrifice flies (SF), reached
base on interference, and being hit by a pitch (HBP).
The PA totals for Maris in 1961 and Ruth in 1927 were
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nearly equal, differing by only seven, or a differential
of a mere one percent (see Table 1 below). 

Table 1. Determination of PA12

Metric Babe Ruth 1927 Roger Maris 1961
AB 540 590
BB 137 94
HBP 0 7
SH 14 0
SF 0 7
PA 691 698

Table 1 indicates that the HBP, SH, and SF can ef-
fectively be negated with respect to the two players
since the sum of the three metrics in each case is 14
which results in a difference between the two amount-
ing to the BB differential. The plate opportunity ceases
to be a true hitting opportunity if the batter is inten-
tionally walked. Both Ruth in 1927 and Maris in 1961
typically batted third, so a pitcher had to pick his poi-
son. In the case of the 1927 Yankees, the pitcher could
choose to walk Ruth and face Lou Gehrig, and in 1961
the pitcher had a choice between Maris and Mantle.
Ruth was in fact walked 43 more times than Maris. 

Maris’s final three home runs were hit after the
154th game, but for each of home runs number 59 and
60, Maris hit them when he’d had fewer PA than Ruth
(see Table 2 below). 

Table 2. Home Runs with Respect to Game Number 
and PA Number13

PLAYER
Babe Ruth Roger Maris

HR # Date Game # PA # Date Game # PA #
58 9/29/27 153 679 9/17/61 152 655
59 9/29/27 153 682 9/20/61 155 666
60 9/30/27 154 687 9/26/61 159 684
61 N/A N/A N/A 10/1/61 163 696

N/A = Not Applicable

Regarding the famous number 60 home run hit by
Ruth, it was during game number 154 and PA #687
while the 60th home run hit by Maris was during
game number 159 and PA #684. Maris hit his 60th
home run five games later than Ruth hit his 60th home
run but Maris managed to do it a full three plate ap-
pearances ahead of Ruth. This fact clearly indicates
that the Game Number wasn’t as key as it was per-
ceived to be during the 1961 season. The graphs of the
Average PA for both Ruth and Maris, over the course
of the respective seasons, is depicted in Figure 1. It is
clear that the two graphs are distinct in that they do

not touch at any point other than for the first game of
the season, nor do they cross at any point. It is also
clear that the average PA for Babe Ruth is greater than
that for Roger Maris throughout the whole season.

The ratios of PA/GP (Games Played) and PA/HR
(Home Runs) are displayed in Table 3, showing that
those for Maris are less than Ruth’s. Maris had less 
opportunity on a per-game basis than Ruth, and on 
average hit a home run per slightly fewer plate appear-
ances. The PA/GP are those depicted in Figure 1 as the
final values for each of Ruth and Maris. Even though
Maris played in more games and had seven more 
PAs, his PA/GP ratio was lower than Ruth’s over the
course of the season. It is for this reason that it can 
be said that Ruth had more opportunities, on average,
per game.

Table 3. Determination of Player PA Ratios
Player GP HR PA PA/GP PA/HR
Babe Ruth 151 60 691 4.58 11.52
Roger Maris 160 61 698 4.36 11.44

The raw data for Tables 2 and 3 and Figure 1 were
derived from the Baseball-Reference.com web site,
specifically the team batting table on the team pages,
the standard batting table on the player pages, the
game-by-game logs on the game log pages, and the
play-by-play table on the game boxscore pages.12 The
PA/GP listed in Table 3 are those depicted in Figure 1
as the final values for each of Ruth and Maris.13

Table 3 states that the number of games played 
by Maris in 1961 was 160, while Maris’s Baseball-
Reference.com page lists him as playing in 161 games.
There were three games during the 1961 season when
Maris did not record any PA: May 22, July 29, and 
September 27. Maris was in the lineup for the May 22
game at Yankee Stadium, and took his position in right
field, but he came out due to an eye irritation.14 (Yogi
Berra, who had been behind the plate, went to right
field and Johnny Blanchard went in to replace Berra as
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catcher.) Maris was only in the game for a few minutes
during the top of the first inning, and never made a
plate appearance in the game. For the game on July
29, Maris was never in the lineup because he was side-
lined with a pulled muscle in his left leg.15 (Berra again
played right field.) On September 27, Maris was given
the day off as detailed in The New York Times: “Maris,
who had hit his sixtieth homer on Tuesday night, said
he was ‘too bushed’ to play. When Roger asked per-
mission to skip yesterday’s game, manager Ralph
Houk readily consented.”16

THE END OF THE SEASON: NO ASTERISK
When the final official AL batting statistics were re-
leased for publication by MLB on December 17, 1961,
there was no asterisk, nor any other mark/indication,
associated with Maris’s statistics. John Drebinger
pointed out in The New York Times that there wasn’t
any “star, asterisk or footnote attached to the listing”
of the notation that Maris had set a record for hitting
the most home runs in a single season.17 Remember
that at the time when Maris hit his 59th home run, the
asterisk had seemed assured, as evidenced by this 
September 21 Times article, whose headline blared
Maris was “resigned” to the mark:

Maris, surrounded and half-pinned to the dressing
room wall at Memorial Stadium, even conceded
to Commissioner Ford Frick’s asterisk.

The commissioner, it will be recalled, had ruled
that if Maris was to match or break Babe Ruth’s
record of sixty homers in a season, he would
have to do it within 154 games. Any mark beyond
that, Frick insisted, would get an asterisk in the
record book.18

Frick maintained that he never stated there should
be an asterisk, saying: “As for that star or asterisk 
business, I don’t know how that cropped up or was
attributed to me, because I never said it.”19

Frick effectively was his own worst enemy in the
asterisk matter. However, after all the dust had settled,
the official AL statistics didn’t include a mark beside
Maris’s feat. Down the road, any baseball historian or
researcher would know and understand there was a
difference in the number of AL games in the 1927 
and 1961 seasons because it is low-hanging fruit. Less
obvious is the fact that Maris had fewer opportunities
per game on average, and ultimately hit his record-
tying 60th home run in three fewer PAs than Ruth. 

CONCLUSIONS
The thought of employing an asterisk, or any other
mark, in the record book solely based on the differ-
ence in the number of scheduled regular season games
was not the proper approach for Maris’s 1961 accom-
plishment. The number of games doesn’t necessarily
equate to the degree of opportunity. Frick was too
close to the situation due to his past affiliation with
Ruth and may have been influenced by his personal
feelings to a degree when he made his ruling, although
I don’t doubt that he felt he had the best interest 
of MLB in mind. He could have waited until the 
end of the season and made a decision after he had a
chance to review all the statistics and the matter 
in detail.

Both the 1927 and the 1961 seasons were similar,
from a team perspective, in that both teams won their
respective pennants and won the World Series. The
New York Yankees of 1927 were arguably one of the
greatest teams in MLB history with a season record of
110 wins, 44 losses, and one tie. The New York Yankees
of 1961 had a record of 109 wins, 53 losses, and one
tie. Ruth in 1927 was involved in a home run race 
with his teammate Gehrig much as Maris in 1961 was
with Mantle. 

Both Ruth and Maris were similar from a player
perspective in that they both batted left, played right
field, and typically batted in the third position of the
batting order. They also both typically hit their home
runs in Yankee Stadium into the infamous “short
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Roger Maris played a longer season in 1961 than Ruth did in 1927,
but because he had fewer plate appearances per game throughout
the season, in the end Ruth had only 7 fewer PAs.
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porch” down the first-base line (and both hit more
home runs on the road than at home).

On the surface, it appeared to be a no-brainer that
Maris would have more opportunity to accomplish his
feat than Ruth did to accomplish his. The fact is that
Maris actually had less opportunity on a per game basis.
This doesn’t mean to imply that Maris was better than
Ruth as a player or from a hitting perspective, but it
does say that Maris in 1961 edged out Ruth in 1927,
not merely in total number of home runs hit, but from
a PA perspective as it relates to when a number of his
HRs were hit. In summary:

a) The number of scheduled games 
differed by 8, a 5% differential.

b) The PAs for Maris are 698 and for Ruth 
are 691, a difference of 7, a 1% differential.

c) Maris had a lower Average PA/GP 
throughout the whole of the season.

d) Maris had a lower PA/HR.

e) Maris hit his 60th in PA #684 and 
Ruth hit his 60th HR in PA #687.

While the number of games can be greater, it 
doesn’t necessarily equate to more opportunity. It is
the opportunity that must be equal, or near equal, for
the performances to be considered equivalent. Then a
suitable comparison can be made. !
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When Brandon Nimmo took his position in
right field on September 26, 2018, in a game
at Citi Field, he was wearing his usual num-

ber nine and would bat ninth in the batting order. It
seemed to me that this was an interesting confluence
of facts: a player whose uniform number matches his
fielding position and his position in the batting order.
I wondered about other players who have achieved
this trifecta and become “Cubic Players.” 

Of course, fielding position and especially batting
position can change daily for some, and players
change numbers throughout their careers, so I set out
to document the number of games for each player
where their three numbers (uniform, batting order,
and fielding position) were the same, in the history of
baseball. I limited this study to the players in the start-
ing lineup, at their starting fielding position. Pinch
hitters, relief pitchers, defensive replacements, and
fielding position changes were not considered. I looked
at only regular season games for the ninety-year 
period of 1929–2018. The convention of players wear-
ing numbers began in earnest in 1929, after a few brief
experiments, and was completely phased in by the
mid-1930s.

This is a very unlikely feat for pitchers. In fact, ac-
cording to Retrosheet, only one starting pitcher batted
leadoff in this period: Cesar Tovar, on September 22,
1968, the day he duplicated the Bert Campaneris feat
of playing all nine positions in a game. He wasn't
wearing number one, however, thus no pitcher (or
anyone wearing number one or anyone batting lead-
off) has ever been Cubic. Of course, we can also
eliminate players wearing a number greater than nine,
or less than one, and Designated Hitters.

I employed the Uniform Number Tracker database
at the Baseball-Reference website. To identify games
in which a player's batting order position matched his
fielding position, I used Retrosheet's Game Log files,
which provide starting lineups and initial fielding posi-
tions. Retrosheet and Baseball-Reference are wonderful
resources and I am grateful that they make their 
information available for download free of charge. It

would be beneficial, however, if there were a standard
for player identification. For instance, Hank Aaron is
identified as “aaroh101” by Retrosheet and “aaronha01”
by Baseball-Reference (and by Sean Lahman’s Baseball
Database, another wonderful free resource). Checking
to ensure that the files from the two sources were
merged correctly added a lot of time and created an op-
portunity for errors. Cases like the two players named
Abraham Nunez, who played concurrently, required
careful handling. 

METHODOLOGY
My results are not perfectly correct, though they are
close as possible under the constraints. Here is why I
could not achieve perfection:

1. I relied on Retrosheet and Baseball-Reference ex-
clusively as the source of the data for this study
(and again, I am forever grateful to them). Any
errors or incomplete information, however, in
either source, could have created errors in my
results.

2. I already mentioned that the two sources use
different IDs for players, creating opportunities
for errors. 

3. Baseball-Reference provides the numbers a
player wore by year and team. It does not pro-
vide daily detail. If a player wore more than one
number for the same team in the same year, I
had no way to tell at what point during the sea-
son that the change was made. For instance, in
1972, Bobby Grich started the year wearing
number sixteen, which he had worn since he
first reached the majors in 1970. At some point
during the year, he switched to number three,
which he wore for the rest of his Oriole career.
I considered these cases to be indeterminate and
removed them, since I could not verify what
uniform number such players wore on a partic-
ular day in those years.
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4. No source that I am aware of tracks numbers
worn by players to commemorate special occa-
sions, such as Jackie Robinson Day, and I made
no attempt to identify such days and the players
who wore special numbers for a single game.

5. The final source of errors is me. I attempted to
automate this to as great an extent as possible
but could not do so entirely. Baseball-Reference’s
database provided player, team, uniform num-
ber, and year, but the downloaded data were not
in a usable tabular format. I managed to refor-
mat them into a table, but without the team. I
merged the two source files by player and year.
Then, for each player who appeared to satisfy
the cubic criteria, I looked up their Baseball-
Reference page to check that the player actually
wore the right number for the right team. For
instance, in 1979, Oscar Gamble wore number
seven with the Rangers and number seventeen
with the Yankees. His only games that year in
left field, batting seventh, came with the Yankees,
however. Thus, I had to remove those games. I
spent a great deal of time checking these cases,
but I can’t be sure that errors weren’t made. 

Confucius said, “Better a diamond with a flaw than
a pebble without.” No, I don’t think he was talking
about baseball. 

RESULTS BY POSITION
There have been 10,180 instances of a cubic player-
game. This works out to be about 113 times per year.
Only 335 players have played a cubic game.

As I’m sure you have realized, the frequency of this
is vastly different by number. Looking at it through the
lens of fielding position, it is far more likely to be ac-
complished by an infielder than an outfielder; and far
more likely for an outfielder than a catcher, as shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. Cubic Player-Games by Position Category
Catcher Infielder Outfielder

44 9,069 1,067

Breaking it down further, we see in Table 2 that
among infielders, the feat is far more likely to be 
accomplished by fielders at the corners. In the outfield,
the frequency declines as we move from left to right.
Cubic right fielders are relatively new; the first one ap-
peared in 1978. On June 1, 1920, right fielder Sammy
Vick batted ninth in the Yankee lineup (pitcher Babe

Ruth batted fourth). It wasn’t until the Designated 
Hitter rule was established that a right fielder would
bat ninth again. 

Table 2. Cubic Player-Games by Position
C (2) IB (3) 2B (4) 3B (5) SS (6) LF (7) CF (8) RF (9)
44 3,450 987 3,841 791 758 246 63

<1% 34% 10% 38% 8% 7% 2% 1%

Of those 63 right field player-games, 61 occurred in
the American League. Perhaps as National League
managers bat their pitchers eighth, we’ll see more
cubic NL right fielders, joining Ryan McGuire and
Brandon Nimmo.

When we look at the 335 cubic players by position,
in Table 3, we see:

Table 3. Cubic Players by Position Category
Catcher Infielder Outfielder

7 189 142

Table 4 provides the position detail. 

Table 4. Cubic Players by Position
C (2) IB (3) 2B (4) 3B (5) SS (6) LF (7) CF (8) RF (9)

7 56 19 79 37 89 37 20
2% 16% 6% 23% 11% 26% 11% 6%

Careful readers will note that outfielders account
for only about 10% of cubic player-games (Table 2),
yet about 43% of the cubic players have been out-
fielders (Table 4). Infielders, and particularly first and
third basemen, exhibit the opposite relationship. It's
not unusual for a left fielder to bat seventh, for in-
stance, in a particular game. But left fielders who bat
seventh don't tend to have long careers. We will see that
cubic records are driven by a few prolific players, and
they are infielders, generally first or third basemen.

RESULTS OVER TIME
I had a hunch that this feat has become more unusual,
for three reasons. 

1. When uniform numbers were first assigned,
they were often assigned based on the player's
position in the batting order, thus creating a sys-
temic link between two of the three figures. 

2. Single digit numbers are being retired. Since
numbers are seldom unretired, this factor will
have an increasingly strong effect as time goes
on. The Yankees have retired numbers one
through nine, ensuring that no Yankee will ever
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play a cubic game again. The last Yankee to do
so was Tony Fernandez in 1995.

3. The use of set lineups seems to have become 
extinct, making it more unlikely for an individ-
ual player to amass a high number of cubic
games (and perhaps also leading to more cubic
players). 

To check if this is actually true, I grouped the ninety
years in the study into nine ten-year periods: 1929–38,
1939–48, etc. As I expected, I found that the number of
cubic player-games, and ratio of cubic player-games to
total games played (which is a more meaningful meas-
urement as it normalizes for expansion and a longer
regular season schedule), had been steadily declining.
However, the trend has reversed and the frequency has

increased in the two most recent decades, as shown in
Table 5. I believe that the decade 1989–98 is the out-
lier. We've reached a relatively steady state of about
3% to 4% of games played over that last fifty years. By
chance, in that one ten-year period, it seldom hap-
pened. Prolific cubic players, like the immortals, don’t
come around on a regular schedule. 

Table 6 provides the number of cubic players in
each decade.

Table 7 is a matrix of the number of cubic player-
games by decade and number. It’s interesting that
most of the occurrences for first basemen and short-
stops happened in the earlier years, while most of the
occurrences for second basemen (due to one player
who we will meet in the next paragraph) and out-
fielders happened in more recent years.
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Table 5. Cubic Player-Games by Decade
1929–38 1939–48 1949–58 1959–68 1969–78 1979–88 1989–98 1999–2008 2009–18

Cubic
Player-
Games 2,581 1,680 1,028 1,142 711 537 226 976 1,299

% of
Total
Games
Played 21% 14% 8% 7% 4% 3% 1% 4% 5%

Table 6. Cubic Players by Decade
1929–38 1939–48 1949–58 1959–68 1969–78 1979–88 1989–98 1999–2008 2009–18

50 36 35 30 31 31 44 52 61

Table 7. Cubic Player-Games by Decade and Number



PLAYER RECORDS
Brandon Phillips is the all-time leader in career cubic
games played. Table 8 provides the top ten.

Table 8. Top 10 Leaders in Career Cubic Games
Brandon Phillips 700 Second Base
Brooks Robinson 668 Third Base
Pinky Higgins 541 Third Base
Mickey Vernon 466 First Base
Harmon Killebrew 439 First Base
Bill Terry 418 First Base
George McQuinn 366 First Base
David Wright 326 Third Base
Bob Horner 300 Third Base
Joe Kuhel 264 First Base

Appendix A shows the top ten players in lifetime
cubic games at each number. In Appendix B you will
find the top ten players in cubic games in each decade.

Pinky Higgins established the career mark in 1937
and held the record for thirty-three years, until Brooks
Robinson eclipsed him in 1970. Robinson held the
record for forty-six years until Brandon Phillips passed
him in 2016.

The record for most cubic games in a single season
is held by Bill Terry. In 1934 he played 153 cubic
games (every game that the Giants played that year).
The top ten seasons are shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Top 10 Single Seasons
Bill Terry 1934 153
Mickey Vernon 1954 148
Bill Terry 1935 143
Mickey Vernon 1953 141
Pinky Whitney 1932 137
Pinky Higgins 1936 129
Brandon Phillips 2013 127
Brooks Robinson 1969 125
Pinky Higgins 1935 124
Brandon Phillips 2009 122

Table 10 provides the single season records for each
number.

Table 10. Single Season Leaders for each Number
2 Billy Sullivan Jr. 1938 13
3 Bill Terry 1934 153
4 Brandon Phillips 2013 127
5 Pinky Whitney 1932 137
6 Eric McNair 1935 98
7 David Murphy 2012 64
8 Joe Marty 1937 30
9 Jody Gerut 2004 12

Brooks Robinson holds the record for most years
leading all of baseball: nine. Brandon Phillips led in
eight years. No one else led in more than four years.

Brooks Robinson also holds the record for most
years with at least one cubic game: seventeen. Har-
mon Killebrew had eleven such years, and Brandon
Phillips had ten. No one else had more than eight.

FRANCHISE RECORDS
Table 11 provides the total player-games for each fran-
chise. I’ve grouped the oldest sixteen and the fourteen
later expansion teams separately.

Table 11. Number of Cubic Player-Games for each Franchise
Older Franchises Later Expansion Franchises
Orioles 1,182 Mets 394
Red Sox 1,137 Rangers 235
Twins 1,047 Padres 169
Reds 837 Mariners 117
Athletics 697 Nationals 110
Giants 582 Diamondbacks 80
White Sox 577 Angels 72
Pirates 524 Astros 55
Dodgers 429 Blue Jays 50
Indians 407 Marlins 39
Braves 404 Brewers 29
Phillies 327 Rays 28
Cubs 240 Royals 26
Tigers 152 Rockies 17
Cardinals 122
Yankees 95

It wasn’t surprising to me that Yankees are last
among the original franchises, given their proclivity
for retiring single digit numbers. Incidentally, Babe
Ruth was the first cubic Yankee, in 1931. It was his
only cubic game.

For no systemic reason, 57% of the cubic player-
games have been recorded by teams that were in the
American League at the time. However, in the last four
decades, 76% of the incidences have been by National
League teams. As you’ve seen, one prolific cubic
player can leave an imprint on the totals. As shown in
Table 8, the top ten most prolific players account for
44% of all the cubic player-games.

Table 12 lists the leaders for each franchise. Notice
that Brandon Phillips, the Reds second baseman for
eleven years (2006–2016), and Brooks Robinson, the
Orioles third baseman for more than two decades
(1955–1977), are far ahead of everyone else. Pinky
Higgins, next on the all-time list, amassed cubic games
for the Athletics and Red Sox. Mickey Vernon, fourth
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on the list, tallied cubic games for the Indians and 
Senators. 

Table 12. All-time Franchise Leaders
Angels Bobby Grich 23
Astros Pete Runnels 51
Athletics Pinky Higgins 344
Blue Jays Anthony Gose 15
Braves Bob Horner 300
Brewers B.J. Surhoff 15
Cardinals Peter Bourjos 49
Cubs Ripper Collins 137
Diamondbacks Stephen Drew 61
Dodgers Cookie Lavagetto 145
Giants Bill Terry 418
Indians Mickey Vernon 87
Mariners Adrian Beltre 79
Marlins Jorge Cantu 21
Mets David Wright 326
Nationals Sean Berry 29
Orioles Brooks Robinson 668
Padres Kevin Kouzmanoff 124
Phillies Pinky Whitney 173
Pirates Elbie Fletcher 110
Rangers David Murphy 126
Rays Matthew Michael Duffy 14
Red Sox Jimmie Foxx 228
Reds Brandon Phillips 700
Rockies Seth Smith 8
Royals George Brett 9
Tigers Billy Rogell 81
Twins Harmon Killebrew 439
White Sox Joe Kuhel 264
Yankees Jake Powell 73

ANOMALIES AND HALL OF FAMERS
There are nine players who have played a cubic game
at more than one position, as shown in Table 13. 

Table 13. Players who have played a Cubic Game 
at more than One Position
Travis Jackson Third Base and Shortstop
Bob Bailey First Base and Left Field
Michael Cuddyer First Base and Third Base
David DeJesus Left Field and Right Field
Chris Coghlan Left Field and Center Field
Alex Presley Left Field and Center Field
Eric Owens First Base and Center Field
Ross Gload First Base and Left Field
Jason Romano Left Field and Center Field

There have been many players who played a cubic
game for more than one team, but Hank Majeski is the

only one who did it with four different clubs. Mark
DeRosa and David DeJesus did it with three teams.

Many players have played a cubic game in each
league.

Matt Duffy leads all active players with twenty-seven
lifetime cubic games, again, through the 2018 season.
Eduardo Escobar is a close second with twenty-five. So,
Brandon Phillips’s career record is safe for a while.

Nineteen Hall of Famers have played at least one
cubic game, as shown in Table 14. Interestingly, many
of them played cubic games at a position other than
the one for which they are most renowned. I expect
that Adrian Beltre and Albert Pujols will be added to
this list.

Table 14. Cubic Games by Hall of Famers
Brooks Robinson 668 Third Base
Harmon Killebrew 439 First Base
Bill Terry 418 First Base
Jimmie Foxx 228 First Base
Joe Gordon 74 Second Base
Travis Jackson 55 43 at Shortstop and 12 at Third Base
Jim Bottomley 52 First Base
Johnny Bench 41 Third Base
Rogers Hornsby 11 Second Base
George Brett 9 Third Base
Lou Boudreau 6 Third Base
Hack Wilson 5 Second Base
George Kell 5 First Base
Joe Medwick 4 Left Field
Willie Stargell 3 Center Field
Charlie Gehringer 2 First Base
Babe Ruth 1 First Base
Arky Vaughan 1 Third Base
Tony Lazzeri 1 Shortstop

There have been many games where multiple play-
ers were cubic. For instance, the last one in the period
occurred on April 9, 2018, the Rays versus the White
Sox, both third baseman, Matt Duffy and Yolmer
Sanchez, batted fifth and wore five. The record for
most cubic players in a game is three, accomplished
sixteen times. The most recent occurrence was a game
on April 16, 1969, Baltimore at Boston. The three play-
ers were Brooks Robinson (5) for the Orioles, and
George Scott (5) and Rico Petrocelli (6) for the Red
Sox.

The record for most cubic players for one team in
a game is also three. On July 20, 1949, in a game in
which he singled, doubled, and was hit by a pitch in
five plate appearances, the Indians all-star center-
fielder Larry Doby was thrown out trying to steal home
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with the bases loaded and no outs. Doby was fined and
benched for the next five games by player-manager
Lou Boudreau.1 In those five games, Cleveland’s lineup
included Mickey Vernon batting third, Joe Gordon bat-
ting clean-up, and Lou Boudreau batting fifth. These are
the only five games where as many as three team-
mates were cubic. 

COMING HOME
I suppose Babe Ruth was the greatest of all cubic 
players, but special mention should go to football star
D. J. Dozier. He played just one season in the big
leagues and appeared in twenty-five games, yet he 
tallied five cubic games in his fourteen starts.

Fewer than 2% of all major league players have
played even one cubic game. The 335 who have form
a special fraternity. A few are enshrined in Cooper-
stown; others didn't have much more than a cup of
coffee. All are bound by this special trait, having
played the game in perfect harmony. !
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APPENDIX A

Top 10 players in lifetime cubic games played at each number
Rank 2 3 4

1 Billy Sullivan Jr. 13 Mickey Vernon 466 Brandon Phillips 700
2 Mike Heath 12 Harmon Killebrew 439 Joe Gordon 74
3 Rick Wilkins 8 Bill Terry 418 Bill Cissell 52
4 Tim McCarver 5 George McQuinn 366 Johnny Hodapp 26
5 Frankie Pytlak 3 Joe Kuhel 264 Odell Hale 25
6 Brent Mayne 2 Jimmie Foxx 228 Bobby Grich 23
7 Tom Satriano 1 Ripper Collins 137 Johnny Berardino 16
8 Elbie Fletcher 110 Wilmer Flores 14
9 Tony Lupien 110 Scooter Gennett 13
10 Ed Morgan 93 Rogers Hornsby 11

5 6 7
1 Brooks Robinson 668 Eric McNair 152 David Murphy 127
2 Pinky Higgins 541 Rico Petrocelli 151 Jake Powell 73
3 David Wright 326 Billy Rogell 81 Gregor Blanco 53
4 Bob Horner 300 Irv Hall 67 Jim Rivera 42
5 Jim Tabor 258 Stephen Drew 61 Billy Ashley 25
6 Pinky Whitney 173 Travis Jackson 43 Kenny Lofton 24
7 Kevin Kouzmanoff 167 Ron Hansen 34 Augie Galan 17
8 Cookie Lavagetto 145 Billy Cox 32 Cody Ross 15
9 Cecil Travis 118 Mark Christman 31 3 tied with 13
10 Bill Madlock 108 Billy Urbanski 18

8 9
1 Peter Bourjos 49 Bombo Rivera 12
2 Joe Marty 31 Jody Gerut 12
3 Rip Repulski 21 Ernie Young 6
4 Anthony Gose 15 Ryan Raburn 4
5 Max Venable 11 Jason Dubois 4
6 Juan Samuel 11 Skeeter Barnes 3
7 Ian Happ 10 Jim Dwyer 3
8 Gerardo Parra 8 Tomas Perez 3
9 4 tied with 7 Brady Anderson 3
10 2 tied with 2
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Appendix B: Top 10 players in lifetime cubic games played in each decade

Rank 1929–1938 1939–1948 1949–1958
1 Pinky Higgins 541 George McQuinn 366 Mickey Vernon 466
2 Bill Terry 418 Joe Kuhel 264 Hank Majeski 76
3 Pinky Whitney 173 Jim Tabor 258 Bob Skinner 55
4 Eric McNair 152 Elbie Fletcher 110 Dick Gernert 54
5 Ripper Collins 137 Tony Lupien 110 Eddie Waitkus 48
6 Jimmie Foxx 124 Jimmie Foxx 104 Vern Stephens 45
7 Ed Morgan 93 Irv Hall 67 Dale Long 44
8 Billy Rogell 81 Cookie Lavagetto 64 Jim Rivera 39
9 Cookie Lavagetto 81 Joe Gordon 45 Dee Fondy 36
10 Cecil Travis 77 Cecil Travis 41 Joe Gordon 29

1959–1968 1969–1978 1979–1988
1 Brooks Robinson 393 Brooks Robinson 259 Bob Horner 235
2 Harmon Killebrew 269 Harmon Killebrew 170 Bill Madlock 108
3 Rico Petrocelli 150 Bob Horner 65 Johnny Bench 40
4 Pete Runnels 71 Jim Spencer 61 Bobby Grich 23
5 Jim Lefebvre 59 Bob Bailey 20 Randy Ready 21
6 Bubba Phillips 39 George Scott 17 Mike Heath 12
7 Ron Hansen 34 Ed Spiezio 15 Rance Mulliniks 11
8 Ed Charles 19 Ed Charles 15 Dave Meier 10
9 Ken Harrelson 14 Danny Cater 13 Roy Smalley 9
10 Walt Moryn 12 Jim Lefebvre 11 Hector Cruz 9

1989–1998 1999–2008 2009–2018
1 Sean Berry 29 David Wright 245 Brandon Phillips 505
2 Billy Ashley 25 Brandon Phillips 195 David Murphy 120
3 B.J. Surhoff 13 Kevin Kouzmanoff 86 Kevin Kouzmanoff 81
4 Tony Fernandez 12 Adrian Beltre 79 David Wright 81
5 Juan Samuel 11 Ed Sprague 62 Juan Uribe 55
6 Max Venable 11 Stephen Drew 50 Gregor Blanco 53
7 F.P. Santangelo 10 Nomar Garciaparra 28 Peter Bourjos 49
8 Ron Gant 9 Kenny Lofton 24 Matthew M. Duffy 27
9 3 tied with 8 Jorge Cantu 21 Eduardo Escobar 25
10 Albert Pujols 15 Ian Desmond 16



Little serious statistical or analytical research has
been done on baseball prior to 1871 (the year
that the National Association of Professional

Base Ball Players started), in large part because there
was no organized record-keeping of games. Several
very good general histories of the period have been
published, notably John Thorn’s Baseball in the 
Garden of Eden, Peter Morris’s But Didn’t We Have
Fun?, and Bill Ryczek’s Baseball’s First Inning. Larry
McCray’s Protoball website has compiled data—albeit
not systematically—on over 10,000 early clubs and
games in 161 different countries, along with learned
essays on the early game.1 But for the statistic-minded
“sabermetrician,” these resources provide only anec-
dotal evidence of how games prior to 1871 were
played. This contrasts with the thousands of web
pages, articles, and books statistically analyzing pro-
fessional baseball post-1870. Key questions about early
baseball, such as where the game was played or how
many runs were scored each game, have never been
addressed.

This article attempts to address this gap in baseball
historiography, and answer some of these questions.

THE THOLKES DATA
“Data! Data! Data! He cried impatiently. “I cannot
make bricks without clay.”2

Thanks largely to SABR member Bob Tholkes, saber-
metricians finally have a large enough and random
enough sample of early ballgames to analyze and 
draw statistically valid conclusions. The Tholkes Excel
spreadsheet covers the years 1858 to 1865, the eight
years after the 1857 rules changes which are usually
considered to have created the modern game of base-
ball, and is viewable at the Protoball website.3 It lists
all the games played under National Association rules
as reported by multiple sources, mainly the four major
baseball-covering newspapers of the time: the New
York metropolitan-area-based New York Clipper, New
York Mercury, Porter’s Spirit of the Times, and the
Brooklyn Daily Eagle.

The data comprise reports of 4,673 games.4 Most
reports include date the game was played, the source
of the report of the game, the team names, scores, in-
nings played, and whether the teams were junior or
senior. Not all game reports list all these items. A few
lack detailed scores, some don’t mention the innings
played, and a handful don’t mention the senior or 
junior status of the clubs.5 However, even with these
gaps, the data are robust enough for valid analysis.
The number of games per year averages 584, a num-
ber greater than the games played per year in the
major leagues from 1876 to 1891.

So what do the data tell us about early, ama-
teur/pre-professional, baseball?

EARLY SCORES
In this era the runs scored per game were dramatically
greater than in baseball games today, reminiscent of
softball scores—which should not be surprising, since
1858–65 baseball resembled modern softball as much
as it resembled modern baseball.

The median game score was 27–17. The highest
single club score was 162 runs (the Philadelphia   
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Athletic vs. the evidently hapless Alert of Danville, who
scored 11, October 20, 1865. And only 8 innings were
played!). The highest total score was 148–139 (Toronto
vs. Hamilton, September 24, 1864). On the other end, 5
clubs scored zero runs (including a 47–0 shutout in
Syracuse, New York, in 1865), and 18 scored only 1 run.

In 1987 historian John Thorn expressed the con-
ventional wisdom on scoring in the 1860s when he
noted that “the baseball games of the 1860s typically
featured 35 or more combined runs per game, with
scores of 60–100 runs not unusual.”6 With these new
data, it can be said that the scoring for the early 1860s,
at least, was significantly higher:

Runs scored
Year Games per game (RPG)
1858 377 48.96
1859 597 47.62
1860 1024 46.07
1861 428 45.04
1862 257 44.08
1863 271 41.38
1864 448 48.26
1865 1260 55.37
Avg. – 50.957

RUNS PER INNING (RPI)
The 1857 rules changes mandated a nine-inning stan-
dard game, with extra innings if there was a tie after
nine. However, clubs seemed slow to adopt this new
rule, with games called because of weather or oncom-
ing darkness, or by agreement. The average innings
per game slowly climbed upward almost every year
after 1858. Considered by runs per inning played
(RPI)—a more accurate measure than straight runs per
game (RPG), the scoring averages show the same trend
as RPG, but with a more uniform 1858–63 decline:

Change from
Year RPI8 Prior Year
1858 6.23 –
1859 6.00 -.23
1860 5.73 -.27
1861 5.52 -.21
1862 5.24 -.28
1863 4.98 -.26
1864 5.70 +.72
1865 6.78 +1.08

Several trends can be seen here. The average RPG
declines about a run per year (approximately 3%) every
year through 1863. This percentage change is not out

of line with scoring fluctuations we’ve seen in major
league baseball in the past 100 years. This accords
with speculation in some histories that as the game
became more practiced and more familiar, the skill
level of the fielding increased, which caused the scores
to go down. 

However, this trend towards lower scores dramati-
cally reverses in 1864 and 1865, jumping seven RPG
each of these years. The percentage increases in RPG
are 16.60% for 1864 and 14.73% for 1865. Looking at
the records for major league baseball we see several
scoring jumps that meet or exceed those of 1864–65,
as follows: 

• 15.9% from 1886 to 1887

• 28.78% from 1888 to 1889

• 28.95% from 1892 to 1893

• 17.7% from 1910 to 1911

• 25.45% from 1919 to 1921

• 19.00% from 1968 to 19699

While the increase in raw number of RPG was
greater in 1864–65 (due to the higher overall scores),
percentage-wise the increase is not unprecedented.

The major-league RPG increases in the years listed
above can all be attributed to specific rules changes 
or changes in equipment. For example, in 1889 the
walk rule was changed from 5 balls to 4. The livelier
corked ball was introduced for 1911. For 1969, the
strike zone was shrunk and the pitching mound was
lowered from 15 inches to 10. So is it with 1864 and
1865. The December 9, 1863, convention of the National
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Association of Base Ball Players changed the rules to
allow the umpire to call “balls” and “walks,” and re-
strictions were placed on how a pitcher could pitch. The
December 14, 1864, convention abolished the “bound
game” rule whereby fair hit balls caught on the first
bounce were “out,” and mandated that fair hit balls
must be caught on the fly (the modern rule) to become
an “out.”10

Notice that these rules changes would result in 
increased scoring, whether this increase was intended
or not. It was in fact widely expected at the time that
the changes would increase scoring. In early 1864 the
New York Clipper, baseball’s then-equivalent of a
“newspaper of record,” predicted that the 1863
changes in pitching rules “must perforce result in there
being less speed in pitching…and the transfer of the
interest of a match from the pitcher to the basemen
and outfielders. Of course we must expect to see a
large increase in scoring, the probability being that 
the average runs of a match [for each team] will be 
increased from twenty to thirty in a majority of games
played.”11 The difference between the “bound game”
and “fly game” rules was recognized in 1862 by 
Brooklyn’s prominent “Star” Club. The Star played an
inter-squad game, first nine (regulars) versus second
nine (backups) and to even the contest, the first nine
fielded via the “fly game” whereas the second nine
used the “bound game” rule. Despite this handicap,
the first nine won 35–15.12

The 1863 and 1864 conventions changed the rules
(which changed scoring) but one caveat remains: How
quickly and completely were these rule changes actu-
ally implemented? Put another way, would the scoring
differences be greater if the rules changes had been
immediately and uniformly adopted by the clubs?
Richard Hershberger’s new book, Strike Four, goes into
some detail in discussing the rules changes and con-
cludes that, for the new ball-strike rules at least, 1864
umpires rarely enforced the rules. “(T)he base on balls
was a new and strange idea…. [In addition to the
vagueness of the new rules] the challenge was to get
umpires to call balls and strikes at all…Players didn’t
like the new rule. Umpires…didn’t like the new rule ei-
ther.”13 One indirect indicator of an implementation
delay is shown below, where scoring for “elite” clubs
increased in 1866 as well, suggesting the 1864 and
1865 rules changes took years to fully take hold.14

SCORES OVERALL COMPARED TO SCORES OF “FIRST CLASS” TEAMS
The data here can be compared to the data of the scor-
ing of the “first class” teams for 1861, 1864, 1865, 1866
and 1869. The Beadle Baseball Guides recounted the

yearly scoring of what they defined as the “first class”
clubs (almost all in the New York City area) in the
games they played against “first class” opponents
under National Association rules.15

First Class First Class Overall
Year Games16 RPG RPG
1861 64 41.60 45.04
1864 179 40.20 48.26
1865 258 48.60 55.37
1866 485 53.13
1867 – 62.84
1869 1138 51.63

The “first class” teams scored somewhat fewer
runs than the overall average. That might be explained
by the fact that the better teams would feature better
defense, or that the first-class games would feature
fewer high-scoring mismatches. The 1864 difference is
a bit of an outlier and may be accounted for by the
fact that many “first class” teams already played by
the new rules and had already adjusted their defenses.

SCORES, JUNIOR CLUBS vs. SENIOR
A surprising 43.6% of the reported games were games
between two “junior” clubs, with 50.9% exclusively
“senior” and 1.7% involving a junior/senior matchup.17

A look at the scoring differences between junior and
senior teams in the two biggest years, 1860 and 1865,
reveals little difference in RPG.

RPG Junior RPG
Year Games Overall18 Difference
1860 43.61 46.01 2.40 RPG
1865 53.70 55.37 1.67 RPG

RPG Junior RPG
Year Games Senior Games Difference
1860 43.61 47.61 4.0 RPG
1865 53.70 56.90 3.2 RPG

Since the junior games averaged fewer innings than
the senior (7.7 innings versus 8.4), the runs per inning
(rpi) were roughly equal: 

RPI Junior RPI Senior
Year Games Games
1860 5.66 5.81
1865 6.97 6.73
Avg. 6.31 6.27

ALLARDICE: Baseball 1858–65
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RUNS PER GAME, NEW YORK CITY vs. ELSEWHERE
Of the games we have scores for, 65.8 percent (3067)
were played in the greater New York City (GNYC) area.
This proportion reflects the New York City origins of
the game, as well as the locus of the four major source
newspapers. In these games, the GNYC clubs scored
significantly fewer runs per game (45.58) than did
teams outside of GNYC (54.80). This disparity proba-
bly reflects the fact that the GNYC clubs were older
and more experienced at the game, had better defenses,
and were less likely than newer teams to play in mis-
matched games.

Looking only at “first class” clubs, the same scoring
disparity occurs. For example, in 1867, NYC/Brooklyn
teams averaged 8.28 fewer runs scored in their games
than teams elsewhere.19

WHEN WERE THE GAMES PLAYED?
The following charts the games on a yearly basis:

Year Games
1858 377
1859 597
1860 1024
1861 428
1862 257
1863 271
1864 448
1865 1260

The dip in games caused by the Civil War is apparent
in the 1861–64 seasons. The 1865 number isn’t greatly
impacted by the war, because Lee surrendered in April
and (as seen below) usually very few games were played
prior to May. In essence, in 1865 the game resumes
where it left off in 1860.20

Most of the games were played in the late summer-
early fall, rather than in the spring:

Month Games
January 11
February 11
March 3
April 24
May 128
June 466
July 606
August 936
September 1111
October 906
November 443
December 28

While in modern times we may think of baseball as
the “game of summer,” early baseball can better be
characterized as the “game of fall.”
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WHERE WERE THE GAMES PLAYED?
Of games where a state or region is indicated, 68.2%
were played in GNYC. A further 14.9% were played
elsewhere in New York state.21 By state/region, the
breakdown is as follows:

HOW MANY INNINGS FOR EACH GAME?
The 1857 rules changes established the nine-inning
game as standard. This standard was not always fol-
lowed. One recent history posits that in 1856, the
average game lasted only six innings, and that after
the 1857 changes, “the nine-inning game was soon
firmly established.”22 The data suggest otherwise—
that the nine-inning standard, like other rules changes,
took some time to become the standard:

Year Games with Innings Played Indicated
10+ 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Innings
1858 2 1 5 24 36 49 38 174 1
1859 1 2 7 32 59 64 71 274 5
1860 3 4 9 70 55 82 71 466 9
1861 0 1 0 20 28 27 29 193 0
1862 0 0 0 7 13 14 23 133 5
1863 0 3 1 4 9 19 11 114 2
1864 0 1 1 11 13 12 13 185 2
1865 1 1 5 59 60 79 58 503 9

Innings Percentage of Games
Year Per Game Less than 9 innings
1858 7.86 45.4
1859 7.93 45.8
1860 8.03 38.3
1861 8.16 33.2
1862 8.42 29.2
1863 8.31 28.8
1864 8.46 21.4
1865 8.17 33.2

Overall: 36.2

Just as today, games could be and were shortened
because of rain, approaching darkness, agreement be-
tween the teams, or time constraints. Since rain during
a game generally causes few postponements, then as
well as today, it appears the majority of shortened
games involved some sort of club agreement and thus
some casualness toward the nine-inning standard.
More research needs to be done to explain the 1865
uptick in shortened games.

EXTRA-INNING GAMES AND TIE GAMES
The 1857 rules changes allowed for extra-inning
games, in case the score was tied after nine innings.
This change was in part to eliminate tie games. Just as
with the other rules changes, it appears clubs were
slow to adopt the new rule:

Extra Inning
Year Games23 Games Tie Games
1858 321 1 6
1859 515 5 5
1860 768 9 22
1861 289 0 6
1862 195 5 4
1863 163 2 6
1864 238 2 9
1865 766 9 12

For this period, only 1% of the games were extra
inning games—much less than in today’s game. Since
2012, one game in eleven (8.7%) is tied after nine and
goes to extra innings. In part this disparity may reflect
the higher scoring of the early games, the higher scor-
ing making it less likely that a game would be tied
after nine. The early games were in fact more likely to
end in a tie than in extra innings, with about 1.5% of
the games (mostly, nine inning games) ending in a
tie.24

JUNIOR GAMES AND SENIOR GAMES, PERCENT COMPARISON
Year Junior Junior/Senior Senior25

1858 46.3 5.3 47.9
1859 41.5 4.0 52.6
1860 44.3 5.4 48.5
1861 44.0 4.4 49.2
1862 37.5 2.3 59.8
1863 37.8 6.3 55.2
1864 45.9 2.0 48.5
1865 44.7 1.9 51.8
Total 43.6 3.8 50.9

ALLARDICE: Baseball 1858–65
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Region/State Games
GNYC 2984
NY (non-GNYC) 650
NJ (non-GNYC) 32
PA 216
CT 51
RI 6
MA 131
ME 21
DE 4
OH 2
IL 30
IN 3

Region/State Games
MI 57
WI 1
IA 1
MN 4
KY 4
VA 2
MO 42
MD 44
DC 37
LA 18
CA 12
Canada 18



There was a slight dip in junior baseball during the
middle of the Civil War. The war appears to have hurt
junior clubs even more than it did senior clubs.

FUTURE RESEARCH
Sabermetric statistical research has covered major
league baseball in the years from 1876 to present in
great detail. This article will hopefully fill the gap for
1858–65, as much as it can be filled with the available
data. The author is compiling similar data for the years
1866–70 to enable similar analysis. !
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INTRODUCTION
Using Statcast data, it is now possible to compare indi-
vidual pitches across baseball based on characteristics
like movement, velocity, and spin rate that become ob-
vious and meaningful even in a single outing. Various
research has used those physical characteristics to 
define optimal pitches. 

However, to be effective even an elite pitch must
be mixed with less optimal ones, especially for start-
ing pitchers. Therefore, it is imperative to study the
interactions between pitches to fully understand the
best shape a particular pitch should have and whether
pairing a pitch with others improves or decreases ef-
fectiveness. Here, we define pairing as when both
pitches are present in a pitcher’s arsenal. 

This work has potential impact on pitch design,
player development, and scouting. For the former,
teams could focus efforts on teaching young pitchers
new subtypes that have specific shapes according to
the characteristics of the best pitches already thrown
by that pitcher. For the latter, with very little in-game
data, teams could seek to add pitchers that already
possess effective pairings or avoid pitchers with inef-
fective pairings.

BACKGROUND
Pitch design has advanced to the point that tinkering
in a lab with high-speed, high-resolution cameras is
commonplace to potentially modify the ideal shape of
a given pitch. These systems capture the way in which
a pitch leaves the fingers, having potential impact on
the spin axis, spin rate, velocity, and resulting horizon-
tal and vertical movement. With such fine precision,
the traditional classes of pitches might be called into
question since sub-classes of pitch types could be
forming based on a number of minor alterations to the
grip, release point, and other pitching mechanics. We
could potentially rely on existing works that have 
studied the following: 

1. classifying pitches in an unsupervised 
manner pre- and post-Statcast1

2. the characteristics of an effective changeup2

3. the optimal distribution of pitches3

4. a survey of publicly available data and 
existing methods to evaluate pitch types and
performance4

However, these works have not evaluated how one
pitch type or subtype can affect another when a
pitcher throws multiple pitches. We seek to under-
stand whether a particular pitch—with its physical
characteristics of spin rate, velocity, and break—can
have better or worse outcomes when a second pitch of
different physical characteristics is paired with it.

In this paper, we use clustering within each of the
most common pitch classifications as determined by
Statcast to find subtypes of pitches and evaluate their
performance when paired with all other subtypes to
determine if performance can increase or decrease by
these pairings. Looking at the 9 most common MLB
pitch types for left-handed and right-handed pitchers
across all pitches thrown in the 2016 and 2017 seasons,
we find the total number of subtypes that result to 
be 30 for both types of pitchers. (Levels of subtypes
differed between left-handers and right-handers.) We
consider four performance metrics:  

• swinging strike percentage (whiff rate)

• exit velocity (how hard the ball was hit)

• percentage of time the launch angle is 
below 0 percent (ground ball rate)

• percentage of time the launch angle is 
above 40 percent (pop-up rate)

We created a reference for each of these subtypes
by studying the average performance of each of these
30 pitch subtypes for each handedness. We found that
even within the same Statcast pitch types, there are
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sizable differences in effectiveness for these four per-
formance metrics across pitch subtypes.

Then, we compared this reference performance
against the performance of that same reference sub-
type for all occurrences where a pitcher throws that
second subtype and created lists ordered according to
the change in each performance metric. Hence, we
found the highest and lowest performing subtype pair
for whiff, pop-up, and ground ball rates and exit 
velocity, calling these the best and worst subtype pair-
ings for each reference subtype and performance
metric. For example, looking at CH1 of LHP in the top
left corner of Table 2 and Table 3, the highest positive
difference in swinging strike rate for CH1 was when
FC3 was paired with it, and the greatest negative dif-
ference in swinging strike rate for CH1 was when SI2
was paired with it. After repeating this for all reference
subtypes and all possible subtype pairs across all 
performance metrics, we found that each of these 
best and worst pairing subtypes are typically distinct
across these performance metrics for a given reference
subtype. When we consider the average gains across
each of these metrics, we see an improvement of 1.6
percent swinging strike percentage, 3.8 percent pop-
up rate, 4.2 percent ground ball rate, and a reduction
of 1.2 MPH on exit velocity. Conversely, by performing
the same process for finding the worst pairing sub-
types, we see reductions in the swinging strike rate by
1.9, pop-up rate by 2.9, ground ball rate by 4.8, and 
increase the exit velocity by 1.2 MPH.

PITCH SUBTYPE CLASSIFICATION USING STATCAST-DRIVEN 
K-MEANS CLUSTERING
In order to immediately broadcast pitch type across
various platforms from in-stadium scoreboards to the
MLB AtBat application, Major League Baseball classi-
fies each pitch based on Statcast metrics. While we
cannot know the exact algorithms used to perform the
classification, based on per pitch data from 2016 and
2017, we know there are 9 predominant pitch types for
both right-handed and left-handed pitchers: 

• four-seam fastball (FF) 

• two-seam fastball (FT)

• cutter (FC)

• splitter (FS)

• sinker (SI)

• curveball (CU)

• knuckle curve (KC)

• slider (SL)

• changeup (CH) 

Since these classifications are broad in nature,
there are differences in horizontal and vertical move-
ment, velocity, and spin rate, even within the same
class of pitch. Movement of pitches is relative to a 
gyroball, which is a ball spinning in a spiral shape
(like a football). A gyroball-shaped pitch is considered
the theoretical zero/zero from which other pitches are
defined. Unlike a perfect gyroball, almost all pitches
exhibit some form of magnus effect—the forces that
deflect the ball in a particular direction based on the
velocity, spin, and spin axis. To understand the degree
to which these four physical characteristics differ
within each class, we use clustering within a four-di-
mensional space as represented by these four physical
parameters:

Horizontal Movement: From the catcher's viewpoint and
with respect to the movement of a gyroball, a negative
value would move toward a right-handed hitter,
whereas a positive value would move toward a left-
handed hitter.

Vertical Movement: From the catcher's viewpoint and as
compared to the movement of a gyroball, a negative
value would move downward, whereas a positive
value would rise.

Velocity: The miles per hour that a pitch travels as
measured out of the pitcher’s hand.

Spin Rate: The revolutions per minute along the spin
axis of a particular pitch.

We use K-means clustering to form the clusters,
meaning we partition n observations into the k clusters
where there exist an n of the number of pitches
thrown in 2016 and 2017 from a particular handedness
from a particular MLB pitch classification. The k is de-
termined via the elbow method where with each of
the increasing k values, we evaluate the aggregate
Within-Cluster-Sum-of-Squares (WCSS) error between
all the data points and the k cluster centroids. In par-
ticular, over all k for a given MLB pitch type, when the
WCSS value begins to flatten, an elbow is created in
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the curve, signaling the reduction of error by increas-
ing the number of clusters has lessened significantly
and forming the appropriate number of clusters. To en-
sure that each physical trait does not dominate, we
scale the smallest and largest value of each field to be
in the same range of –1 to +1. Since the elbow method
is known to suffer from some ambiguity in terms of the
precise location of the bend, we have favored a lower
number of clusters to avoid multiple versions of the
same subtype.5 In other words, we use the inflection
point where the slope first begins to flatten.

Interestingly, while each number of pitch subtypes
is not the same per MLB Statcast pitch type, the total
number of pitch subtypes ends up being 30 for both
right-handed pitchers (RHP) and left-handed pitchers
(LHP). We now consider varying levels of performance
across the types and subtypes for each pitch. Since
pitches could be successful in different manners, we
choose different performance metrics evaluated when
each pitch type or subtype is thrown: 

1. swinging strike percentage, meaning the 
percentage of all pitches thrown of that kind
that generate swings and misses,

2. average exit velocity, meaning the MPH off
the bat when contact is made with that kind
of pitch, and

3. extreme launch angles, which we define as
the angle off the bat for all batted balls off 
of that kind of pitch that are either less than
0 degrees (ground ball) or greater than 
40 degrees (pop fly).

We first consider the aggregate performance of all
pitches thrown in each subtype regardless of what
other types of pitches are combined to form a pitch 
arsenal. Table 1 captures all 9 of the predominant pitch
types for left-handed pitchers and right-handed pitch-
ers on the left and right side of the table, respectively.
Below each of the 9 types are the subtypes as defined
by the aforementioned k-means clustering and elbow
method. For the type and subtypes, we have presented
the count of the total number of times each pitch has
been thrown over the two seasons, the performance
metrics, and the four physical dimensions over which
we based the clustering. 

The performance of some subtypes can be vastly dif-
ferent, even for the same type of pitch. For example,
RHP KC1 has a swinging strike percentage of only 
9.6 percent as compared to an average of 13.3 and as
high as 17.6 for KC2. The key distinction between KC1
and KC2 subtypes is that the lower-performing KC1 is
5.2 MPH slower but has a similar pitch shape in terms
of horizontal and vertical break. To give a feel for an-
other performance metric, we turn to the situation
where the launch angle is above 40 degrees, producing
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a routine fly ball. For LHP, a high-spin splitter (FS3) pro-
duces a fly ball at a 30 percent rate versus 11.3 percent
for a low-spin splitter (FS2). This relationship is flipped
for changeups, where there is an advantage to reduced
spin for increasing the ground ball rate (launch angle
below 0 degrees). This can be seen in the low-spin ver-
sion of the changeup (CH2 for both) versus a changeup
with a higher spin (CH3 for both) with the RHP version
increasing the ground ball rate by 13.8 percent.

We can more easily see the physical characteristics
of spin in revolutions per minute (RPM) and the hor-
izontal and vertical break in inches in Fig. 1, where
we have separated the spin and velocity into one graph
and horizontal-vertical break into another graph. We
observe that there is more horizontal-break diversity in
subtype characteristics than vertical-break diversity.
For example, while subtypes rarely span more than 1
or 2 vertical inches, they can have over 6 inches of dif-
ference in horizontal movement (e.g., RHP FT). There
is far greater distinction in the spin and velocity of sub-
types, as observed in Fig. 1. For example, the cluster
centers for sliders can vary by more than 1200 RPMs
and over 7 MPH for changeups. 

When we focus on the shape of the spin-velocity
figures by types, we can observe the two places that
LHP and RHP had most dissimilar subtype clustering.
First, LHP had a high-spin splitter that was not present
in the RHP figure. Second, RHP had a changeup that
had a relatively higher spin rate for the lower velocity
of the pitch. Lastly, while we observe the same num-
ber of knuckle curves for both pitcher types, the shape
is far more distinct for RHP, where there is a high-spin,
high-speed version that is not present with LHP.

EVALUATING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF PITCH SUBTYPE PAIRINGS
Our goal in this section is to quantify the effect of a
single pitch subtype when the pitcher pairs that sub-
type with another subtype. In other words, when a
pitcher has both subtypes in his arsenal, we say that
the two subtypes have a pairing. To do so, we consider
any time these reference subtypes are paired with each
of the other subtypes, meaning the pitcher throws both
subtypes. We evaluate all combinations of pitch pair-
ings according to the same four performance metrics,
as introduced in Section 2. In other words, we com-
pare the aggregate performance of a pitch subtype
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Figure 1: Four physical dimensions for pitch subtype clustering separated into spin-velocity (top) and
horizontal-vertical break (bottom) for left-handed (left) and right-handed (right) pitchers.
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(shown in Table 1) against the performance of that
same pitch when paired with each of the 29 other sub-
types to determine the most extreme gains and losses
in performance. To do so, we create ordered lists for
each of the performance metrics for each reference
subtype when paired with all other subtypes, using a
cutoff of at least 100 pitches thrown. Almost all of our
subtypes have a sample of at least 200 thrown, where
most of our pitch type statistics should be considered
statistically “stable.”6 We left a few smaller-sample
pitch types (four in total) in the study in order to 
improve the breadth of pitch types included. Then, 
we identify the best subtype pair (Table 2) and worst
subtype pair (Table 3) and show the difference (!) in
performance from the reference of all occurrences of
that subtype being thrown, presented in Table 1.

First, we generally observe the difference in physi-
cal characteristics that have extreme gains along each
of the performance metrics. Across both RHP and LHP
changes in the vertical movement between the refer-
ence subtype and paired subtype led to improvements
in popup percentage but at the cost of reductions 
in ground ball percentage. For improvements in exit
velocity for both LHP and RHP, a large difference in

horizontal break between the reference and paired
subtype is very beneficial. We observe that for in-
creases in swinging strike percentage changes in
velocity from the reference subtype and the paired
subtype is a primary driver for RHP. For LHP, we found
that changes in vertical break between the reference
subtype and the paired subtype also played a signifi-
cant role in swinging strike improvements. 

We now discuss some noteworthy observations
from Table 2 and Table 3, going from top to bottom.
We find that there is an interesting trend for the best
changeup pairings based on different performance
metrics. We find that the greatest swinging strike rate
happens when there is a high level of distinction in at
least one physical factor from the reference of a
changeup, but distinct by handedness: LHP experience
the best swinging strike pairings with subtypes that
have the greatest horizontal separation from the
changeup, whereas the greatest change in velocity is
the key for RHP. Conversely, the biggest changes in
exit velocity occur for both handedness when pitches
are of similar break to changeups, inducing weak con-
tact. What is striking with the poor pairings for
changeups, especially for RHP, the FS that is most 
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Table 2. Best subtype pairings in terms of gain in each of the four performance metrics for the reference subtype for LHP (left) and
RHP (right).



similar in break and velocity to the reference changeup
subtype (see CH1, FS3, CH3, and FS1 in Table 1) dra-
matically reduces the swinging strike and ground ball
rate outcomes of the changeup. 

Sinkers (especially SI3) pair fairly universally well
with curveballs, especially across performance metrics
for LHP but even RHP. However, a lower-spin splitter
(FS1) is the best match for all RHP curveball types for
pop-up percentage and the more downward knuckle
curve dramatically helps the CU to induce more
ground balls. In fact, SI can pair both well and poorly
with FS and driven by the velocity separation, since
they have very similar movement and can have large
spin differences with poor pairings.

For RHP cutters (FC), we see a compelling opposite
trend. Namely, cutters play up (Table 2) when they are
paired with pitches with more positive horizontal
break and play down (Table 3) with pitches with more
negative horizontal break. Conversely, RHP splitters
play up when they are paired with pitches with more
negative horizontal break and play down when paired
with pitches with more positive horizontal break. LHP
cutters play up with pitches with more negative hori-
zontal break, such as sinkers for swinging strike rate

and exit velocity. When SL2 or SL3 is paired with the
cutter, the differing horizontal and vertical break in-
duces more ground balls. When SL1 or SL4 is matched
with the curveball (SL1, CU2, SL4, and CU1) both
losses occur of swinging strike rate going down and
stronger contact being induced. The poor pairings
seemingly result from differing vertical break between
the pitch subtypes.

Both fastball (FF and FT) subtypes seem to be the
least affected by the pairings in terms of swinging
strike differences (1.6 !). Notice though that high-spin
FF pairs better with low-spin KC (and better velocity
separation) versus low-spin FF with high spin KC.
Also, notice that the highest speed, highest spin class
of FT pairs best with SI and worst with the slowest
changeups. With lefties, SI2 or SI3 is paired well with
FF2 or FF3 with respect to swinging strike rate. Four-
seam fastballs pair poorly with splitters with regards to
failing to induce ground balls (significant spin differ-
ence and vertical break change). 

For RHP, knuckle curves can have very positive pair-
ings with FS (similar velocity but very different vertical
and horizontal movement) and FC (similar horizontal
movement but substantial speed difference and vertical
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Table 3. Worst subtype pairings in terms of loss in each of the four performance metrics for the reference subtype for LHP (left) 
and RHP (right).



action). However, from Table 3, we find that KC pairs
poorly with SI (dissimilar speed and dissimilar move-
ment in both directions) and SL (similar speed and most
similar movement other than CU) for RHP. Unlike for
RHP, the KC and SL2 or KC and SL3 is a positive pair-
ing (very different vertical movement) for swinging
strike rate for LHP. For LHP, KC and FT has a negative
pairing (very different horizontal and vertical move-
ment and very different velocity) and plays down for
swinging strike rate and ground ball rate.

For RHP, slider subtypes have various KC subtypes
that pair well for increasing swinging strike rate and
increasing ground and fly balls, whereas SI2 and SI3
reduce exit velocity. For LHP, sliders when paired with
cutters, especially FC2 or FC3, seemed to reduce
swinging strike rate and induce harder contact. 

To accentuate the value of this pitch pairing re-
search there are a couple of examples of one pitch in
isolation having different performance than when
paired with others. One example of a mediocre pitch
having profound pairing impact is RHP SI2, which 
has only a 5.5 percent swinging strike rate and a 
decent ground ball rate (38.2). However, there are 17
instances where SI2 helps another subtype to have im-
proved performance. For example, SI2 greatly helps
slider with reducing hard contact. Conversely, RHP
FS1 with low speed and low spin is somewhat of a
black hole of pitch pairing, having 16 instances where
it worsens the performance of a subtype. RHP, slider
subtypes have various KC subtypes that pair well for
increasing swinging strike rate and increasing ground
and fly balls, whereas SI2 and SI3 reduce exit velocity.
For LHP, sliders when paired with cutters, especially
FC2 or FC3, seemed to reduce swinging strike rate and
induce harder contact.

EXTREMES IN PAIRING FREQUENCY AND 
PITCHER PERFORMANCE LEVEL
In this section, we exemplify these pairings with five
examples: Aaron Nola, Corey Kluber, Jeff Samardzija,
Aaron Bummer, and Sean Newcomb.

Aaron Nola throws two types of curve balls (CU1 and
CU3). Both of these types of curveballs have the great-
est increase in swinging strike percentage when they
are paired with the type of sinker that Nola throws,
SI3. In other words, the optimal pairing for CU1 and
CU3 are both SI3 for RHP, with the latter curve ball
having the greatest increase. When we compare the
physical characteristics, CU3 is faster with greater hor-
izontal break. Therefore, Nola could potentially work
with a pitching coach to increase the horizontal move-

ment on his curve even further to generate even more
swinging strikes. 

Corey Kluber is a particularly good example of a positive
pairing with CU2 and SI2. Despite below-average ve-
locity on the sinker, Kluber has had great success with
those two pitches. In particular, since Kluber’s sinker
is of the SI2 variety, it helped his curve ball play up
from a pitch subtype average swinging strike rate of
13.9% to a remarkable 26.2% swinging strike rate.

Jeff Samardzija also throws multiple breaking pitches,
but many of them have bad outcomes. For example,
CU2 and KC4 do not pair well for balls in play, KC4 and
SL3 do not pair well for swinging strikes, and CU1 and
FS1 do not pair well for whiffs or grounders. However,
there is a silver lining here. In the last three springs,
Samardzija has been working on a new breaking pitch,
SL3, which has an excellent pairing with KC1 for RHP.
He could work on his knuckle curve having more
depth, which is the distinguishing feature of the KC1
and could take his SL3 to the next level, adding 2.9% of
swinging strikes and 3.9% of pop-up rate. 

Aaron Bummer and his short sample of one season with
above-average results might well represent how minor
league or amateur pitch tracking systems might pay
great dividends. A good pitch pairing is the SI3 with
the FF1 for LHP, which allows greater swinging strikes.
He throws the four-seamer high in the zone following
his sinker to get batters to swing under it. The pairing
certainly contributed to the White Sox extending him
for five years and $16M even with his limited MLB
success. With FF1 in his arsenal, his SI3 swinging
strike rate was 9.0%, 1.8% more than the average SI3.

Sean Newcomb is another left-handed pitcher with a
fairly short track record but has some interesting pair-
ings that could produce high levels of performance in
the future. Specifically, Newcomb pairs a CU1 and FF3
(a pairing that is not shown in Table 2, but very posi-
tive nonetheless) that generates a very high rate of
ground balls. Since he had FF3 in his arsenal, his CU1
had a 56.0% ground ball rate, 13.2% above the average
CU1. Despite his iffy command, it looks like Newcomb
may return to the rotation this year, and that fly ball
suppression may be part of the reason why. 

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we used k-means clustering and the elbow
method to classify pitch subtypes from previously-
labeled MLB Statcast pitch types. In doing so, we 
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understood the degree to which subtypes differ across
a type and evaluated the effectiveness of pairing sub-
types. Between the best and worst pairing of subtypes,
we found that there is an average change of 3.5 percent
swinging strike rate, a 2.4 MPH exit velocity, 3.3 percent
pop-up rate, and 4.5 percent ground ball rate. Lastly,
based on frequency of the best and worst pairings, we
showed examples of pitchers and discussed their level
of performance. We hope that this work leads to intu-
ition on where to focus efforts with pitcher scouting,
pitch design, and development. !
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Evaluating a player’s talent, ability, and contribu-
tions to his team is an important task of
analyzing the game of baseball. In recent years,

the prevalent metric for player evaluation has been
Wins Above Replacement (WAR), which distills the
evaluation into a single number that can be compared
directly with that of other players. WAR measures a
player’s contributions in units of games won as com-
pared to the expected contribution of a readily
available replacement player. Yet this metric suffers
from three shortcomings. First, many competing algo-
rithms for computing WAR exist, and they do not agree
on how players are to be ranked, demonstrating that
the algorithms are imprecise and may be muddled 
by confounding variables. Second, the baseline for 
replacement level is arbitrarily chosen; rather than
refer to an actual average of minor-league players who
see action in the major leagues for part of the season,
the baseline is selected so that the total of WAR across
the major leagues is a fixed number. Third, in order
not to give an unfair advantage to players who have a
greater opportunity to contribute to scoring runs
(based on their team, competition, or place in the bat-
ting order), WAR is designed to be context-neutral; yet
this does not give any greater value to players’ per-
formance in high-leverage or clutch situations, which
are helpful in determining their value to their teams.
Modifying WAR to account for this would make it
more difficult to compare directly to other formulas.

To remedy the first two problems with WAR we
have written an algorithm, based on the methods of
FanGraphs and the openWAR project, using the data
from the Cape Cod Baseball League—a high-ranked
summer league for collegiate players—in which sev-
eral confounding variables can be directly controlled
and temporary players provide a built-in replacement
level, and to address the third, we have experimented
with adding a leverage term into the formula to im-
prove the linear fit between a team’s aggregate WAR
and its actual wins. Our Wins Above Replacement sta-
tistic, cWAR, can be used to evaluate and rank college
players and aid the work of major league scouts, as

well as be adapted to find a more effective baseline
and more precise metric for the majors.

SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS WORK
The computation of a single-valued metric to measure
a baseball player’s overall contributions to his team
dates back to 1984 with the “Total Player Rating” 
devised by John Thorn and Pete Palmer in their
groundbreaking book, The Hidden Game of Baseball.1

This formula, rooted in the linear weights for each
type of play, based on how many runs each play is 
expected to produce, has undergone many versions
and modifications, such as Value Over Replacement
Player (VORP) by Baseball Prospectus and Win Shares
by Bill James, until the currently used statistic of Wins
Above Replacement, which converts the number of
runs a player contributes into units of wins, came into
use around 2008.2 This statistic, WAR, is now so 
common that MLB.com uses it to describe players, and
has even appeared on baseball cards alongside tradi-
tional metrics such as slugging percentage and earned
run average.

Each of the three main sabermetric web sites
(Baseball-Reference.com, FanGraphs, and Baseball
Prospectus) has its own formula, and these often 
disagree in how players are to be ranked.3 While cur-
rently the formulas differ only in such details as how
baserunning and defensive contributions are to be
computed, or how much data should be used to cal-
culate park factors, the algorithms did use different
baselines for replacement level. Notably, Baseball-
Reference and Fangraphs agreed on a unified replace-
ment level in 2013, so that a hypothetical team full 
of replacement players would perform at a winning
percentage of .294.4 This figure of .294 means that a
league-average MLB team (with a record of 81–81 over
a full 162-game season) would be worth 331⁄3 wins
above replacement level, and consequently, the en-
tirety of MLB would have 1000 WAR. This creates a
convenient visual image of WAR as a large pie with
one thousand slices to be distributed among all play-
ers, but the round figure is derived from an arbitrary
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estimate of how a replacement-level team would 
perform, which in the past two seasons has been very
close to the actual worst team in the majors.5

Because of this, some analysts have sought a more
reliable baseline. Some have chosen to work with
Wins Above Average (WAA) instead, since league 
average is better defined than replacement level; yet
this does not prove to be as applicable, since a team
cannot call up a league-average player from the 
minors, nor easily trade for a league-average player.
Another approach is to redefine replacement level; the
authors of the openWAR Project have done so by tak-
ing the players on MLB rosters at any given time,
identifying the 750 with the most in-game appearances
(namely, the 390 batters with the most plate appear-
ances and the 360 pitchers with the most batters faced),
and then regarding all other players as replacement
players.6,7 The average rate of run value among these
replacement players then becomes the baseline, and
this results in a higher total of WAR (1166.3 in 2012
and 1173.5 in 2013) for all of MLB. Yet even this does
not accurately reflect replacement level. An All-Star
player whose time is limited due to injury (such as 
Giancarlo Stanton in 2019) would count as a replace-
ment player and skew the replacement level to be too
high. Therefore, a replacement level criterion similar to
that of the temporary player in the Cape Cod Baseball
League may yield a more effective baseline, and this is
one of the modifications that we make to the formula.

To improve further on our base model taken from
the CCBL with a replacement level based on tempo-
rary players, another modification is the inclusion of 
a leverage term. This would give greater weight to a
player’s performance in high-leverage situations. Cur-
rent formulas for WAR only include leverage for relief
pitchers; for FanGraphs’ formula (fWAR), only the
leverage of the moment at which a pitcher enters 
the game is considered.8

Finally, there has been no evidence so far of any
similar work done with the data of the CCBL to com-
pute a WAR-like formula. The league’s official website,
with statistics collected with PointStreak software, in-
cludes a page for “Sabermetric Stats.” The page only
lists some rate statistics such as walks per plate ap-
pearance, isolated power, secondary average, and
component ERA, with a listing for “runs created” with-
out any explanation of how it is computed.9 Therefore,
our project looks to be the first that calculates WAR
for the Cape Cod Baseball League, using its temporary
players as the baseline for replacement level.

METHODOLOGY OF OUR RESEARCH
The main data source for our research was a digital
file graciously provided by the league’s official statis-
tician of the collected boxscores from all of the
regular-season games from the 2019 Cape Cod Base-
ball League season, formatted to be input as a data
frame in RStudio. Our computer program to analyze
this file was written in the language R, chosen for its
ability to handle large data frames (particularly with
its additional commands in a package called the “tidy-
verse”) and for its built-in statistical capabilities. Our
algorithm for computing WAR for each player in the
league involves the following steps.

First, we calculated the run expectancy matrix for
the league. We found the empirical expected value of
the number of runs that the team at bat would score,
given the state (outs and base runners), until the end
of the inning. This was done according to a method
similar to the one in Analyzing Baseball Data with R
(Marchi/Albert/Baumer), modified in order to work
with our data set (the book’s algorithm is designed to
work with Retrosheet data).10 After filtering the play-
by-play data file, which includes a line for every pitch,
to include only the plays during which either the state
changes or a run scores, we counted the number of
runs that the team at bat scores from that point until
the end of the inning, and computed the average num-
ber of runs scored for each state across the whole
season, excluding incomplete innings that ended be-
fore three outs were recorded. This matrix, however,
contained some anomalies; for example, the state of
runners on second and third with no outs had a higher
run expectancy than bases loaded with no outs, since
the samples were small (as few as 53 instances) and
were easily skewed by a few high-scoring innings in the
former case. To rectify this, we averaged 50 instances
of each state from the major-league data from the 2019
season, normalized so that the basic state (bases
empty and no outs) remained unchanged, meaning
the MLB values were multiplied by (0.5354/0.5439).
This gives the following run expectancy matrix. No-
tice that in the Cape League, the team at bat expects to
score fewer runs with two outs than in the majors, and
the run expectancies for a runner on first base only
and second base only are closer together in the CCBL
than in MLB. The run-scoring environment on the
Cape is lower, since batters are hitting with wooden
bats in competition, often for the first time.
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CCBL CCBL
Outs Runners (raw) MLB (buffered)

0 Bases empty 0.5354 0.5439 0.5354
0 1st only 0.9656 0.9345 0.9635
0 2nd only 1.0790 1.1465 1.0856
0 3rd only 1.4151 1.3685 1.3821
0 1st and 2nd 1.5799 1.5371 1.5700
0 1st and 3rd 1.9765 1.7591 1.8858
0 2nd and 3rd 2.4286 1.9711 2.2363
0 Bases loaded 2.2813 2.3617 2.2962
1 Bases empty 0.2797 0.2983 0.2800
1 1st only 0.5696 0.5641 0.5691
1 2nd only 0.6924 0.7134 0.6933
1 3rd only 1.0053 0.9528 0.9912
1 1st and 2nd 1.0513 0.9792 1.0437
1 1st and 3rd 1.2827 1.2186 1.2655
1 2nd and 3rd 1.4694 1.3679 1.4444
1 Bases loaded 1.6460 1.6337 1.6392
2 Bases empty 0.0877 0.1147 0.0884
2 1st only 0.2134 0.2422 0.2144
2 2nd only 0.2780 0.3391 0.2817
2 3rd only 0.3823 0.3907 0.3826
2 1st and 2nd 0.4448 0.4666 0.4460
2 1st and 3rd 0.4645 0.5182 0.4714
2 2nd and 3rd 0.6128 0.6151 0.6115
2 Bases loaded 0.6667 0.7426 0.6778

Table 1. Run expectancy matrix for each state (outs and base-
runners) for the Cape Cod Baseball League in 2019. The rightmost
column (CCBL data buffered by 50 instances of the MLB data) is
what we use for our run value calculations.

The next step was to use the run expectancy of
each state to calculate the average run value of each
type of play, such as a single, walk, or out. This was
done by creating a factor variable that gives a label to
each play, and then using the “summarize” command
in R to compute the average value of each play in units
of runs. Following the algorithm from FanGraphs, we
then converted these values to the linear weights to
calculate weighted on-base average (wOBA) for each
batter and wOBA allowed for each pitcher.11 Notably,
the weights for singles, walks, and hit-by-pitch were
higher in the CCBL than in almost any era of MLB.12

This suggests that batters reach base at a premium in
the Cape League; the weight for a triple was nearly as
high as that of a home run. The conversion factor to
make wOBA on the same scale as on-base average (so
that the league average for both statistics is the same)
was comparable to that of MLB, namely 1.205 in the
Cape League as opposed to 1.157 in the majors.13

Run Value relative Weight for
Event value to out wOBA
Out -0.298 0.000 0.000
Walk 0.341 0.639 0.769

Hit by pitch 0.360 0.658 0.792
Single 0.492 0.790 0.951
Double 0.762 1.060 1.277
Triple 1.403 1.701 2.048

Home Run 1.445 1.743 2.099

Table 2. Linear weights for events in the Cape Cod Baseball League
for the 2019 season. The leftmost column is calculated from the
average change in run expectancy for each event, and the right-
most column contains the values used for calculating wOBA. Errors
count as outs for the purposes of wOBA but have a run value slightly
less than that of a single.

A simple linear transformation applied to wOBA
gives the rate statistic that measures a batter’s
weighted runs created (wRC) when multiplied by his
plate appearances. (For the purposes of wOBA and
WAR, intentional walks and sacrifice bunts do not
count as plate appearances, since they do not consist
of a confrontation between the pitcher and batter.)14

The rate statistic of wRC/PA is used to compare the
baseline for batters.

For pitchers, however, the algorithm is more com-
plicated. Again, we follow the routine of FanGraphs
and calculate each pitcher’s fielding-independent
pitching (FIP) statistic, scaled to the league average of
runs allowed.15 This was normalized by the number
of games in which each pitcher appeared to produce
the rate statistic of Wins Per Game Above Average
(WPGAA).16 For the two cases in which a pitcher ap-
peared only once in a game and never retired a batter,
we used a scaled version of the pitchers’ wOBA against
in order to avoid division by zero.

These two rate statistics, wRC/PA and WPGAA, are
compared for each player to replacement level, which
itself is determined with a criterion based on the tem-
porary players in the Cape League. CCBL coaches set
their rosters in the fall, several months before the next
season, but roster vacancies are created for several 
reasons. Some of the players they choose suffer injury
during the college season or play for a team that 
advances to the College World Series. Some also play
for national teams for part of the summer, and others
leave the Cape League before the season finishes—typ-
ically after the Cape League All-Star Game—to avoid
the risk of injury. Coaches must add temporary play-
ers to fill out their rosters, chosen from among local
colleges or lower-ranking summer collegiate leagues.
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We have chosen to identify temporary players by
both of the following criteria: 

(a) the player only appears in games before June
30 (before players return from the College
World Series) or after July 21 (the day of the
CCBL All-Star Game), or appears in games
over the course of fewer than seven days

(b) the player sees fewer than 40 plate appear-
ances (for batters) or faces fewer than 40
batters (for pitchers).17

Any player who satisfies criteria in both (a) and (b)
is identified as a temporary player, and the average
wRC/PA and WPGAA among the temporary players is
set as the baseline for replacement level. Notice that
our routine departs from FanGraphs in that no separate
baselines are used for starting pitchers and relief pitch-
ers, since in the CCBL there is less of a distinction
between the two than in MLB, especially early in the
season. Also, pitchers do not bat in the CCBL, but any
non-pitcher who pitches (typically at the end of the
season) is counted as a temporary player among the
pitchers. For each batter or pitcher, then, the differ-
ence between that player’s pertinent rate statistic and
the baseline is multiplied by plate appearances or in-
nings pitched, respectively, and then converted from
runs to wins based on the average number of runs per
plate appearance in the league. This yields the value of
Wins Above Replacement for each CCBL player, which
we can call cWAR.

This measure only accounts for batting and pitch-
ing, which are not all of the actions that contribute
positively or negatively to a player’s team’s runs scored
or allowed. In particular, baserunning and fielding are
also areas in which a player can perform above or
below replacement level. FanGraphs
uses methods—Ultimate Baserunning
(UBR) and Ultimate Zone Rating
(UZR)—which require video analysis to
determine when a baserunner should
be credited for taking an extra base or
when a fielder should be credited for
making a play requiring above-average
skill. Such information is not available
to us from the Cape League database.
What we have done is to find the aver-
age run value for non-batted ball events
such as stolen bases (0.122) and caught
stealing (–0.478), and added these con-
tributions to each position player’s wRC 

totals, which in turn affect his WAR. Similarly, runs
due to wild pitches (0.268) were incorporated into
pitchers’ WAR totals. Notably, a stolen base in the
CCBL has a lower value than that in MLB.18

Another modification that we made to the weights
and run values was the park factors, following a
method described in Marchi, Albert, and Baumer.19 We
computed each team’s park factor as the ratio of the
number of runs scored at home to those scored on the
road, multiplied by 100. In our original model, we con-
sidered the park factors for the 2019 season only, and
regressed them toward the mean by a factor of
(44/162) to make the single 44-game CCBL season
comparable to an MLB season.20 The average park fac-
tor was then computed for each position player and
pitcher, and the player’s WAR was divided or multi-
plied, respectively, by the park factor, since a higher
park factor favors hitters. A later modification includes
a park factor computed from the past ten seasons com-
bined to provide a more accurate value.

A final contribution to our values of WAR is a lever-
age factor. While we have not yet performed a
complete analysis on how leverage and clutch per-
formance affect WAR, some members of our research
team have done a preliminary analysis, using the
leverage values for each state and score differential as
given by the “Inside The Book” website.21 The most
comprehensive treatment of leverage that we have 
explored involves expressing each player’s contribu-
tion to runs scored as a discrete Riemann-Stieltjes
integral.22 Each play’s run value (the difference in run
expectancy before and after the play) is multiplied by
the leverage at the start of the play, and these are
summed together, so that the effective run value is the
leverage integrated against the run expectancy matrix,
rather than a simple RE24 which only totals the
changes in run expectancy.
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Park Factor Park Factor
Team Home Park (one year regressed) (ten year)
Bourne Braves Doran Park 102.3 90.1
Brewster Whitecaps Stony Brook 111.5 115.2
Chatham Anglers Veterans Field 104.9 98.9
Cotuit Kettleers Lowell Park 94.4 100.4
Falmouth Commodores Arnie Allen Diamond 108.6 104.8
Harwich Mariners Whitehouse Field 95.3 85.2
Hyannis Harbor Hawks McKeon Park 91.6 102.9
Orleans Firebirds Eldredge Park 97.8 94.0
Wareham Gatemen Spillane Field 104.2 100.3
Yarmouth-Dennis Red Sox Red Wilson Field 101.0 112.2

Table 3. Park factors for the ten ballparks in the Cape Cod Baseball League, with
both the original (one-year) and modified (ten-year) values.



With these considerations in place, we find that re-
placement level is 0.08387 runs created per plate
appearance for batters, and 0.02846 wins per nine-in-
ning game for pitchers. Comparing each player’s
pertinent rate statistic to these baselines and multi-
plying by plate appearances or innings pitched,
respectively, yields the desired cWAR statistic.

TESTING OF OUR RESEARCH
We have tested our algorithm in two ways: first, by
comparing our leaders in WAR for both position players
and pitchers to the list of players who were given var-
ious awards at the end of the season; and second, by
totaling the WAR for each team, and running a least-
squares regression to the teams’ aggregate WAR and
their actual winning percentage during the season. 

Player RE24 wOBA wRC WAR
Nick Gonzales, COT 22.2 .499 48.5 3.17
Zach DeLoach, FAL 9.9 .453 33.7 1.97
Austin Wells, Y-D 10.5 .422 36.1 1.92
Hayden Cantrelle, FAL 9.5 .409 30.9 1.67
Kaden Polcovich, CHA 14.2 .417 30.9 1.67
Shay Whitcomb, ORL 2.7 .436 25.9 1.56
Zavier Warren, BOU 7.2 .398 29.4 1.53
Wyatt Young, Y-D 13.0 .412 27.5 1.37
Niko Kavadas, HAR 7.4 .386 25.1 1.29
Jared DeSantolo, HYA 11.3 .407 24.9 1.29

Table 4. Top 10 position players by WAR in the CCBL in 2019, with
their total change in run expectancy (RE24), weighted on-base 
average, runs created, and WAR.

One position player, second baseman Nick Gonzales
of New Mexico State University and the Cotuit Ket-
tleers, has a significantly higher WAR, wOBA, and wRC
than anyone else.23 This is confirmed in that he easily
won the league MVP award as he led his team to the
league championship, and he is the highest ranked
prospect according to MLB.com among all players who
played a full season in the Cape League.24 Typically, a
higher wOBA leads to a higher WAR, but some players
benefit from contributing more runs due to stolen
bases (Hayden Cantrelle) or from being a power hitter
in a more pitcher-friendly park (Niko Kavadas).

The list of position players with the highest WAR
corresponded better with the end-of-season awards
than the list of pitchers did.25 The pitchers also tended
to have lower WAR values than the position players.
This is likely because the pitchers tend to see less play-
ing time than other position players; many pitchers are
placed on innings limits by their college coaches for

the summer, and teams carry many pitchers on their
rosters, so that only four pitchers ended up pitching
enough innings to qualify for the league’s ERA title.26

As a result, only one pitcher (Ian Bedell, who won the
Outstanding Pitcher award) finished with a WAR
higher than 1.

Pitcher RE24 wOBA FIP WAR
Ian Bedell, WAR -15.0 .186 1.58 1.06
Sean Sullivan, COT -9.4 .242 1.98 0.91
Ryan Cusick, BOU -7.6. 255 2.44 0.85
Jacob Palisch, HAR -14.5 .214 2.24 0.81
Carmen Mlodzinski, FAL -9.3 .201 2.33 0.75
Logan Allen, HAR -5.9 .163 0.93 0.63
Will Heflin, HAR -10.9 .223 1.98 0.63
Brandon Pfaadt, WAR -9.5 .235 2.90 0.58
Kolby Kubichek, CHA -6.5 .212 2.78 0.57
Joseph Nahas, COT -7.3 .177 1.80 0.56

Table 5. Top 10 pitchers by WAR in the CCBL in 2019, with their
total change in run expectancy (RE24), wOBA allowed, fielding-
independent pitching metric, and WAR. The best pitchers have
negative RE24 values since their performance causes a net 
decrease of runs.

In addition to testing our results with a qualitative
list of awards, we have also run a more quantitative
test. Since each player’s contributions to his team are
measured in units of wins, one could, in theory, add the
WAR values for all players on a team and obtain a value
comparable to the actual number of games that the
team has won. Although WAR is often imprecise, this
calculation can be used as a means of testing our WAR
algorithm as compared to the methods used in MLB.
We have run a least-squares linear regression between
each team’s aggregate WAR and its winning percentage,
counting each tie as half of a win and half of a loss.27

RESULTS OF OUR RESEARCH
The plot shown in Table 6 demonstrates the linear 
fit between each team’s total WAR (x) and winning 
average (y), and the least-squares regression line is 
ŷ = 0.2841 + 0.0311 x, with a correlation coefficient
of r = 0.8560. This is lower than the correlation coef-
ficients for the WAR models used in the MLB for last
season; FanGraphs’ algorithm gave r = 0.9438, and
Baseball-Reference’s gave 0.9560 when applied to the
MLB data from 2019. However, the CCBL data have a
lower correlation due to the shorter season and
smaller sample, and the linear fit is still statistically
significant at the ! = 0.001 level (t = 4.683 with 8 
degrees of freedom).
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Some teams (such as the Falmouth Commodores)
won more games than their WAR would indicate, while
others (such as the Cotuit Kettleers) won fewer, but no
residual is as large as 0.071 in winning average. The
team with the worst record in the league, the Hyannis
Harbor Hawks, is an influential observation that drags
the trend line down towards it slightly. While we have
only done some preliminary work on considering lever-
age, an early result is that replacing RE24 with the sum
of leverage multiplied by the run value for each play
does decrease the residuals and make for a more accu-
rate fit between team WAR and winning percentage.

A further analysis of the regression line shows that
its slope, 0.03109, is 36.8% higher than one would 
expect from a linear relationship in which an increase
of team WAR by one would also increase a team’s win
total by one. This would occur with a slope of 1/44, or
0.02273, for a 44-game season. Yet while the slope of
our regression line looks alarmingly high, correspon-
ding to 1.368 wins per WAR, its difference from 1/44
is not statistically significant at even the != 0.1 level,
as a one-sided t-test for H a > 1/44 gives a P-value 
of 0.1216. Therefore, the higher slope can be attributed
to the random effects of working with a small sample,
and the intercept of 0.2841 is close to the baseline 
winning average in MLB: 0.2942.

If the influential observation (Hyannis) were to be
removed, the regression line becomes y = 0.3833 +
0.01895x, with a higher intercept and lower slope, cor-
responding to only 0.834 win per WAR, also not a
statistically significant difference from 1. Notably, the
correlation coefficient of the fit drops to 0.5913, 

suggesting that the last-place team improves the fit.
Naturally, the fit can be improved further by taking
more data. After completing this pilot study of the
2019 CCBL season, our next step will be a retrospective
study of the past ten seasons (2010–19).

Another observation comes from our comparison
of our cWAR values with the end-of-season awards.28

While all of our top ten position players made the All-
League Team, only five of the twelve pitchers from the
All-League Team made our top ten. Notably, our sec-
ond and third-ranked pitchers in WAR—Sean Sullivan
and Ryan Cusick—did not make the team, and our list
also includes some pitchers who did not pitch the full
season (Logan Allen and Joseph Nahas) but still
pitched well enough, with a low enough FIP, to make
our top ten without qualifying for awards. Also, the
winner of the league’s award for the best closer,
Zachary Brzykcy, finished with a WAR of only 0.07.
This is because as a closer, his innings were limited,
and while he only allowed two runs all season, both
scored on solo home runs, which greatly increased his
FIP and diminished his WAR. This explains some of
the discrepancies between our pitching WAR values
and the league’s awards, but it should also be noted
that for the whole league, pitchers’ WAR adds up to
12.5 while other position players’ WAR sums to 56.9.29

This suggests that WAR for pitchers ought to be scaled,
or the baseline modified, to make the contributions
from batting and pitching closer in magnitude.

CONCLUSION
The Cape Cod Baseball League is an environment in
which confounding variables such as age and ability
level can be directly controlled and which contains a
built-in replacement level, resulting in a useful formula
for Wins Above Replacement. Two important conse-
quences for analysts and scouts in the major leagues
result from this research. First, since professional
scouts have become intent on recruiting players from
college (rather than high school) since the sabermetric
revolution as described in Moneyball, the importance
of accurately ranking and evaluating college players
has increased, and our project provides a way to do
this.30 Second, our criteria for replacement level can
be applied to the majors. By identifying conditions
based on playing time and days spent on the roster,
we can meaningfully determine who should be in-
cluded among replacement-level players, and yield a
more accurate baseline. In these ways, our analysis can
contribute toward refining the methods that profes-
sional baseball analysts use in evaluating players. !
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Table 6. Plot of winning average (y) vs. total Wins Above Replace-
ment (x) for the ten teams in the Cape Cod Baseball League in the
2019 season.
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11. We chose the algorithm used by FanGraphs since it is the most transparent
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12. FanGraphs. The only MLB eras with higher weights were World War II 
and the Deadball era.

13. FanGraphs. The factor was 1.226 for MLB in 2018 and tends to increase
as the average runs per game decreases.

14. FanGraphs. The calculation is wRC = (((wOBA – league wOBA) / wOBA
scale) + (league R/PA)) * PA.

15. The formula for FIP is 13 * home run rate + 3 * walk rate – 2 * strikeout
rate, where hit batters count as walks and popups caught by an infielder
count as strikeouts. A coefficient of 3.80 must be added, to bring the
league average FIP (0.41) in line with the league average ERA (4.21).

16. FanGraphs. WPGAA is given by the pitcher’s runs allowed per nine
innings (based on FIP), divided by the measure of the pitcher’s own 
run environment, known as Dynamic Runs Per Win.

17. The figure 40 is chosen as the typical number of batters a team sends 
to the plate in a game.

18. This means that a team should only attempt a stolen base when the 
runner has an 80% chance of succeeding, higher than the 75% in 
the majors.

19. Marchi, Albert, and Baumer, 263–66.
20. This is actually not a very accurate regression factor, since it does not
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factors. Our later modification, with the 10-year park factors, replaced it.

21. Tom M. Tango, Mitchel G. Lichtman, and Andrew E. Dolphin, The Book,
“Crucial Situations,” http://www.insidethebook.com/li.shtml, accessed
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the leverage factor and g the run expectancy, and apply the discrete 
version of the integral, we have a way to incorporate leverage into the
WAR formula.

23. His WAR of 3.17 translates to 10.6 WAR on a major-league scale. On 
this scale, the WAR for all position players totals 570 for a 162-game
season. Gonzales is therefore comparable to Mookie Betts’ MLB-leading
WAR in 2018.

24. Major League Baseball, “2020 Prospect Watch.”
http://m.mlb.com/prospects/2020?list=draft, accessed January 5, 2020.
Gonzales is ranked fourth; Spencer Torkelson, who is ranked second,
played a week on the Cape, where he also played the previous summer,
but spent most of last summer playing for the US national team.

25. Cape Cod Baseball League, “2019 CCBL All-League Team Announced,”
http://www.capecodbaseball.org/news/league-
news/index.html?article_id=2659, accessed January 6, 2020.

26. PointStreak. The minimum is 0.8 innings pitched per team game, 
or 351⁄3 innings for the season.

27. In the Cape League, a game is called off and counted as a tie if it 
remains tied after the tenth inning. Games may also end as ties due 
to weather, or darkness at one of the three fields (Cotuit, Brewster, or
Yarmouth-Dennis) that does not have lights.

28. Cape Cod Baseball League, “2019 CCBL All-League Team Announced.”
29. This is a ratio of 4.552 for batters to pitchers, as opposed to 1.326 for

FanGraphs and Baseball-Reference’s formulas for MLB.
30. Michael Lewis, Moneyball (New York: Norton, 2004), 16: “In any case, you

only had to study the history of the draft to see that high school pitchers
were twice less likely than college pitchers, and four times less likely
than college position players, to make it to the big leagues. Taking a high
school pitcher in the first round—and spending 1.2 million bucks to sign
him—was exactly the sort of thing that happened when you let scouts
have their way. It defied the odds; it defied reason. Reason, even science,
was what Billy Beane was intent on bringing to baseball.”
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INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY
I have taught or co-taught sabermetrics in the mathe-
matics department at the United States Military
Academy several times. We covered all the metrics but
what always interested me most was the direction stu-
dent projects took to solve or analyze various issues in
baseball. In one of these courses, for example, the
group project came up with a new metric for percent-
age of extra base hits. In reading Bill James and
examining all the metrics available to enthusiastic
baseball fans, it struck me that every fan has an opin-
ion as to the best or greatest hitter ever in baseball,
each using the metric that best suited their choices. 

Through basic research, I found many such con-
clusions: 

a) Ted Williams was the greatest hitter ever.1

b) The top five hitters voted online were Ruth,
Cobb, Hornsby, Gehrig, Williams.2

c) The Britannica chose Ruth, Mays, Bonds,
Williams, Aaron.3

d) Baseball’s All Time Greatest Hitters shows
how statistics can level the playing field and
concludes Tony Gwynn is the best.

Just Google “Greatest Hitters in Baseball All-time”
and see the many results. Google found 851,000 results
when I tried. Many have similar but slightly different
conclusions but one thing that all seemed to have in
common was their subjective nature. The basic results
of (a)–(d) support that.

If raw home runs were the most important metric,
the top five all time would be Barry Bonds (762), Hank
Aaron (755), Babe Ruth (714), Alex Rodriguez (696),
and Willie Mays (660). If hits, then Pete Rose (4256),
Ty Cobb (4189), Hank Aaron (3771), Stan Musial
(3630) and Tris Speaker (3514) would be the top five.
Only Hank Aaron is in the top 5 in both lists. One ar-
ticle argues that Tony Gwynn was the all-time greatest
hitter. In the table below, we present the best in the
categories of home runs, extra base hits, RBI OBP, SLG
and OP just for players who have been inducted into

the National Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown. It
is easy to see why there are disputes.

Table 1. Leaders for players in the Hall of Fame
Home Extra Base
Runs Hits RBI OBA SLG OPS
Aaron Aaron Aaron Williams Ruth Ruth
Ruth Musial Ruth Ruth Williams Williams
Mays Ruth Anson McGraw Gehrig Gehrig
Griffey Mays Gehrig Hamilton Foxx Foxx
Thome Griffey Musial Gehrig Greenberg Greenberg

Table 2. Leaders for all players
Home Extra Base
Runs Hits RBI OBA SLG OPS
Bonds Aaron Aaron Williams Ruth Ruth
Aaron Bonds Ruth Ruth Williams Williams
Ruth Musial Rodriguez McGraw Gehrig Gehrig
Rodriguez Ruth Anson Hamilton Foxx Bonds
Mays Pujols Pujols Gehrig Bonds Foxx

We could perform this same exercise using newer
metrics instead of counting stats, but ultimately the
same debate arises. Therefore, in lieu of a single met-
ric, I propose using a multi-attribute decision-making
algorithm that allows for the use of many metrics.
There is no limit to the number of metrics that might
be used in such an analysis. We point out that the met-
rics chosen for our analysis might not be the metrics
chosen by many readers.

In using multi-attribute decision-making (MADM)
algorithms, the attributes (in this case the chosen
baseball metrics) must have assigned weights where
the sum of all weights used must equal one. The
MADM algorithms themselves call for weighted met-
rics. Additionally, there are several weighting algorithms
that can be used. Some are subjective and at least one
is objective. Subjective weights are, or can be, not much
different from just choosing one metric, ordering, and
stating the result. However, objective weighting weights
allow the data elements themselves to be used in 
the calculation of the weights. This appears as a more
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objective method as it allows the user data (as many
data metrics as the user desires) to be used to calculate
the weights and in a ranking decision-making algo-
rithm. The selection of the players in the analysis, and
the choice of metric used, affect the calculation of the
weights and in turn the ranking of the players. We
choose TOPSIS, the technique of order preference by
similarity to the ideal solution, to be our MAMD algo-
rithm because TOPSIS is the only algorithm that allows
these attributes (criteria and in our case metrics) to 
either be selected to be maximized or minimized. For
example, home runs could be maximized but perhaps
strikeouts, as a metric, should be minimized.

Quantitative analysis is one method that can be
used where at least the reader can see the inputs and
outputs used for the analysis. The mathematics used
and their results are not without fault. However, the
assumptions behind the metrics and which players to
use or exclude can be questioned and argued just as
subjective decisions might be argued among fans. In
this article, we suggest a quantitative method—the
technique of order performance by similarity to ideal
solution (TOPSIS)—and discuss why we think it is has
merit to be used in analysis.

MULTI-ATTRIBUTE DECISION MAKING (MADM)
The two main types of multi-attribute decision meth-
ods are (1) simple additive weights (SAW) and (2) the
Technique of Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal
Solution (TOPSIS). These methods require a normal-
ization process of the data and multiplication by
weights found by either subjective methods or entropy.
TOPSIS has a clear advantage if any of the attributes
(metrics) being used should be minimized instead 
of maximized. As previously mentioned, home runs
should be maximized but strikeouts should be 
minimized. If all attributes being utilized should be
maximized both are adequate for analysis. But if we
were using stolen bases (SB) and caught stealing (CS),
then we would maximize SB and minimize CS.

THE TECHNIQUE OF ORDER PREFERENCE BY SIMILARITY 
TO IDEAL SOLUTION (TOPSIS)
TOPSIS was the result of research and work done 
by Ching-Lai Hwang and Kwangsun Yoon in 1981.4

TOPSIS has been used in a wide spectrum of compar-
isons of alternatives including: item selection from
among alternatives, ranking leaders or entities, remote
sensing in regions, data mining, and supply chain 
operations. TOPSIS is chosen over other methods be-
cause it orders the feasible alternatives according to
their closeness to an ideal solution.5 Its strength over

other decision making methods is that with TOPSIS,
we can indicate which metric (attributes) should be
maximized and which should be minimized. In all
other methods, everything is maximized. 

TOPSIS is used in many applications across busi-
ness, industry, and government. Jeffrey Napier provided
some analysis of the use of TOPSIS for the Department
of Defense in industrial base planning and item selec-
tion.6 For years, the military used TOPSIS to rank order
the systems’ request from all the branches within 
the service for the annual budget review process.
MADM and TOPSIS are being taught as part of deci-
sion analysis. 

So why are we using TOPSIS as our MADM method
and entropy as our weighting scheme? We are using
TOPSIS because in our selected dataset all variables
are not “larger is better.” As mentioned, for strikeouts
(SO), we’d prefer a smaller value. Entropy weights al-
lows the data themselves to be used mathematically
to calculate the weights and is not biased by subjec-
tivity as are the other weighting schemes methods
such as pairwise comparison method. Again, if we
were using stolen bases (SB) in our analysis then we
would like SB to be maximized and caught stealing
(CS) minimized.

TOPSIS METHODOLOGY
The TOPSIS process is carried out through the follow-
ing steps.

Step 1. Create an evaluation matrix consisting of m al-
ternatives (players) and n criteria (metrics), with the
intersection of each alternative and criterion given as
xij, giving us a matrix (Xij) mxn.
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Step 2. The matrix shown as D above is then normal-
ized to form the matrix R=(Rij) mxn, using the
normalization method to obtain the entries,

for i=1,2…,m; j= 1,2,…n

Step 3. Calculate the weighted normalized decision ma-
trix. First, we need the weights. Weights can come
from either the decision maker or by computation
using entropy.

Step 3a. Use either the decision maker’s weights for the
attributes x1,x2,..xn, pairwise comparisons method,  or
the entropy weighting scheme, as we use here. 

The sum of the weights over all attributes must equal
one regardless of the weighting method used.

Step 3b. Multiply the weights to each of the column en-
tries in the matrix from Step 2 to obtain the matrix, T.

Step 4. Determine the worst alternative (Aw) and the
best alternative (Ab): Examine each attribute’s column
and select the largest and smallest values appropri-
ately. If the values imply larger is better (profit) then
the best alternatives are the largest values and if the
values imply smaller is better (such as cost) then the
best alternative is the smallest value.

We suggest that if possible make all entry values
in terms of positive impacts.

Step 5. Calculate the L2-distance between the target 
alternative i and the worst condition Aw

and the distance between the alternative i and the best
condition Ab

where diw and dib are L2-norm distances from the 
target alternative i to the worst and best conditions,
respectively.

Step 6. Calculate the similarity to the worst condition:

Siw=1 if and only if the alternative solution has the
worst condition; and
Siw=0 if and only if the alternative solution has the
best condition.
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Step 7. Rank the alternatives according to their value
from Siw (i=1,2,…,m).

SIMPLE ADDITIVE WEIGHTS (SAW)
SAW is a very straightforward and easily constructed
process within MADM methods, also referred to as the
weighted sum method.7 SAW is the simplest, and still
one of the widest used of the MADM methods. Its sim-
plistic approach makes it easy to use. Depending on
the type of the relational data used, we might either
want the larger average or the smaller average.

Here, each criterion (attribute) is given a weight,
and the sum of all weights must be equal to one. If
equally weighted criteria then we merely need to sum
the alternative values. Each alternative is assessed
with regard to every criterion (attribute). The overall
or composite performance score of an alternative is
given simply by Equation 1 with m criteria.

It was previously though that all the units in the crite-
ria must be identical units of measure such as dollars,
pounds, seconds, etc. A normalization process can
make the values unitless. So, we recommend normal-
izing the data as shown in equation 2:

where (mijNormalized) represents the normalized value
of mij, and Pi is the overall or composite score of the
alternative Ai . The alternative with the highest value
of Pi is considered the best alternative.

The strengths of SAW are (1) the ease of use and
(2) the normalized data allow for comparison across
many differing criteria. But with SAW, either larger 
is always better or smaller is always better. There is 
not the flexibility in this method to state which crite-
rion should be larger or smaller to achieve better
performance. This makes gathering useful data of 
the same relational value scheme (larger or smaller)
essential.

ENTROPY WEIGHTING SCHEME
Shannon and Weaver originally proposed the entropy
concept.8 This concept had been highlighted by Zeleny
for deciding the weights of attributes.9 Entropy is the
measure of uncertainty in the information using prob-
ability methods. It indicates that a broad distribution
represents more uncertainty than does a sharply-

peaked distribution. To determine the weights by the
entropy method, the normalized decision matrix we
call Rij is considered. The equation used is

Where k=1/ln(n) is a constant that guarantees that 
0 ! e j! 1.  The value of n refers to the number of 
alternatives. The degree of divergence (dj) of the 
average information contained by each attribute is 
calculated as:

dj=1– ej.

The more divergent the performance rating Rij, for all
i and j,  then the higher the corresponding dj the more
important the attribute Bj is considered to be.

The weights are found by the equation

Let’s assume that the criteria were listed in order of
importance by a decision maker. Entropy ignores that
fact and uses the actual data to compute the weights.
Although home runs might be the most important cri-
terion to the decision maker, it might not be the largest
weighted criterion using entropy. Using this method,
we must be willing to accept these types of results 
in weights.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
In the previous work done by Fox and Fox et al. using
the pairwise comparison method of obtaining weight,
sensitivity analysis was done to determine the effect of
changing weights on the ranking of terrorists.10 The
decision weights are subject to sensitivity analysis to
determine how the affect the final ranking. Sensitivity
analysis is essential to good analysis. Additionally,
Alinezhad suggests sensitivity analysis for TOPSIS for
changing an attribute weight.11 The equation they de-
veloped for adjusting weights based upon a single
weight change that we used is:

where wj’ is the future weight of criterion j, wp the
current selected weight to be changed, wp’ the new
value of the selected weight, wj is the current weight
of criterion j. This method of doing sensitivity analy-
sis is valid for any chosen weighting scheme.
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Another method of sensitivity analysis might be to
change the metric used or the baseball players used in
the analysis. We accomplished this by first including
strikeouts and then excluding strikeouts in our analy-
sis. We also can alter the players used if we are using
the entropy weighting methods. Changing players, as
well as changing metrics analyzed, changes the
weights that are calculated and in turn might change
the rank ordering of the players.

2. APPLICATION TO BASEBALL’S GREATEST HITTERS
We applied these mathematical techniques to base-
ball’s greatest hitters. We started by taking hitters in
the National Baseball Hall of Fame (excluding pitch-
ers and managers). We ran our analysis. Then we
added some star retired players and current players:
Pete Rose, Barry Bonds, Mark McGwire, Alex Ro-
driguez, Albert Pujols, Mike Trout, Miguel Cabrera,
Sammy Sosa, and Ichiro Suzuki, sourcing their statis-
tics from Baseball-Reference.com.12,13

DATA
Based upon reviewers’ comments, we ran several sep-
arate analyses with the Hall of Fame players including
the additional mentioned players. We used standard
metrics as the criteria for the initial analysis and then
more advanced metrics for the second run of our
analysis.14

STANDARD METRICS
G – Games Played 
PA – Plate Appearances
AB – At Bats
R – Runs Scored
H – Hits
2B – Doubles Hit
3B – Triples Hit
HR – Home Runs Hit
RBI – Runs Batted In
BB – Bases on Balls
SO – Strikeouts
BA – Hits/At Bats

ADVANCED METRICS
OBA = (H+BB+HBP)/(At Bats+BB+HBP+SF)
SLG – Total Bases/At Bats or  (1B+2*2B+3*3B+4*HR)/AB
OPS – On-Base + Slugging Averages 

In our first analysis, we used the first 11 metrics
above. In our second analysis we decided to use per-
centage of extra base hits (2B+3B+HR/hits), runs,
BB, OBA and SLG. Since OPS is the sum of OBA and

SLG, we excluded it from either analysis. 
Since entropy is a function of the data, we sepa-

rated our collected data into sets both with only the
data partitioned as stated and for our two separate
groups of players. First, we performed our analysis for
the Hall of Fame players and then we repeat it for these
same players but with the additional players added.
We used the entropy method to weigh these criteria
for the analysis. We did so because we did not want
bias to interfere with our weighting scheme as the
other methods for obtaining weights are very subjec-
tive. Using the entropy weighting scheme as described
previously, we found our weights to use in the analysis.
Examining the HoF set, we used the entropy method
of weighting for the 11 criteria. We found these weights
for the hall of fame players:

METRICS AND WEIGHTS
G 0.04128
PA 0.05064
AB 0.04965
R 0.06426
H 0.05876
2B 0.07295
3B 0.11743
HR 0.23904
RBI 0.07459
BB 0.09882
SO 0.12679
BA 0.00579

We found the weights for the second set of metrics for
the hall of fame players as:

%X RBI BB BA OBA SLG
0.149467087 0.295852 0.465290109 0.016695 0.01822 0.054477

We present the weights when all our additional play-
ers are included with the hall of fame players in the
analysis. 

LARGER METRIC SET 
G 0.04847
AB 0.04886
R 0.05541
H 0.05014
2B 0.05764
3B 0.06165
HR 0.41781
RBI 0.05905
BB 0.08292
SO 0.08865
BA 0.02941
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SMALLER METRIC SET
%X RBI BB BA OBP SLG

0.155603773 0.292877 0.463543085 0.015732 0.017507 0.054736

3. MADM MODEL RESULTS
Using our TOPSIS procedures and using “larger is 
better” for all variables except SO where smaller is bet-
ter, we found the top HoF hitters of all time. TOPSIS
ranked them in order as: Babe Ruth, Hank Aaron,
Willie Mays, Stan Musial, and Lou Gehrig using our
larger group of metrics.

Player TOPSIS Value Rank
Babe Ruth 0.731603653 1
Hank Aaron 0.712828581 2
Willie Mays 0.688321995 3
Stan Musial 0.664775607 4
Lou Gehrig 0.653080437 5
Ted Williams 0.639868853 6
Jimmie Foxx 0.623135348 7
Mel Ott 0.619731627 8
Frank Robinson 0.616727014 9
Ken Griffey Jr. 0.602640058 10
Ernie Banks 0.573236285 11
Mickey Mantle 0.572825146 12
Harmon Killebrew 0.566824198 13
Eddie Mathews 0.565000206 14
Frank Thomas 0.561931931 15
Mike Schmidt 0.559451492 16
Carl Yastrzemski 0.556948693 17
Eddie Murray 0.555682669 18
Willie McCovey 0.552158735 19
Dave Winfield 0.536912893 20

The next twenty are:
Billy Williams 0.535553305 21
Joe DiMaggio 0.534463121 22
Al Kaline 0.526047568 23
Reggie Jackson 0.523830476 24
Cal Ripken 0.520103131 25
Andre Dawson 0.508935302 26
Jeff Bagwell 0.506944011 27
Rogers Hornsby 0.506190846 28
Johnny Mize 0.503463982 29
George Brett 0.499767024 30
Duke Snider 0.497691125 31
Yogi Berra 0.495176578 32
Willie Stargell 0.493824724 33
Al Simmons 0.490040488 34
Mike Piazza 0.483583075 35
Goose Goslin 0.474848669 36
Ralph Kiner 0.473649418 37

Ty Cobb 0.46631062 38
Jim Rice 0.460974189 39
Johnny Bench 0.459232829 40

When we ran the analysis with the second criteria
using the MADM method, SAW, because all the metrics
used were to be maximized We found that our top
players were:

1. Babe Ruth 6. Mickey Mantle
2. Ted Williams 7. Stan Musial
3. Lou Gehrig 8. Joe DiMaggio
4. Jimmie Foxx 9. Frank Thomas
5. Hank Greenberg

Note that number one in both approaches among the
HoF players is Babe Ruth.

4. “WHAT IF” ANALYSIS: OTHER NON-HALL OF FAME PLAYERS 
INCLUDED.

Next, we included additional players based upon their
performance, and not regarding other issues. We in-
cluded Pete Rose, Barry Bonds, Mark McGwire, Alex
Rodriguez, Albert Pujols, Miguel Cabrera, Mike Trout,
Sammy Sosa and Ichiro Suzuki. First, we re-compute
the entropy weights and then our ranking.

We present the top 20 ranked players using TOPSIS
using all the chosen metrics.

The addition of the new players yielded a slightly
different set of results but we see that Ruth and Aaron
are ranked one and two: 

Hank Aaron 0.70117 2
Barry Bonds 0.69878 3
Willie Mays 0.67513 4
Stan Musial 0.6537 5
Lou Gehrig 0.64057 6
Ted Williams 0.63168 7
Jimmie Foxx 0.61065 8
Mel Ott 0.61013 9
Frank Robinson 0.60508 10
Ken Griffey 0.59135 11
Alex Rodriguez 0.58904 12
Mickey Mantle 0.56287 13
Ernie Banks 0.5604 14
Harmon Killebrew 0.55695 15
Eddie Mathews 0.55434 16
Frank Thomas 0.55274 17
Carl Yastrzemski 0.54894 18
Mike Schmidt 0.54886 19
Mark McGwire 0.54863 20
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We also ran analysis with a smaller number of met-
rics as mentioned earlier. The Top 25 of all time all
including our stars that are not currently in the Hall of
Fame are:

Barry Bonds 1
Babe Ruth 2
Hank Aaron 3
Alex Rodriguez 4
Willie Mays 5
Albert Pujols 6
Ken Griffey Jr. 7
Frank Robinson 8
Sammy Sosa 9
Reggie Jackson 10
Jimmie Foxx 11
Ted Williams 12
Harmon Killebrew 13
Mike Schmidt 14
Mickey Mantle 15
Stan Musial 16
Mel Ott 17
Mark McGwire 18
Lou Gehrig 19
Frank Thomas 20
Eddie Murray 21
Eddie Mathews 22
Willie McCovey 23
Carl Yastrzemski 24
Ernie Banks 25

We see that using the smaller list of metrics Barry
Bonds computes as first followed by Babe Ruth. The
addition of the new players has made a difference in
the ranking of baseball’s greatest hitters.

CONCLUSIONS
Using entropy as our method to obtain weights, which
is an unbiased weighting method, we found Babe Ruth
as the greatest hitter in many of our analyses, while
Barry Bonds ranked number one using the smaller
metric set. Arguments can be made for any of these
players being the greatest hitter of all time. By using
more than one sabermetric measure, applying weights
to the metrics, and applying a MADM method, we can
strengthen the argument for the greatest hitter of all
time. Depending on the players and metrics in the
analysis, we see that ranking might change. This is
why the argument continues regarding who is the
greatest hitter of all time? !
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Tom Tango (1968– ) was born in the sub-
urbs of Montreal, where he found that
baseball spoke to him even more than the
Canadian national sport of hockey. He par-
ticularly enjoyed watching Red Sox games
on TV and was entranced by Fenway Park.
He eventually became an Expos fan as
well, but it was a love of the game itself
that stayed with him.

In school, Tom’s favorite subject was math, so he
was naturally drawn to sports statistics. His mathemat-
ical imagination was first captured by the Plus/Minus
stats in the Hockey News. He subsequently stumbled
upon Pete Palmer’s Linear Weights in the Baseball 
Digest and started reading sabermetric classics such as
the Hidden Game of Baseball and Bill James’s Baseball
Abstracts.

Tom majored in computer science in college and,
upon graduation, found jobs as a programmer, analyst,
and database developer. Tom never lost his enthusi-
asm for baseball statistics, however. In the late 1990s
he became a regular participant on the Baseball Boards
(aka Fanhome), where he met many other passionate
baseball statistics fans, including Mitchel Lichtman.
Thus began Tom’s formidable presence online, where
he mastered the skills of presenting insightful analyses,
explaining difficult topics, encouraging discussion, and
building consensus.

Tom co-authored (along with Lichtman and Andy
Dolphin) The Book: Playing the Percentages in Baseball.
This 2007 book, which introduced wOBA and included
detailed analytic chapters on platoons, sacrifice bunts,

and many other strategic topics, remains
one of the most influential baseball ana-
lytic books of all time. Its sales are still
strong nearly 15 years later.

On the Internet, Tango investigated,
discussed, and published new frontiers in
baseball statistics such as Fielding Inde-
pendent Pitching (FIP, building on the
work of Voros McCracken), Wins Above

Replacement (WAR), Marcel the Monkey forecasting
system, WOWY (With and With Out You) analysis,
and dollars per WAR free agent contracts—among
many other topics.

During this time, Tango was also hired as a con-
sultant by several baseball teams, including a four-year
stint with the Chicago Cubs. In 2016, he was hired by
MLBAM on a full-time basis to develop systems and
statistics driven by new on-field radar and camera
technology. In his short time there, he has introduced
new stats—including Barrels, Batted Ball Exit Velocity,
and Outs Above Average—that have quickly become
part of the national baseball conversation.

Tom has been one of the most influential voices in
baseball analysis and sabermetics for more than 
20 years. His impact can be seen on the field, in the
broadcast booth and in many teams’ analytic depart-
ments. Tom has not just created new statistics; he has
introduced new ways of understanding the game. By
interacting with readers on the Internet in a fully open,
transparent manner, he has deepened the baseball
community’s understanding of baseball statistics, an-
alytics and strategy. !

The Henry Chadwick Award was established by SABR to honor baseball’s great researchers—historians, statisticians, 
analysts, and archivists—for their invaluable contributions to making baseball the game that links America’s present 
with its past.

Apart from honoring individuals for the length and breadth of their contribution to the study and enjoyment of baseball,
the Chadwick Award will educate the baseball community about sometimes little known but vastly important contribu-
tions from the game’s past and thus encourage the next generation of researchers.

The contributions of nominees must have had public impact. This may be demonstrated by publication of research in
any of a variety of formats: books, magazine articles, websites, etc. The compilation of a significant database or archive
that has facilitated the published research of others will also be considered in the realm of public impact.

2020 CHADWICK AWARDS
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Mike Haupert (1961– ) dramatically ex-
panded our understanding of the business
of baseball through his research of player
contract cards at the National Baseball 
Hall of Fame and Museum in Cooper-
stown. Haupert, a professor of economics
at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse,
extracted and made available the informa-
tion for roughly 100,000 player seasons,
providing the first comprehensive accurate salary and
contract information for a large swath of baseball his-
tory. With his additional groundbreaking research on
the New York Yankees, Negro Leagues, and AAGPBL
financial records, Haupert has perhaps become the
foremost authority on the long history of baseball’s
evolving economics.

Haupert grew up in Dubuque, Iowa, where he
quickly became a Cubs fan. Dubuque was one of the
first cities wired for cable, and Haupert would catch
the Cubs on TV when he came home from school. He
stayed in Dubuque for his undergraduate degree at
Loras College before heading to Washington University
in St. Louis for his advanced degrees. As a graduate
student Haupert first applied baseball to one of his 
assignments, using city size and games won to predict
attendance. While he was in college, the first Rotis-
serie baseball book came out, and Haupert and friends
set up a league that lasted for 26 years.

Once he became a professor at La Crosse, Haupert
had the opportunity to design a new course. He was
concerned that the limited availability of data at the
time precluded a course solely on the economics of
sport, so he introduced a class on the economics of
the entertainment industry, which included sports.
Today, that course has morphed into two separate
courses, one on the economics of sports, the other 
covering the performing arts.

In 2000 Haupert traveled to Cooperstown to see
what financial information might be available, partic-
ularly relative to salaries. He was serendipitously 
introduced to the Yankees’ financial ledgers, which 
required a significant amount of deciphering to formu-
late meaningful interpretations. From this research

Haupert published a couple of ground-
breaking studies: “Pay Ball: Estimating the
Profitability of the New York Yankees,
1915–1937” (with Ken Winter), and a
three-part series, “Purchasing Pennants:
the New York Yankees Then and Now.”

During his semiannual trips to Cooper-
stown, Haupert was further introduced to
the vast and broadly untapped collection

of player contract cards. Over a number of years and
many trips to the Hall, Haupert collected the data off
of these cards, creating a database of around 100,000
player seasons. (Many of these players never played
in the big leagues—the salaries were contingent on the
player making it to the majors. Cards likewise exist for
non-playing personnel, including scouts and managers.
Moreover, these cards help add to our knowledge of the
history of the structure of baseball. Scouts, for example,
were sometimes compensated based on how far a
player advanced through a team’s farm system.) The
data on the cards included all the information filled
into the blanks on a player’s contract, including his
salary and provisions outside the standard language
such as bonus clauses. The cards also list player trans-
actions and occasionally purchase prices. Haupert has
made the salary information publicly available through
Baseball-Reference.com.

In 2018 Haupert synthesized much of his financial
research from the 1920s when he coauthored The Age of
Ruth and Landis: The Economics of Baseball during the
Roaring Twenties (with David Surdam). The book added
important new economic insights outside Organized
Baseball, such as Negro League financial information. 

Business of baseball research has come a long way
since 1991 when insufficient course material existed for
Haupert to put together a class on the economics of
sport. That instructors today have a wealth of informa-
tion to use in such a class owes much to Haupert’s
efforts to track down and catalog player salary infor-
mation. We can only hope that Haupert will continue to
use his research knowhow and interpretive skills to 
enlarge our business of baseball knowledge. !

Michael Haupert
by Dan Levitt
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Thomas Shea (1904–95) was one of the 16
founding members of SABR, making the
drive to Cooperstown from his home in
Hingham, Massachusetts, for the organi-
zation's first meeting in August 1971.
Shea’s baseball work was devoted to col-
lecting biographical details on players,
umpires, and other personnel. 

The oldest of the SABR founders, Tom
spent his early school years in and around
Boston and Providence, Rhode Island. Tom never paid
much attention to player stats but was fascinated by
biographical and demographic data on players, as well
as umpires, magnates, and other baseball persons.
After graduating from Boston College in 1926, he trav-
eled the Northeast and Midwest selling textbooks to
schools for Macmillan Publishers, and later Nelson
Publishing and Encyclopedia Britannica. 

Wherever he went he carried index cards and small
scraps of paper in his pocket. While waiting for ap-
pointments with school administrators, he would kill
time taking notes from the local newspapers of what-
ever small town he was in. During the evenings he
would use his Macmillan expense account—these
were Depression years—to buy drinks in an area 
establishment and steer the conversation toward local
baseball.

In 1939 Tom married Elizabeth Griffith. It was she
who transformed Tom’s scrawled notes into legible
copy. At the end of World War II, Tom and Betty settled
in Hingham, where he engaged in real estate work.

Tom had begun a correspondence with Ernie 
Lanigan in the mid-1920s, and through Lanigan, Tom
met S.C. Thompson some time in the 1930s. Shea left
behind an extensive trove of correspondence with both
men, along with J.G. Taylor Spink, publisher of The
Sporting News. In 1941, Shea responded at length to
Spink's plaintive requests for help in marketing the
Baseball Register. Shea's advice worked, but his only
payment was a lifetime subscription—which was
abruptly cut off when Spink died.

It is obvious from the materials in his
files that Shea supplied a high percentage
of the biographical facts for Turkin and
Thompson's Official Encyclopedia of Base-
ball, first published in 1951. Tom trustingly
thought he was a co-author, and the fact
that he got only a brief credit in the pref-
ace turned him off baseball research for
almost a decade. 

In the early 1960s Lee Allen resumed
his own correspondence with Shea, and his letters
make it clear that Shea had been out of the field for a
number of years. For the rest of the decade, however,
he continued to supply Allen with numerous facts that
informed Allen’s columns in The Sporting News as
well as the first edition of Macmillan’s The Baseball
Encyclopedia.

Allen’s 1969 death was a shocking blow to the 
research community, but Shea remained involved
enough that he answered Bob Davids’s call to come to
Cooperstown in August 1971.

In the very first Baseball Research Journal (1972),
Joe Simenic wrote, in an article about biographical
sleuthing, “Those of us who attended the organizational
meeting of SABR in Cooperstown last August will long
remember that walking-talking baseball encyclopedia,
Tom Shea of Hingham, Mass. He had many of us spell-
bound as he recounted in his fine New England twang
innumerable anecdotes and personal data of the early
day players.”

Shea and Bill Haber, along with Allen and S.C.
Thompson, were baseball’s greatest biographical re-
searchers. One thing, though, is certain. Whenever
Haber, Allen, or Thompson had a tough nut to crack,
the man they turned to was Tom Shea. !

NOTE: This article is heavily excerpted from Dick Thompson’s much
longer piece on Shea from SABR’s Biography Project. Additional 
biographical material was added from the “SABR Salute” Shea 
received from Bob Davids in 1990.

Tom Shea
by Dick Thompson
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